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conditions; no reliable marine profile data could be found for wind speeds in excess of 12 m
sec'. Over a 10-day period a wide variety of meteorological conditions were observed in which
the average wind speed ranged from 2 to 17 m sec', air-water temperature differences from
-2.1 to +0.6°C, and dew point-water temperature differences from -7.5 to -2.0°C. Subse-

_quently,-1% -of-he--data wer. acquired under stable atmospheric conditions and 15% at wind
speeds in excess of 12 m sec"th A review of previous marine surface layer profile measurements
is presented, and the need for additional high wind speed flux measurements is demonstrated.
Extensive analysis of the San Nicolas Island data revealed that the measurements were made
upwind and above the internal boundary layer formed by the island. Additionally, a generalized
technique was developed for correcting the wind-profile modification induced by the inherent
change in elevation associated with many beaches. A comparison with previous profile measure-
ments determined that earlier experimenters had overestimated the accuracy of their humidity
measurements and that it was impractical to introduce buoyancy into the stability equation. An
analysis performed to determine the relative magnitude of the flux and stability measurement
errors associated with both the profile and bulk methods determined that the errors were typi-

cally in excess of 100%. The largest errors were found to be in the bulk-derived sensible heat
flux and stability. The su tantial size of the average bulk stability error (-300%) suggested
that, unless an independent easurement technique to determine stability accompanied the bulk
method, little could be gaine by employing a stability-dependent bulk-coefficient scheme like
that proposed by Liu et al. an by others. A review of the influence platforms have upon meas-
urements demonstrated that th distortions introduced by the presence of a beach are simpler
and better understood than th se generated by a ship or a large fixed ocean tower. Hoeber
estimated the errors introduced P the bulk determination of fluxes to be on the order of 100%
due to the use of a ship as a measurement platform. It was concluded that the discrepancies
observed between the island dat and the data reported from a ship were not due to an island
influence, as speculated by Faira l et al. and Noonkester et al., but were due rather to the ship-
induced distortions of the ship oard measurements. A comparison made with other similar
overwater experiments demonsirated that the island results were typically as good as those
profile experiments conducted; from buoys or offshore towers. An analysis revealed that,
because the bulk temperature/w'as employed to compute the sea surface temperature, the bulk
method was consistently less Akely to detect stable atmospheric conditions. It was demonstrated

that the inherent difficulty with the bulk method is lack of an accurate technique for measuring
the water surface temperature. Approximately 10% of the time a downward humidity flux (con-
densation) was detected with the profile measurement without fog or rain present. Nin
instances are cited from the literature in which a similar downward humidity flux was observed.
The bulk method was found to be less likely to detect such relatively infrequent phenomena,
because the technique tends to average out the influence of such events. The Friehe-Schmitt
bulk scheme, in conjunction with the Smith-Banke bulk drag coefficient scheme, was found to
work as well as other bulk schemes for computing fluxes at wind speeds below 12 m sec 1 . For
wind speeds above 12 m sec -, the bulk drag coefficient scheme of Kuznetsov was found to be
more appropriate. As an alternative to the Smith & Banke scheme, one combining the Mitsuta-
Tsukamoto results with the results of Kuznr-:so, is proposed for wind speeds ranging from I to
18 m sec-'. The bulk method was foun ,r from the profile method in two principle
aspects. Where the profile method is appi - local mesoscale determinations, the bulk
method is appropriate only for synoptic macros,.. ieterminations. Where the profile method
estimated the actual flux value, the bulk method determined only the most probable flux value
from among a large number that could be valid under exactly the same synoptic conditions.

- Recommendations for future bulk method measurements are presented and a simple two level
bulk method is proposed. An extensive bibliography is given, and the topic of horizontal homo-
geneity of the marine boundary layer is discussed. -The experiment data base is to be made
available on magnetic floppy disk and in hard-copy fo-r
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REPORT AND ANALYSIS OF THE MAY 1979.',
MARINE SURFACE LAYER MICROMETEOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENT

AT SAN NICOLAS ISLAND, CALIFORNIA

THEODORE V. BLANC

Atmospheric Physics Branch
Environmental Sciences Division

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C.

Abstract-One hundred thirty-six hours of profile and bulk measurements of momentum, moisture, and sensible heat flux, accompanied
by determinations of stability, were made in the marine atmospheric surface layer over the Pacific Ocean from an upwind, low-profile pro-
montory of San Nicolas Island, California, at 33' North latitude and 1200 West longitude. A search of the literature revealed that only 15%
of the previous marine profile data had been taken outside the equatorial region of the Atlantic Ocean and that only 1% had been acquired
under stable atmospheric conditions. no reliable marine profile data could be found for wind speeds in excess of 12 m sec-t. Over a 10-day
period a wide variety of meteorological conditions were observed in which the average wind speed ranged from 2 to 17 m sec-, air-water
temperature differences from -2.1 to +0.6°C, and dew point-water temperature differences from -7.5 to -2.0°C. Subsequently. 10% of
the data were acquired under stable atmospheric conditions and 15% at wind speeds in excess of 12 m sec-1. A review of previous marine
surface layer profile measurements is presented, and the need for additional high wind speed flux measurements is demonstrated. Exten-
sive analysis of the San Nicolas Island data revealed that the measurements were made upwind and above the internal boundary layer
formed by the island. Additionally, a generalized technique was developed for correcting the wind-profile modification induced by the
inherent change in elevation associated with many beaches. A comparison with previous profile measurements determined that earlier
experimenters had overestimated the accuracy of their humidity measurements and that it was impractical to introduce buoyancy into the
stability equation. An analysis performed to determine the relative magnitude of the flux and stability measurement errors associated with
both the profile and bulk methods determined that the errors were typically in excess of 100%. The largest errors were found to be in the
bulk-derived sensible heat flux and stability. The substantial size of the average bulk stability error (-300%) suggested that, unless an
independent measurement technique to determine stability accompanied the bulk method, little could be gained by employing a stability-
dependent bulk-coefficient scheme like that proposed by Liu et al. and by others. A review of the influence platforms have upon measure-
ments demonstrated that the distortions introduced by the presence of a beach are simpl,'r and better understood than those generated by
a ship or a large fixed ocean tower. Hoeber estimated the errors introduced in the bulk dtriermination of fluxes to be on the order of 100%
due to the use of a ship as a measurement platform. It was concluded that the discrepancies observed between the island data and the data
reported from a ship were not due to an island influence, as speculated by Fairall et al. and Noonkester et al., but were due rather to the
ship-induced distortions of the shipboard measurements. A comparison made with other similar overwater experiments demonstrated that
the island results were typically as good as those profile experiments conducted from buoys or offshore towers. An analysis revealed that,
because the bulk temperature was employed to compute the sea surface temperature, the bulk method was consistently less likely to detect
stable atmospheric conditions. It was demonstrated that the inherent difficulty with the bulk method is lack of an accurate technique for
measuring the water surface temperature. Approximately 10% of the time a downward humidity flux (condensation) was detected with the
profile measurement without fog or rain present. Nine instances are cited from the literature in which a similar downward humidity flux
was observed. The bulk method was found to be less likely to detect such relatively infrequent phenomena, because the technique tends to
average out the influence of such events. The Friehe-Schmitt bulk scheme, in conjunction with the Smith-Banke bulk drag coefficient
scheme, was found to work as well as other bulk schemes for computing fluxes at wind speeds below 12 m sekv- t. For wind speeds above
12 m sec i the bulk drag coefficient scheme of Kuznetsov was found to be more appropriate. As an alternative to the Smith & Banke
scheme, one combining the Mitsuta-Tsukamoto results with the results of Kuznetsov is proposed for wind speeds ranging from I to 18 m
sec 1. The bulk method was found to differ from the profile method in two principle aspects, Where the profile method is appropriate for
local mesoscale determinations, the bulk method is appropriate only for synoptic macroscale determinations. Where the profile method
estimated the actual flux value, the bulk method determined only the most probable flux value from among a large number that could be
valid under exactly the same synoptic conditions. Recommendations for future bulk method measurements are presented and a simple two
level bulk method is proposed. An extensive bibliography is given, and the topic of horizontal homogeneity of the marine boundary layer
is discussed. The experiment data base is to be made available on magnetic floppy disk and in hard-copy form.

Manuscript submitted December 21, 1981.



T. V. BLANC

I. Introduction 2. Experiment Location

To properly characterize the marine atmosphere in The marine surface layer can be divided into two
terms of those meteorological parameters which most general regimes: the open-ocean regime, in which the
influence optical and infrared transmission, not only marine atmosphere interacts only with the ocean; and
must the ambient values of such quantities as humidity the coastal regime, in which the air-sea interaction is
and temperature be measured, but their turbulent fluxes significantly affected by the presence of a land mass.
must be determined as well. The turbulent fluxes play a The influence of a large land mass, particularly on
key role in the energy transport mechanism of the marine aerosols, has been shown in some cases to
ocean-atmosphere system and are essential to an under- extend more than 100 km upwind of a continental coast
standing of the generation and transport of such optically line. The extent of the coastal regime can be frequently
important properties as humidity and aerosol size distri- related to the local prevailing synoptic scale weather sys-
bution. A correct quantitative description of these tem and, particularly, to the history and trajectory of
processes requires the measurement of the turbulent frontal systems. Generally speaking, the coastal regime
flu- , of heat, moisture, and momentum in the marine can be regarded as the more complex of the two.
atmospheric surface layer. The ability to determine these
quantities in the future from standard synoptic observa. Since a comparison of opeti-ocean-regime and
tions requires an additional understanding of the physics coastal-regime differences would be of interest, a location
involved in the interaction of the air and the sea. A representative of both would be desirable. As an initial
principle objective of this experiment was to measure the experiment site, however, one predominately representa-
fluxes on the local scale and attempt to relate the tive of the less-complex, more-pervasive, and less-
findings to the synoptic situation with the bulk-flux polluted open-ocean regime was thought to be preferable.
method. To distinguish between the two regimes, a method

described by Larson (1978) to measure the radon-222
Of particular importance to the study of air-sea content of the air mass under study could be employed

interaction is the heating and cooling of the sea surface in the field to determine its origin. Sites located off the
by turbulent heat exchange and evaporation, the genera- coast of the eastern United States were eliminated, since
tion of wind waves due to the action of turbulent wind the prevailing wind field would be from the continent.
upon the sea surface, and the formation of turbulent An experiment site situated as far upwind as possible
mixed surface layers in the ocean. The development of from the west coast was regarded as the most desirable
each of these three processes in the ocean leads in turn location.
to specific changes in the processes which take place in
the atmosphere. For example, the development of Because the primary purpose of the micrometeoro-
wind-generated waves can lead to a modification of the logical measurements would be to characterize the
sea surface roughness, which in turn changes the tur- marine surface layer, in which simultaneous infrared and
bulent characteristics of the wind. Cooling of the oceanic optical transmission measurements were to be made, the
surface layer can lead to a decrease in the intensity of experiment location would require at least two fixed
energy exchange over the ocean because of the forma- ocean platforms several kilometers apart, from which
tion of a very stable temperature stratification in the double-ended optical experiments could be conducted.
atmospheric surface layer. Turbulent mixing in the oce- This would also allow a determination of the lateral
anic surface layer brings the atmosphere into interaction homogeneity of the marine surface layer under study.
not only with the thin layer at the surface, but also with Additionally, it was considered highly desirable that the
the typically cooler underlying layers. experiment location be routinely subjected to a wide

variety of maritime atmospheric phenomena.
An effort has been made to make this text as

understandable as possible to non-micrometeorologists. After an extensive search of the western coast of
The report deals with many of the practical aspects of the the United States, the most suitable location was found
work as seen through the eyes of an experimentalist. An to be on the upwind side of San Nicolas Island, located
attempt has been made to explain not only what has 105 km off the coast of southern California at 33°15 '

been done but, more importantly, how and why it was North latitude, 119030' West longitude (see Fig. 2.1).
done. If the reader is unable to obtain copies of the The approximately 5- by 14-km island is operated by the
more obscure manuscripts or the English translations of U.S. Navy as a radar tracking station, and surface and
some of the references cited, please contact the author to radiosonde observations have been routinely made from
obtain a copy. For those readers who may be unfamiliar it for more than 30 years. Information obtained from
with some of the concepts or terminology used in this experienced observers suggested that the local upwtnd
work, McIntosh & Thom (1973) and Roll (1965) are weather tended to occur in 2- or 3-day cycles, during
suggested references. which conditions remained relatively uniform, and that2I
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/ ,%//,///- ///cross section ranging from I to 20 cm in scale. A
/ /- synopsis of the direct-measurement method may be

/ , . ~found in Kaimal (1975).
SANTA 47
BARBARA "'/ / The dissipation technique is a semiempirical

LOS ./7 /,method which estimates the fluxes by measuring, at a

ANGELES 'K-' single altitude location, the one-dimensional spectral
CIIi density (and/or multimoment-derived derivative statis-

WtND /,/ tics) of wind speed, temperature, and humidity. The
czZ technique requires small, sophisticated sensor instrumen-

SAN NICOLAS tation, with an effective frequency response of up to -2

ISLAND kHz, and it typically involves measurements made over a
SAN / vertical cross section ranging from 1 mm to a few cen-

t DIEGO timeters in scale. A synopsis of the dissipation method

0 50 100 km may be found in Champagne et al. (1977).

Fig. 2.1 - The location of San Nicolas Island in relation to the The profile (or gradient) technique is a semiempir-
southern California coast and the prevailing wind direction ical method in which estimates of the fluxes are made

from measurements, at multiple altitude locations, of the
average values of wind speed, temperature, and humid-

typically over a span of 2 or 3 weeks a diverse spectrum ity. From these measurements, various height-

of such uniform periods could be expected. Table 2.1 dependent differential values are determined in order to

shows the surface climatology of San Nicolas Island gauge the vertical fluxes. The technique requires well-

vicinity, calibrated sensors with an effective frequency response of
up to -0.1 Hz and typically involves measurements

The island had several low-profile parallel promon- made over vertical cross sections ranging from about I m

tories which afforded stable optical platforms pointing to 50 m in scale. An elementary description of the

into the prevailing open-ocean wind direction. This profile method may be found in Chapter 9 of McIntosh

configuration made possible three overwater optical & Thom (1973).
paths, 1.5, 2.5. and 4.1 km long, which were oriented
approximately perpendicular to the prevailing wind. The The bulk (or aerodynamic) technique is a semiem-
optical paths ranged from 0.2 to 1.0 km upwind of the pirical method which estimates the flux by measuring, at
island's main leading edge, assuring that they would be a single altitude location and just below the surface of
forward of the locally generated surf. From a logistical the water, the average values of velocity, temperature,
perspective, the island had a fully operational air field and humidity. From these measurements, the various
with daily air service to the mainland, food and housing differential values are determined in order to gauge the
facilities for visitors, hardline electrical power to the vertical fluxes. The technique requires relatively unso-
experiment sites, a microwave communication link to the phisticated sensors with an effective frequency response
mainland, and available motor-vehicle transportation. In of up to -0.02 Hz and typically involves measurements
short, from a scientific and logistical prospective the made over a vertical cross-section of about 10 m. An
upwind vicinity of the island was considered to be a vir- overview of the bulk method may be found in Pedersen
tually ideal experiment location, and B6yum (1980) and in Chapter 4 of Kitaigorodskii

(1973).

3. Selection of a Flux Measurement Technique The eddy-correlation method, unlike the other
three, uses a direct measurement of the fluxes and is,

There are four principle observational techniques presumably, the most desirable in terms of measurement

for measuring the atmospheric turbulent fluxes of quality. However, from a practical perspective, the
momentum, heat, and humidity Dobson et al. (1980) present state of the art of sensor instrumentation and
has presented a brief overview of the use of these tech- data processing has yet to overcome several major
niques in the marine surface layer. impediments to its use in the marine environment for

long periods of time.

The eddy-correlation technique is a direct method
which measures, at a single altitude location, the covari- The best device to date for measuring the ve-

ance of vertical velocity fluctuations with those of longi- locity fluctuations required for the eddy-correlation tech-
tudinal velocity, temperature, and humidity. The tech- nique is the rather expensive three-dimensional sonic
nique requires sophisticated sensor instrumentation, with anemometer. The device determines the wind velocity
an effective frequency response of up to - 10 Hz, and it fluctuation components by measuring the transit times of
typically involves measurements made over a vertical rapidly switched directed acoustical pulses. A more

3
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Table 2.1 - San Nicolas Island, California, Surface Climatology

Wind Speed' (m sec -') Wind Direction' (True Air Temperature' (°C) Mean Sea
Surface

% Freq. % Freq. Mast Max. Temperatureb
Month < 1.5 Mean Av. Max. > 10.8 Frequent Wind Speed Av. Min. Mean Av. Max. (°C)

January 16 6.2 26.8 4 NW WNW 8.9 12.1 15.2 14.6
February 17 7.2 20.6 6 NW NW 9.3 12.6 15.8 14.4
March 10 7.7 22.1 10 NW WNW 9.0 12.4 15.8 14.4
April 11 7.7 21.6 11 NW NW 9.8 13.3 16.9 14.4
May 11 8.2 21.6 13 NW WNW 10.6 13.9 17.3 14.6
June 11 7.2 23.2 7 NW WNW 11.7 15.1 18.4 15.3
July 12 6.7 23.2 4 NW NW 13.1 16.7 20.4 17.3
August 14 6.7 21.1 3 NW WNW 13.8 17.5 21.2 18.3
September 16 6.7 20.1 4 NW WNW 14.3 18.0 21.7 18.8
October 19 6.2 21.1 4 NW NW 11.5 16.0 20.4 18.2
November 20 6.2 21.1 5 NW WNW 11.4 14.9 18.4 16.6
December 18 6.2 21.6 4 NW NW 9.7 12.8 15.9 15.7

Table 2.1 (Continued)

Relative Humidity' (%) Ceiling Heights' (m) Precipitation' Wave Heightsb (M)

% Freq.< % Freq.< % Freq. % Freq.
320 above 930 above

Month Av. Min. Mean Av. Max Sea Level Sea Level (av. no. of days) >0.6 > 1.8

January 59 75 86 8 21 5.7 61 16
February 60 76 88 7 25 4.6 70 25
March 59 76 88 4 22 4.3 74 25
April 58 76 87 5 28 3.4 74 25
May 64 80 90 8 39 0.8 69 25
June 66 83 93 13 47 0.7 67 20
July 65 83 94 17 42 0.3 60 12
August 63 82 94 15 39 0.1 68 11
September 59 78 89 11 36 0.9 68 16
October 57 75 86 9 27 1.2 59 17
November 58 76 86 6 19 4.4 66 17
December 58 75 85 7 19 5.4 60 19

'Based upon 25 years of data taken from the southeast side of the island at an altitude approximately
170 meters above sea level. Source: de Violini (1974).

bBased upon 21 years of data taken from ships in the vicinity of the

island. Source: Naval Weather Service Environmental Detachment (1971).

L4
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detailed description of the device may be found in The work of Fairall et al. (1979a) would suggest
Kaimal & Businger (1963) and Mitsuta (1966). Recent that fast thermal sensors when exposed to the marine
articles by Larsen et al. (1979) and Campbell & Uns- environment may require cleaning or replacement at
worth (1979) have suggested the possible introduction of intervals shorter than one hour. Such a constraint would
relatively inexpensive sonic devices within the next few render the eddy-correlation method difficult or impracti-
years. cal for experiments of long duration. A review of fast

thermal sensors and their use in the marine environment
Other experimenters have attempted, with varying may be found in Larsen et al. (1980).

degrees of success, to circumvent the use of expensive
sonic devices by employing various types of mechanical The most widely used device for sensing the hu-
propeller and hot wire (or film) devices. Examples of midity fluctuations required for the eddy-correlation
two such devices are reported by Pond et al. (1979) and method is the Lyman-a hygrometer. The device meas-
by Shaw et al. (1973). Some of the typical problems ures the absorption by water vapor of the hydrogen
encountered with mechanical propeller devices and their Lyman-a spectral line at 1216A across a sampling path
proposed solutions are reported by McBean (1972), approximately 0.5 to 10 cm long. A description and
Horst (1973), and Francey & Sahashi (1979). A three- design of one such device may be found in Buck (1976).
dimensional pneumatic device designed for use in the Friehe et al. (1975) have argued that the major difficulty
marine environment is presently under development by in using Lyman-a devices in the marine environment is
W. A. Oost at the Koninkljk Nederlands Meteoroogisch the rapid deterioration of the device's ultra violet win-
Instituut, as reported by Burt (1979). S. D. Smith dows when exposed to moist air, salt contamination, or
(1980b) has reported the construction of a mechanical precipitation. Such limitations render the device usable
thrust anemometer which has been successfully cali- for periods of only a few tens of hours under the best of
brated in the field against a sonic device, conditions.

An additional difficulty encountered with an eddy- A possible alternative fast-response humidity sen-
correlation velocity device, described by Kaimal & Hau- sor is an infrared absorption hygrometer proposed by
gen (1969), is the necessity of maintaining the device Raupach (1978). In the future such a device may elim-
level to -:±0. This is a difficult task on an experi- inate, or at least minimize, the salt contamination and
ment platform such as a buoy or even an ocean tower. moisture problems encountered with the Lyman-a dev-
Active and passive in situ methods for dealing with this ice. McGavin & Vetter (1965) have suggested the use of
problem have been reported by Kaimal & Haugen (1971) a microwave refractometer as a humidity device and
and by Hyson et al. (1977). Maritime sonic anemometer have presented on outline of the basic design philosophy.
results taken from floating platforms have been reported A review of fast-response humidity sensors and their use
by Pond et al. (1971) and by Mitsuta & Fujitani (1974), in the marine environment may be found in Hay (1980).
and results from fixed structures near the beach by
Miyake et al. (1970b) and by Naito (1978). A descrip- Notwithstanding the above mentioned difficulties
tion of the device and review of some of the precautions of operating the sensor systems in a marine environ-
which must be taken when employing a sonic anemome- ment, because flux data for the San Nicolas Island exper-
ter in the marine environment may be found in Kaimal iments would be required continuously for periods as
(1980) long as several hundreds of hours, the most serious con-

straint to the implementation of the eddy-correlation
The major difficulty encountered in the marine method would be the amount and rate at which data

environment with eddy-correlation temperature and would need to be recorded and/or processed. To achieve
humidity sensors is the problem of salt contamination, a cross correlation over a bandwidth of--0.001 to 10 Hz.
The temperature devices typically employ a fine wire (or 20 Hz data would need to be analyzed over a period as
film) resistance or microthermistor sensor. In some long as I hour. Assuming a minimum of six channels of
cases, small thermocouples have been employed. The data, the eddy-correlation method would require data
small size of the sensors is necessitated by the relatively being handled at the rate of -2 x 106 bytes h- . Such a
fast response characteristics required for use with the data rate would require -400 m h- of magnetic tape for
eddy-correlation method. Slower sensors having a larger postexperiment data reduction or the utilization of a
thermal mass do not appear to be seriously affected by dedicated medium-size computer (by 1977 standards) in
the problem. The contamination of fast thermal sensors the field for in-situ reduction. In either case, the eddy-
due to salt in the marine environment was first suggested correlation data processing is neither trival or inexpen-
by LaRue et al. (1975) and later identified by Schmitt et sive. Kaimal et al. (1966) have presented a description
al. (1978, 1979). These findings may, in part, explain of a field computer facility used for such an experiment.
the relatively poor agreement between the marine eddy-
correlation and profile derived sensible heat fluxes Because of the data-processing difficulty, most
reported by Paulson et al. (1972) and by Kruigermeyer experimenters have had to be content with recording a
(1976). few tens of hours of flux data on magnetic tape for later
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analysis back in the laboratory. This procedure has often size of the sensors, the dissipation method suffers even
necessitated the operation of expensive and logistically more acutely than the eddy-correlation method from the

complicated field experiments without benefit of reduced problems of salt contamination and a small representa-
data in the field. An instrument malfunction or some tive sampling cross section. Additionally, Dobson et al.
other undetected problem in the field has often caused (1980) have noted that a number of the dissipation
the irretrievable loss of unique and expensive data. An method's underlying assumptions are often not fulfilled
encouraging prospect for the future is a portable in the real world and that a sizable experimen; I effort is
and relatively inexpensive microprocessor-based eddy- still required to verify the technique.
correlation system for real-time heat and humidity flux
measurements recently described by Campbell et al. Although it is anticipated that the next decade will
(1981). see sweeping changes, at the present time the implemen-

tation of either the eddy-correlation or dissipation tech-
A more esoteric consideration with the eddy- niques for measuring all three of the simultaneous fluxes

correlation method is the desire in the San Nicolas Island is impractical in the marine environment for periods
work to characterize the entire approximately 50-meter longer than a few tens of hours.
high marine surface layer in a general manner. Because
of the necessarily small atmospheric cross section Of the two remaining flux-measurement tech-
required for the high-frequency response, the eddy- niques, the most widely employed in the marine surface
correlation method typically samples less than 0.5% of layer has been the profile method. This method uses a

the entire vertical expanse of the atmospheric surface sensor array that is significantly less expensive and more
layer. Although it is tacitly assumed that the surface durable than other arrays, that is relatively unaffected by
layer is a region of uniformly distributed vertical flux, salt contamination, and that uses a vertical sampling
Dyer & Hicks (1972) have noted that theoretical con- cross section most representative of the entire surface

siderations would allow variations in flux of the order of layer. Although the development of the profile method
±20%. Kaimal (1969) has experimentally observed was based exclusively on over-land data, Badgley et al.
vertical variations in measured surface-layer fluxes over (1972) and others have demonstrated that it is equally

land of the order of ± 20%. valid over water, provided that the measurements are
taken high enough above the region of wave influence.

The dissipation method is more practical in terms Assuming a minimum of six channels of data, the profile

of sensor expense and vertical alignment than is the method would require data to be averaged and handled
eddy-correlation method, however; it requires that data at the rate of -2 x 10' bytes h- 1. This computational
to be analyzed over a wider spectral range, typically task is easily handled by existing small desk-top comput-
-0.001 Hz to 2 kHz. Because of existing fast-Fourier- ers usable in the field.
transform techniques, the dissipation-method data pro-
cessing reduces to about the same level of difficulty as Encompassed within the profile method are several
that of the eddy-correlation method. semiempirically derived profile-flux relationships which

have been summarized by Yaglom (1977). The two

Dissipation-method experiments typically mea- principal competing relationship schemes are those pro-

sure a one-dimensional wind-speed fluctuation by obser- posed by Dyer & Hicks (1970) and by Businger et al.

vation of the cooling induced in a very small heated (1971). Dyer (1974) has reviewed the differences
resistance wire (or film) sensor. An extensive bibliogra- between the two schemes. Lo & McBean (1978) found
phy of thermal anemometery techniques may be found that the two schemes could yield differences as large at
in Freymuth (1978). An ion-deflection fast-response 40% in the estimated fluxes; they suggested that the

device for observing two-dimensional wind velocity discrepancies could be resolved by setting the von
fluctuations up to I kHz has been reported by Waletzko Kirmin constant equal to 0.40, instead of the recom-
(1975). The device measures the transit times of ionized mended 0.35, when using the Businger et al. scheme.

air molecules and is now being commercially manufac- This, in effect, would render the Businger et al. scheme

tured.* equivalent to that of Dyer & Hicks. A justification for

this approach was subsequently provided by Wieringa
Air-temperature fluctuations for the dissipation (1980).

technique are usually measured with a resistance sensor
in much the same manner as for the eddy-correlation
method, except the sensors are much smaller. At the To relate the profile observed fluxes to the synop-

present time, the dissipation method lacks a humidity tic situation, it was decided to employ the bulk method

fluctuation sensor which can directly observe fluctuations as an adjunct to the profile. A principle advantage of the

greater than -10 Hz. Because of the inherently smaller bulk method is its relative simplicity. However, Hasse et
al. (1978b) have argued that the simplicity of the bulk

ITSI Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota 55164, Model 202 two-axis wind- technique is achieved at a very sizable cost to its

velocity sensor. micrometeorological relevance and that it is appropriate
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only as a tool in terms of synoptic macroscale* clim,,ol- Pond et al. (1974), Friehe & Schmitt (1976), and
ogy. Kondo (1977). The various types of proposed schemes

run the complete gambit in terms of complexity and
To maintain the bulk technique's principal advan- sophistication. For example, where Friehe and Schmitt

tage of measurement simplicity, it is necessary to assume use single statistical conglomerate coefficients,
that the surface temperature of the water can be deter- Kruigermeyer (1976) employ stability-dependent
mined by a bulk water measurement. Saunders (1967) coefficients, and Liu et al. (1979) utilize a computational
has suggested that the typical surface-bulk water tem- iteration technique requiring five input parameters for
perature difference is on the order of 0.30C and, under twelve dependent variables in five equations which
extreme conditions, is as large as V°C. James & Fox reduce to three simultaneous equations of three unk-
(1972) found that the differences between bucket and nowns. At the present time there is no single universally
ship engine intake temperatures were about the same excepted bulk-flux scheme. Depending upon which
order of magnitude. This would suggest that not only is scheme is used, the same input data can yield estimated
the manner in which the water-temperature measure- fluxes differing by as much as 100%.
ment is made important, but the depth at which it is
made is also. Hinzpeter (1967) and Simpson & Paulson Admittedly, the selection of a bulk-flux relation-
(1980) have described some of the difficulties encoun- ship scheme is of necessity somewhat arbitrary. Tne
tered in making direct temperature measurements at the basic scheme proposed by Friehe & Schmitt (1976), as
ocean surface. Their work would suggest that it is employed in Friehe & Pazan (1978), was chosen because
extremely difficult to make direct temperature measure- of its simplicity and apparent statistically broad data base.
ments much more accurately than -±_0.5°C. The Friehe & Schmitt scheme was expanded for the San

Nicolas Island experiment to incorporate the computa-
Given the present state of measurement tech- tion of the drag coefficient using the Smith & Banke

nique, even if the water surface temperature measure- (1975) formulation, as suggested by Friehe (1978), along
ment were readily available, the measurement uncer- with several minor alterations.
tainty would be about the same order of magnitude as
the typical surface-bulk difference. The relatively large To summarize: After an extensive review it was
uncertainty in the surface temperature measurement is determined that, given the present state of the art, the
particularly critical because the bulk meth, is a profile method was the most practical and appropriate
differential measurement. It acquires catastrophic pro- flux-measurement techtique for use ii, the marine
portions when the air-sea temperature difference is small. environment for an experiment of extended duration
A review of the instrumentation and techniques used in such as San Nicolas Island. The Businger et al. (1971)
measuring sea surface temperature may be found in profile-flux scheme with the von Kirmin constant set
Katsaros (1980a). equal to 0.40 was selected. It was further determined

that the bulk method, although suitable only as an auxi-
A more esoteric difficulty with the bulk method is liary technique, should be employed as an adjunct for

that the constituent components of the mediums being comparative purposes. The Friehe & Schmitt (197b)
measured often arrive at 4he observation site from drasti- bulk-flux scheme with the drag coefficient computed
cally different trajectories and at considerably different using the Smith & Banke (1975) formulation was
speeds Water-current and wind-speed directions are fre- selected.
quently very different. It is not really the water tempera-
ture observed immediately below the air-temperature 4. Survey of Marine Surface Layer Profile Data
measurement which is most relevant, but rather the
integrated effective surface temperature along the wind One of the earliest experiments to be found in the
fetch trajectory. Bill et al. (1980) observed that a literature is that of Wast (1920), which reported wind
significant disagreement occurred between eddy- profile measurements taken from a ship in the Baltic Sea.
correlation and bulk-derived sensible and latent heat flux Perhaps the earliest observations, as noted by Barenblatt
when the sea surface temperature was observed to et al. (1975), were those conducted by G. I. Taylor in
change with time. These findings would tend to support 1913 using instruments sent aloft with a kite from the
the contention of Hasse et al. (1978b) that the bulk stern of a whaling ship under sail off the coast of
method is suitable only for synoptic climatology and not Newfoundland. A list of marine surface layer wind

for local micrometeorology observations. profile measurements reported up to 1962 may be found
in Tables X and XXIV of Roll (1965), A current survey

Encompassed within the bulk method are more of marine surface layer wind profile observations accom-
than 20 different competing semiempirical bulk-flux rela- panied by temperature and/or humidity profile measure-
tionship schemes. Partial summaries may be found in ments is presented in Table 4.1,

*Defined here to mean planetary surface scales greater than 10 As indicated in the table, there are two basic

km by 10 km in area. observational strategies for acquiring such profile data.
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The first is to employ a number of identical sensors per- approach of the wind to the ship. Kidwell & Seguin
manently situated at various altitudes, which acquire data (1978), in a similar comparison during GATE to that of
on a continuous bases. The second is to employ a single Ching, found with identical sensors on four ships that
sensor, which is sequentially moved from one altitude to the forward-mounted boom sensors did not necessarily
another, acquiring data while stationary at the desired yield more realistic measurements than those taken from
altitude. The table summarizes the profile data found in the mast. These seemingly conflicting results were
the current literature taken over various natural bodies resolved by Mollo-Christensen (1979) from wind-tunnel
of water. However, the data acquired over inland bodies tests which demonstrated that not only must ihe inca-
should be viewed as being primarily indicative of con- surements be made from a boom located upwind of the
tinental regime which has been modifie0 to some degree measurement platform, but that the boomn must be of a
by the presence of water. Additionally, as noted earlier, length equivalent to several times the windward cross
it is important to distinguish between the open-ocean and section of the structure. Bogorodskiy (1966) reported a
coastal regimes in the maritime environment. It can be poor agreement between wind profile measurements
argued that the coastal regime is more then the simple taken from an 8-meter boom mot nted forward of a ship
superposition of the open-ocean and continental systems, and those taken from a buoy.
but rather a more complex and unique third regime.

The ramifications of the ship distortion studies are
The literature search revealed the existence of only threefold. First, they clearly demonstrate that it is

about 2,100-hours of previous piolile measurements in exceedingly difficult to take even simple bulk flux mea-
which all three of the primary fluxes had been measured, surements, much less profile or eddy-correlation flux
85% of the data had been obtained in the equatorial measurements, from a ship and that such a platform
region of the Adantic Ocean. It was further determined would not be practical for the San Nicolas Island experi-
that only 1% of the entire previous data base had been ments. Second, as suggested by Neumann (1959), it
acquired under stable atmosphetic conditions and that clearly brought into question the data of Deacon et al.
there existed virtually no reliable data taken at wind (1956) and Deacon (1962). The Deacon results were
speeds in excess of 12 m sec the only marine profile data in Table 4.1 that were

obtained at wind speeds in excess of 12 m sec , Third,
5. Measurement Platforms and Their Influence they strongly suggested that the discrepancy observed

on Data between the San Nicolas Island measurements and those

obtained simultaneously from the research vessel Iconia
As suggested in the review of earlier experiments (without henelit of instruments mounted on a forward

presented in the previous section, marine surface layer boom) was probably due to the influence of the ship and
profile measurements can be made from a variety of not due to an island influence as speculated by Fairall et
platforms. The various types of pla.tforms could be al. (1979b) and Noonkester ct al. (1980). A determina-
characterized as belonging to one of live general lion of the actual extent of the island's influence in the
categories: shipborne, buoy, airborne, offshore tower, San Nicolas Island measurements is tho topic of Section
and onshore tower. 21.

Augslein et al. (19 74a), in a comparison of data As attested to by the results of ilasse et al.
taken simultaneously from the deck of a ship and from a (1978b), the best available profile data taken at wind
buoy, concluded that the ship's hull and superstructure speeds below 12 m sec were acquired from a narroA-
induced sizable distortions in simple measurements of masted buoy platform. Wucknitz (1977), in a detailed
wind speed, air temperature, and humidity. toeber study of the wind-ield distortions induced by an
(1977), in a specially designed experiment in which data instrument-supporting mast, found that even a narrow,
were taken simultaneously from the deck and from a for- single-element, cylindrical mast could signilicantly
ward boom, found that even rudimentary shipboard influence wind profile measurements. W'uckniti con-
measurements (including barometric pressure) were very eluded that, if the support structure cross section to sen-
difficult, he estimated that the errors in some of the sor distance ratio were sufficiently large tin excess of
resultant bulk derived fluxes were on the order of 100%. 1:15), and if the sensors were mounted in a symmetrical
Goerss & Duchon (1980), with an arrangement similar pattern on opposing sides of the narrow mast, the mena-
to that of Iloeber, observed air-temperature difference surement error could be kept to an acceptable level.
errors during the GATE experiments of more than 2°C lloweve,. Augstein & Wucknitz (1969) had earlier deter-
due to a heating influence of the ship during the day. mined that the major limitation to the use even of a
Reed (1978) reported similar results, semistabilized buoy for profile flux measurements was

the problem of wave-induced platform motion. This

Ching (1976), in a comparison of wind speed constraint would render buoy-type platforms unsuitable
measurements made from a number of ship's masts and under the high-wind and high-sea state conditions antici-
bt,oas during BOMEX, found that the magnitude of the paled at San Nicolas Island. It should be noted that
observed error was at function of the relative angle of eddy-correlation-method momentum and sensible heat-
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flux measurements made from a specially designed sta- obstruction at a distance-to-tower aspect ratio approxi-
bilized buoy at winds up to 22 m sec - ' have been mately equal to that used by Imuzi & Barad and by
recently reported by S. D. Smith (1980a). Angell & Bernstein. Based upon these observations,

prudence suggested the necessity of mounting the sen-

Examples of airborne marine-profile measurements sors as far forward of a tower as possible, at a distance
have been reported by Warner (1971, 1972), Augstein et no less than several times the towers aspect width. A
al. (1974b), Raynor et al. (1979), Nicholls & Readings review of the importance of taking into consideration the
(1979), and Wylie & Ropelewski (1980). Apart from the flow distortions introduced by measurement towers may
obvious difficulties of platform stability, the use of air- be found in Wucknitz (1980). A presentation of the pre-
borne platforms is typically restricted to the region of the cautions taken to insure a minimum upwind distortion
planetary boundary layer above, or just within, the upper induced by the tower employed in the San Nicolas Island
portion of the surface layer, because of safety or opera- experiment is the topic of Section 10.
tional constraints. In addition, airborne platforms would
be practical only for comparatively short measurement An offshore measurement tower was initially
periods and usable only under a limited variety of thought to be most desirable for San Nicolas Island.
weather conditions. However, an extensive site survey and feasibility study

conducted by Chern (1977) concluded that the island

The two remaining types of platforms are towers vicinity was unsafe for an offshore platform of a type
and differ only in location. Until a recent paper pub- that could be afforded by the project and that the only
lished by Wieringa (1980), the importance and viable alternative was an onshore structure. Although
ramifications of measurement distortions produced such a site would afford obvious logistical advantages, it
upwind of a tower had been generally overlooked or would also require insuring that the measurements would
underestimated by most experimenters. Previous papers, be unaffected by the island's influence. Previous experi-
such as Moses & Daubek (1961), Gill et al. (1967), and ments reported by Peterson (1975), Hupfer et al. (1976),
Camp & Kaufman (1970), were primarily concerned with and Dyer & Garratt (1978)*, demonstrated the
the downwind effects of towers. One of the earliest indi- difficulties that could be encountered in attempting to
cations of a possible problem appeared in a paper by acquire overwater data from an onshore tower. A
Izumi & Barad (1970), in a comparison made between description of the precautions taken for the San Nicolas

sonic and cup anemometers on the upwind side of a Island beach site is presented in Sections 6 and II.

tower. With the two sensors located at different horizon-
tal positions approximately one tower aspect width (or 6. Determination of the Minimum Measurement
lateral cross section) from the tower, Izumi & Barad Height Above a Beach
observed wind-speed differences ranging from 8 to 16%.
They attributed most of the difference (- 10%) to an Figure 6.1 demonstrates that when the flow distor-
"overspeeding of the cup anemometers and ± 5% to the tion introduced by an island beach is compared to other
upwind influence of the tower. Since turbulence eddies measurement platforms, it is the least complex and easi-
over land increase in size with increased height, it would est to correct. A beach platform affords an additional
be expected that the oerspeeding would be greatest at advantage in that the flow distortion can be adjusted to
the lower measurement levels. However, they could find the desired configuration by altering the beach topogra-
no strong relationship between the amount of overspeed phy with earth-moving equipment.
and the anemometers' height above ground. Meshal
(1977), in a similar comparison made from a tower over Some of the earliest experimental observations of
water, found no significant overspeeding of the cup the influence of the land-sea interface upon the marine
anemometers. His two measurements were found to surface layer were conducted by the University of Texas
agree within 2%. and were reported by Echols (1970) and by Echols &

Wagner (1972). Over the last decade much of the

In one of the first papers to deal directly with the experimental impetus for the work has been spearheaded
upwind influence of a tower, Angell & Bernstein (1976) by S. A. Hsu at Lousiana State University (see, for
observed -7% reduction in the average wind-speed example, Hsu (1977)).
measurement made at a similar distance-to-tower aspect
ratio as that used by Izumi & Barad. The influence of The modification of the marine surface layer due
the tower is of particular concern in regard to the to the influence of a beach can be separated into four
profile-derived momentum flux, since a 6% error in the general categories. First is the modification induced in
average measurement made at one level could yield an the wind field by a change in surface roughness as the
error in the order of 80% in the estimated momentum marine air moves overwater to the aerodynamically
flux. Mollo-Christensen (1979), in a paper dealing with rougher beach. Second is the modification induced in
the upwind distortions induced by ships and offshore the temperature and humidity fields by the local surface
towers, graphically described the problem by demonstrat-
ing the existence of a wind-field vortex upwind of an *Also see. Mitsuta et al (1979).
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Fig. 6 1 - Three examples of the flow distortions introduced by
WIND~ various ocean measurement platforms. The top figure depicts

the t. pical downwind distortion introdued by a large structure
such as a ship (courtesy if the Naval Ship Research and

al. (1965l. depicts the up\iind and downwind distortion intro-
duced by a typical large fixed ocean platform in which the con-
tour lines are those of equal wind speed amplification The bot-
tom figure, from the wind tunnel studies of Bowen & Lindley
11977). depicts the typical upwind and downvind distortion in-
troduced hy a beach with an aspect ratio of 1)25 in which the
profiles are those of wind speed amplification

heating of the dry beach, the evaporation of the wet
beach, and the spray of the upwind surf zone. Third is
the acceleration of the wind field induced by the change

WIND in elevation inherent in all beaches. Fourth, though not
limited just to beach regions, is the influence of the wave

--. oheight on the wind field.

10, 0When a marine wind field in equilibrium with the
underlying sea surface passes over a beach with a

2different roughness, an atmospheric boundary is formed

over the beach in which the air adjusts to the new sur-
- - ; , ,face conditions. This boundary, known as an internal

i U . boundary layer, is formed in the vicinity of the water's

. . .edge and increases in height as a function of downwind
distance from the water. The phenomenon was first
theoretically considered in the pioneering work of Elliot

.- ''( .. 11958), in which he determined that under neutral
atmospheric stability conditions the internal boundary

- laver should develop with a height-to-fetch ratio of
- ° approximately 1:10. Elliot further determined that the

boundary height should be independent of wind speed
-C . : .T -and that thermal stability should have only a minor

influence (on the order of 10%) on the height of the
boundary, raising it slightly under unstable conditions
and lowering it under stable conditions (see Fig. 6.2).
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0 1 2 3 5 Fig 2 - Figure from Wood (1978) depicting the formation of
an internal boundary layer due to a change in surface roughness

5 , 3 2 1 0 to Ahich t is wind speed, u. is friction velocity. : is altitude.
__ 1% roughness length, and A is the von Kirman constant
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Based upon different theoretical considerations
than Elliot used, Panofsky & Townsend (1964) O-O-- DAYTIME

confirmed that the expected boundary-layer height-to- 0 0--0 NIGHTTIME

fetch ratio was about 1:10 and predicted that the boun- -NDERN A

dary should be marked by a well-defined interface. BO/NDAR

Based upon yet another theoretical approach, Peterson
(1969) predicted that the transition to the internal boun-
dary layer should be marked by an inflection in the veio- IQ
city profile. Defining the top of the internal boundary LO
layer to be the height at which the downstream value has I I
changed from the upstream value by 1%. Shir (1972)
theoretically determined the height-to-fetch ratio to be E 7
about 1:10 for stress (momentum flux) and 1:20 for
velocity. The ratios differ because stress is defined in 4 Iterms of the velocity derivative and, therefore, is more U
sensitive to change. Because it had been previously X / /
decided to measure the momentum flux using the profile
method, and because velocity could not be measured /
much more accurately then about __ 1%, it was antici- 2

pated that for all practical purposes the detectable boun- /,<
dary formed by the underlying beach would lie some- / / 1
where between a height-to-fetch ratio of 1:20 and 1:10.

///

Echols & Wagner (1972) conducted an experiment 1 c.
over a 1 l-meter undulating beach, with a mean upwind 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

slope of about 1:14, from a tower located 90 meters from WIND SPEED (m sec- 1)
the water-conditions similar to those anticipated for San
Nicolas Island. With seven levels of wind-speed sensors Fig. 6.3 - Figure from Echols & Wagner 11972) showing the
located between I and 27 meters, Echols & Wagner wind profiles above a beach obtained 90 meters downwind from
found the boundary layer height-to-fetch ratio to vary the waters edge. Note the kink in the profile associated with the
from about 1:15 to 1:12 (see Fig. 6.3). internal boundary layer formed by the underlying beach.

Because San Nicolas Island is routinely subjected
to extreme storms, safety constraints would dictate that a
tower could not be located any closer then about 100 ,: : ::

meters from the mean sea level mark. Using the worst
case found by Echols & Wagner and adding 10% for 0 MAST I

stability-dependent variations, the minimum profile- a MAST 2

sensor height unaffected by the internal boundary layer t0 a MAST 3

formed by the island beach would be about 9 meters for
a tower located 100 meters from the water. E 5

In a later experiment, Peterson et al. (1979) con- I-
ducted measurements under nearly neutral stability con- -r"
ditions over a marsh which contained virtually no change 20A

(mean slope - 1:400) in elevation. They used three
towers located at the water's edge, at 82 meters
downwind, and at 160 meter, downwind, with six levels
of sensors located between I and 12 meters in altitude.
The change in roughness was determined to be equal to
about one order of magnitude. The Peterson et al. data 3*3 2 a1

suggested that, in the absence of large-scale beach undu-
lations or changes in elevation, velocity profile data taken 4 5 6
above 9 meters could be indicative of upstream values at WIND SPEED (m sec- 1)
distances up to 160 meters from the water's edge, within
the limits of the wind speed measurement error of ± 1%. Fig. 6.4 - Figure from Peterson et al. (1979) in which masts I
This would suggest a height-to-fetch ratio of about 1:18 thru 3 have fetch lengths equal to 0. 82, and 160 meters, respec-
(see Fig. 6.4). tively, from the water's edge
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The contrast between the height-to-fetch ratio equivalent to five times the change in elevation.
determined by Echols & Wagner and that suggested by Further, the movement of the air up such an incline
Peterson et al. could be explained in terms of the would occur in relatively smooth streamlines, carrying
difference in the change in elevation. This would imply, the upstream temperature and humidity-profile informa-
in a general sense, that if the change in surface- tion along with them. Thus, if the profile measurements
roughness phenomena could be separated from the were made above and forward of the internal boundary
effects of a change in elevation, and if the elevation- layer, the only correction required would be to adjust the
induced modifications could be properly corrected, then wind-speed profile for the height-dependent increase in
profile measurements above 9 meters could be made at wind speed. A method of correcting the wind profile due
distances as great as 160 meters from the water's edge. to the change in beach elevation is given in Section II.

The second category of possible beach influence is The fourth and final category of consideration is
the modification induced in the temperature and humid- the influence on the wind profile of the upwind wave
ity fields by surface heating, evaporation, and surf spray. height. Kriigermeyer et al. (1978) and Hasse et al.
Temperature profile studies conducted on a beach under (1978a) have suggested that much of the scatter and
onshore wind conditions have been reported by Hsu disagreement among various experiments in determining
(1973), by Vugts & Businger (1977), by Makita & Kiku- the drag coefficient (or momentum flux) were due to
chi (1977), and by Jehn & Jehn (1979). Unfortunately, wind-profile data being acquired at too low an altitude
almost all of their data was limited to the region slightly above the water in a region influenced by wave action.
above the internal boundary layer or the region well Krigermeyer et al. concluded that profile measurements
within it. Since the only source of information found for should be taken at a height greater than three times the
humidity profiles was Vugts (1980). who indicated that wave height. Based upon 21 years of data, the Naval
their data were in the process of being published, it was Weather Service Environmental Detachment (1971) con-
assumed for this experiment that the humidity and tem- cluded that in the upwind vicinity of San Nicolas Island
perature fields above the internal boundary layer were wave heights of more than 3 meters occured not more
affected in an identical manner. The theoretical work of than 5 to 10% of the time. A lowest measurement
Taylor (1970) would suggest that the height of an inter- height no lower than 9 meters above the beach wuld
nal boundary layer formed by a change in surface rough- ensure that the Kriigermeyer criteria could be met at
ness coincides approximately with that of the thermal least 90% of the time. Additionally, this would probably
internal boundary layer formed by a change in surface ensure that the data would be unaffected by breaking
temperature. The experimental work of Ilupfer et al. waves in the surf zone upwind of the beach.
(1976) found, from measurements made on a beach 75
meters from the water's edge, that the inflection in the
wind-speed profile marking the internal boundary layer 7. Determination of the Minimum Vertical Separation
coincided with a corresponding inflection in the tempera- Between Profile Measurement Levels
ture profile.

It is possible to determine the minimum vertical
The third category of consideration is the change separation appropriate for profile measurements based

in elevation inherent in varying degrees to all beaches. upon the various sensor measurement accuracies. From
This phenomenon was first brought to the attention of a measurement perspective, the observable span of the
this author by Friehe (1979). Because of the elevated planetary surface layer over the ocean can be said to
tide which usually accompanies severe storms, it would extend from I to 50 meters above the surface. As can
be impractical to place a tower in a location with little be seen from Table 4.1. measurements are usually not
change in elevation. For the San Nicolas Island vicinity, taken at heights below I meter; this is to keep waves
it was determined that a minimum beach elevation of 5 from splashing against the sensors. Kitaigordskii (1973)
meters above mean sea level would bc required to insure has indicated that the top of the marine surface layer is
a reasonable survival probability, typically considered to be about 50 meters.

Jackson & Hunt (1975) and Taylor (1977), in Experience has shown that, generally, within fluid
theoretical and wind-tunnel studies, proposed methods to surface layers the various properties of the layers tend to

model the wind flow over surface changes in elevation in change logarithmically with increasing distance from the
which the surface roughness remained uniform. Lo surface. If one were to plot such observed parameters
(1977) proposed a method which incorporated a change on a log-linear graph, with height represented on a verti-
in roughness with a change in surface elevation for cal log axis, the observed values would tend to exhibit a
slopes up to 1:5, utilizing a curvilinear coordinate system. linear form. Since linear relationships are generally
In general, these studies portray the wind flow over an easier to work with, most atmospheric scientists rapidly
increase in elevation, such as would be encountered on a learn to think in terms of descriptions represented in a
beach, as a height-dependent positive acceleration, two-dimensional log-linear space. In such a representa-
affecting the flow up to an altitude approximately tion bounded by the limits of I and 50 meters, the

13
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geometric midpoint would lie at a position approximately It could be equally well argued that such an
equivalent to 7.1 meters. This position is called the approximation should be centered about the geometric
geometric mean height (GMH). If zi and Z2 are the lim- mean height of' the particular vertical sensor array being
iting heights, GMH - _fCi-used, since measurements are not usually made up to a

height of 50 meters. However, such an approach would
It can be argued that in the atmospheric surface result in a diminished general applicability of the values

layer the smallest magnitude of vertical temperature determined for the entire surface layer. Lowering the
difference that has to be resolved is the dry adiabatic geometric mean height by lowering one or both of the
lapse rate. The adiabatic laspe rate is the mean tempera- limits would result in increasing (he .In z value
ture gradient of dry air in the lower atmosphere under equivalent to the adiabatic laspe rate. The most general
neutral stability conditions-. it is usually represented as case in this situation also turns out to be the best suited
being approximately equal to -O.01*K m-1. However, for determining the minimum Ain z separation.
this is a linear rela .. !%hip and would appear as a curve
on a log-linear representation. This minor difficulty can If the accuracy of a given air temperature sensor
be overcome by approximating the curve as a straight were ±0.010'C, the accuracy of a differential measure-
line over an appropriately small increment of height. By ment using two such sensors would be the root mean
centering the increment about the geometric mean, it can square (rms) of the two values, about ±0.014'C. How-
be argued that it is, on the average, representative of the ever, to be able to observe a true differential between
overall surface layer, the two sensors and not just the measurement uncer-

tainty, it would be further necessary to require that the
As can be seen from Fig. 7.1, under adiabatic con- temperature difference be twice that of the rms uncer-

ditions, between the measurement heights of 6.6 and 7.6 tainty, or about ±0,028'C. This is equivalent to specify-
meters, one would expect to observe a temperature ing an allowable uncertainty of 50% in the smallest
difference of about 0.01*C. In our log-linear representa- observable differential measurement.
tion space, the vertical separation is equivalent to Ain z

=0. 14108, where In z is the natural logarithm of the Based upon this criterion, for a temperature
height. z, expressed in meters. Applying this in a more difference equivalent to the adiabatic laspe rate, with
general sense to the entire surface layer, a temperature seoracuteo 0.1Chemnumvtil
differential of 0.01*C can be thought of as corresponding separation between the two sensors would correspond to
to a . n:z 0. 14108 in log space. Anz-2xrms x0118-0393 ntesm

50 manner, the appropriate minimum sensor spacings can
be computed for other typical temperature sensor accura-

DRY ADIABATIC LAPSE cies. In general.
3D RATE - 0.01 *K m-1

20 n: z 39.903 A,. (7.1)

where -is the required minimum vertical separation in
meters and A, is the measurement accuracy of the air

e 10- temperature sensors in -C.
Z,- 7.6

7- - ------- Clearly, for a given minimum detectaale gradient.

GEMTIXEN-. the less accurate the sensors, the greater the minimum
0 5- HEIGHT (a - b)-7.1 vertical separation required. Conversely, for a given sen-

I sor accuracy, the smaller the vertical separation, the
larger the minimum detectable gradient. The operation

3- of temperature sensors at a vertical separation smaller
b than that indicated by Eq. (7.1 ) would result in a dimin-

2- ished ability to distinguish between stable and unstable
situations and an increase in the relative uncertainty in
determinating temperature gradients in general.

1 ~ It would be desirable to establish a similar criterion
-0.6 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 for humidity sensors. The virtual temperature, T_, is a

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE measure of the humidity content of the atmosphere in
NORMLIZD TOTENMETES tKt'K and is represented by the equation

Fig 7.1 -A log-linear representation showing the geometric
mean height, the dry adiabatic lapse rate, and the incremental
region of approximation. %tnz I nz, I n Z2 T - T + T(0.608 q),

14
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where T is the ambient air temperature in *K and q is The Richardson number, Ri, is a dimensionless

the specific humidity in kg kg - '. If T is typically about ratio which is a measure of the degree of stability or ins-

295°K, it can be seen that tability:
6 T, 0

179.36 .q
a: 8: Ri - :

If we employ the same criterion for the virtual tempera-
ture that we did for air temperature, namely the adiabatic

laspe rate, we see that where

9 = 5.5754 x 10-5 kg kg-; 000 = O_ - 0,

0: 0Z (:1:2)1 ' In (:1/:2)

this would correspond to Ain z - 0.14108. Utilizing the au ul - u2

same 2 x rms measurement criterion as before, the z (zZ2 )l/2 In (:/2)
appropriate minimum sensor spacings can be computed
as a function of the humidity-sensor accuracy: g = 9.8 m sec-

AIn z > 7157.0 A5, (7.2) T = 295OK;

where z is the required minimum vertical separation in g is the acceleration due to gravity, T is the average
meters and A, is the measurement accuracy of the humi- ambient air temperature, z is the height above the sur-
dity sensors in kg kg- 1 specific humidity. face in meters, 0 is the potential temperature in 'K, u is

the wind speed in m sec- ', and the subscripts I and 2

To complete the exercise, it would be desirable to are used to denote the upper and lower measurement

establish a similar criterion for the vertical separation of levels, respectively. A negative Richardson number
wind-speed sensors. As can be seen from Fig. 7.2,,the value denotes an unstable condition.
smallest wind-speed differentials typically occur under

unstable conditions, decreasing in value with increased Employing the same minimum requirements and
instability, domain of approximation as in our earlier log-linear

representation, we set: :1 = 7.6, :2 = 6.6, and 0j - 02 =

Ri -0.38 -0.09 -0.06 -0.03 -0.01 ±0.01. Substituting these values into the above equa-
11 1, -A- lions and solving for Au, we obtain for the unstable case:

4 Au _ -0.01 x 0.03322

.8 2.0 . To solve the equation for the smallest A U, it is necessary

to determine an upper limit for the magnitude of -Ri.

08 .41.0 1 R .6.0 Z 2 From Businger et al. (1971) it can be seen that the larg-
Relative wirJ velocity. uzup est reliable Ri value under unstable conditions is typically

Neu ral stabihty profile shom as broken line in each case about -2.
Ri +0.OIS 40.0% +0065 + 0.09

8Substituting -2 for -Ri in the equation for Au, we

E 4 X. obtain Au - 0.012888 m sec -' which would correspond,
as before, to AIn z - 0.14108. Using the same 2 x rms

] measurement criterion as before, the appropriate
minimum sensor spacing can be computed as a function

.i d20 2L of the wind-speed sensor measurement accuracy by08 1.0 1.2 14 1.16 1.,
Relative wind velocity. uz/A6

The relative velocity scale for each left hand profile iAn Z > 0.61922 A, (7.3)
The other profiles are displaced to the right in steps of 0.2 where z is the required minimum vertical separation in

S• I, I meters and A, is the measurement accuracy of the wind

E, .4 , - speed sensors in average percent of reading for the entire
£2 operating range of the experiment. Where the accuracies
•, stated in percent of reading were converted to units of mIt" f Zsec - I for the standard wind speed of 2 m sec 1, since that

058t d wind speed is the lowest reliable operating speed most
08 .0 I 14 IS 1.8 2.0 2.?

Relative wi;nd velocity, us/a anemometers have in common.

Fig. 7.2 - Figure from Sutton (1953) demonstrating the de- Because the wind-speed determination is typically
crease in wind speed differential with increasing instability (-Ri) the least accurate of the various atmospheric profile

15
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measurements, it was anticipated that the wind speed
sensors would require the greatest vertical separation.
As will be seen in Section 12. the best calibrated labora-
tory wind speed standards are about -t l- It' the air
temperature and humidity sensors were located at the
same levels as the wind speed sensor, with the lowest
level no lower than 9.0 meters as determined from the
prc ious section, Eq. (7.3) would indicate that only two r /2

ad(. ional profile measurement levels, located at heights
no .,oser to the ground than approximately 16.7 and 31.1 4/ 43

meters. could be deployed and still remain within the I/ I,
marine surface layer.

1/3

H. Profile Measurement Accuracy as a Function of the 4,/
Number of Measurement Levels

In addition to the vertical separation of the mea-
surement levels discussed in the preceding section, the
number of levels is also important. From Table 4.1 it
can be seen that the number of measurement levels
employed in previous marine surface layer profile mea-
surements has ranged from two to nine. Since a two- Fig. 8.1 - Profile measurement error com-

level system is the most elementary, we will use it for ponents depicted for a five level sensor array for
comparison to determine the increased measurement a log-linear profile in which the measurement lev-

accuracy to be gained by employing additional levels. els are vertically spaced at equal logarithmic inter-
vals, f is the rms profile measurement error asso-

Let N be the number of measurement levels and ciaied with an adjacent pair of measurement lev-els
be the number of independent measurements of the
same profile. Two measurement levels are needed for + 2 + " +
each independent measurement. Let be the rms error 4 3 -" 2 + 4k

associated with each independent profile measurement. 4 3 1 0 642.

If the measurement errors are random it can be seen
from Meyer (1975) that the typical overall uncertainty,
expressed in terms of the sample standard deviation r, In ame a l
decreases as a function of the number of equally valid be stated as
independent measurements,

N - X

~~i-I

where, as before, N is the number of equally spaced log-

A method of visualizatior, which yields approxi- arithmic measuremnti' levels with sensors of equal accu-

mately the same results, is to compute the mean uncer- racy
tainty of all usable measurement oai.. scaled to the error

associated with a single pair. To insure that all the mea- As can be seen from Table 8.1. quadrupling the

surements are equally valid, a log-linear profile is number of measurement levels resuhts in only a 50%

assumed in which each vertical measurement level is reduction in the profile measurement uncertainty.

separated by the same logarithmic interval and each sen- Clearly, increasing the number of measurement levels.

sor is equally accurate. Consider, for example, one such with !hr resulting operational complexity, is not an

case represented in Fig. 8.1 for a five-level profile sensor efficient method for increasing the profile measurement

array, where f is the rms profie measurement error accuracy. As detailed in the previous section. it would

associated with any adjacent pair of measurement levels, be more efficient to increase the vertical separation
betwee'n the measurement levels. The criteria esta-

The typical combined profile measurement error, blished in this ;'nd the previous section will prove to be

(r, of the five-level sensor array depicted in Fig. 81 can of consider.,17-e a-sistance it, Section 15, where the San

be approximated by computing the mean of all possible Nicolas Island profile measurement accuracies are com-

pair error combinations: pared to those of other experiments.

16
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Table 8.1 - Reduction in Profile Measurement Uncer- Fig. 9.1. The launch site for the radiosondes used to
taini y as a Function of the Number of Measurement determine the height of the marine inversion can be seen
Levels Compared to a Two-Level Sensor System as the island protrusion located in the center bottom of

the photo. The general topography of the Vizcanio PointNo. of No. of Measurement Reduction in
Measurement Independent Uncertainty Measurement promontory is present in Fig. 9.2.

Levels Measurements (0) Uncertainty
(N) (n) from Eq. 8.1 (%)2 , _

3 -1.5 0.816 18 WiN NRL
4 2 0.707 29 SITE N
5 -2.5 0.632 37
6 3 0.577k 42
7 -3.5 0.535 47
8 4 0.500 50
9 -4.5 47' 53

- - ________ -PACIFIC

OCEAN

9. The Measurement Sitq

Since it would bz , "to place the mea-
surement site on an isla;. a A , ,, it was important to 0 1 1 km SAN NICOLAS ISLAND
select a location wh,ls ,. e' least influenced by the
island land mass. T- :tv.-iceo* San Nicolas Island as the
experiment location was partcujar~y fortunate, because Fig. 9.2 - The topography of the Vizcanio Point peninsula of
the major island promeon'ry, Vizcanio Point, extended San Nicolas Island, exhibited in 15 meter contour lines, and the
directly into the prev.w'n. g wind- de Violini (1974) prevailing wind direction
reported that the prevailing wind fetch observed on the
island was from the northwest (:t450) 62% of the time. Vizcanio Point is located at the end of a narrow
The end of Vizcanio Point, located at 330 16' 41" North 1.5-km-long low-profile peninsula, which has a mean net
and 1190 34' 38" West, was selected as the measurement slope of approximately 1:20. The selected measurement
site and can be seen in the lower left hand corner of Fig. site afforded a wind fetch from the open ocean which
9.1. roughly paralleled the local continental coastline and a

water depth which increased rapidly with upwind distance
The additional promontories utilized for the from the island (see Table 9.1). The National Ocean

Survey (1978) indicated that the rocky bottom 0.5 km
double-ended optical experiments and the bay located to upwind of the site had a mean slope (3150 True, ±45*)
the east of the point, where the tide-table data were col- of - o1:50. Wave-height and wave-period information
lected, can be seen in the center left hand side of the obtained during the experiment was acquired from a

buoy located near Begg Rock at 330 21' 45" North and
1190 41' 40" West, 15.6 km upwind and northwest of the
island in water approximately 100 meters deep.

Table 9.1 - The Typical Water Depths for the Prevailing
Wind Fetch Direction (315 ° True, ±45°)

Upwind Distance' Typical Water Depth '

(km) (meters)

0.1 2
0.2 6
0.5 10
1 20
2 30
5 so
10 80
20 100
50 1,000

Fig. 9.1 - Aerial photograph from de Violini (1974) of San
Nicolas Island looking east. The Vizcanio Point peninsula can 'Distance from mean water mark on beach.
be seen in the lower left hand corner. bDepth measured from mean sea level.

17
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The tip of Vizcanio Point consisted of an escarp-

ment, or knoll, 4.7 meters above mean sea level,* which PACIFIC OCEAN

dropped off rapidly on the seaward sides due to wave -

errosion. The top of the escarpment was approximately HIGH WATER 225', LOW WATER

level, extending 40 meters both parallel to and perpen- 27
0  

. -.. ............-.-.-./ -

NEARFIELOdicular to the axis of promontory symmetry. Tide-table r ESCARP ET MEAN

data employed during the experiment indicated that the SLSP 12CAT'-.../  O 7"- -- +.,+ 315- - WIND== .
normal extreme tide levels were 1.2 meters above and SAN NICOLAS .ITS EMPLOYED FOR .

below mean sea level. A survey concluded that the ISLAND ., COMPUTINGNEARFIELD -

NORTHWEST POINT ESCARPMENT EXEME TIDE

measurement site would range from 20 to 200 meters SLOPE -,14:1/ ,- .... t 2 MEESROM'JVERN SEA LEVEL

from the water's edge, depending upon the wind direc- 450 - METE ABOVE

tion and tide height (see Fig. 9.3). NORTH MEAN SEA LEVEL

o 50METERS

Fig. 9.4 - Diagram based upon composite overhead view of the
measurement site

light-gray, very thick-bedded, concretionary, medium-
grained sandstone, containing a few thin beds of inter-
calated sandstone and siltstone. They described the
overlying escarpment material as a light-tan, unconsoli-
dated, lime-cemented sand.

Because the local mean slopes of the escarpment
top (- 1:40) and the upwind rocky ledge (- 1:27) were
small, a survey of the escarpment conducted in January
1980 was confined to the immediate vicinity, or near
field, of the upwind side of the measurement site. The
position on top of the escarpment that fell immediately
below the sensors, mounted on the end of the fully
extended arms of the tower, was marked and used as a
reference point for the survey. The results of the survey
are presented in Fig. 9.5 and in Table A.] of Appendix
A, where the reference point is signified by an upwind

Fig. 9.3 - Low altitude aerial view of the measurement site distance and an escarpment depth equal to zero. Read-
looking south at low tide ings taken at 1-meter intervals radiating out upwind from

the reference point were recorded as a function of 15*
increments through ±90° of true northwest.t The mean

From a composite of aerial photographs taken at slope of the near-field escarpment was found to vary

low altitude over the experiment site, it was possible to from about 1:12 to 1:5.
estimate the distances from the sensors, located on the
tower, to the water's edge as a function of wind direction The approximately level rocky shelf exposed

and tide. The resulting overhead view is presented in upwind of the site during low tide consisted of widely

Fig. 9.4 and in Table A.3 of Appendix A. scattered, approximately round rocks, ranging in size
from about 0.1 to I meters in diameter (see Fig. 9.6).

The location chosen for the bulk water tempera- The mean surface irregularity was estimated to be about

ture sensor can be seen in Figure 9.4 as the small blight 0.3 meters in diameter. Hsu (1971), from profile meas-

in the low-tide line approximately 60 meters west of the urements made close to a ±0.5 meter undulating beach

sensor location on top of the escarpment. The water with a mean slope of - 1:30, found the roughness length

temperature sensor was located about 0.3 meters below to be on the average -0.3 x 10-2 meters at a distance of

the surface, in a location continuously feed by breaking 25 meters from the water's edge. Assuming the mean

waves. The electrical cable running to the water tempera- surface irregularity upwind of the escarpment to be 0.3

ture sensor can be seen in the lower right hand side of meters, Huschke (1959) would predict a roughness

Fig. 10.2. Vedder & Norris (1963) described the beach length of -1.0 x 10-2 meters. Scaling the same 0.3

material located between the high and low tide lines as a meter mean surface irregularity size to the wind tunnel

*Fievalions referenced to mean sea level are equal to elevations tTrue direction at San Nicolas Island is equal to the magnetic
measured from the mean lower level water minus 0.76 meters. direction plus 14.5'.
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number of measurement levels (Section 8) indicated that
the resulting deployment of a two-level system rather
than a three-level system could be achieved at the
expense of only a 23% reduction in profile measurement
accuracy,

The selected design for a main-tower structure
consisted of a welded tubular aluminum upper section
(13.8 meters) bolted on top of a similar lower section
(5.3 meters), resulting in an overall height of 19.1
meters. The basic design configuration could be viewed
as a series of 1.5-meter structural cubes stacked on top
of each other. Each cube was capable of accommodating
a single 6.7-meter, elongated, tetrahedon-shaped
instrument-support truss (see Fig. 10.1). The instru-
ment trusses, or sensor arms, were constructed of
welded tubular aluminum and were hinged approximately
midway out from the tower to facilitate access to the sen-

Fig. 9.6 - View oo the upswd rom shelf exposed at low tide sors from within the safety of the structure. When the
looking west-northwest from the tower sensor arms are fully extended and the wind is from the

northwest, the arms afford a tower aspect width-to-

studies of the airflow over a rock field conducted by upwind sensor distance ratio greater than 1.4. The diam-

Mulhearn and Finnigan (1978) would indicate a rough- eters of the tower's tubular elements are listed in Table

ness length of -0.8 x 10 2 meters. Averaging the three 10.1.
estimates to obtain a crude consensus gave a roughness
length of about 0.7 x 10-2 meters for the exposed rocky ---.- ---
beach upwind of the escarpment. -

10. Special Micrometeorological Tower Design
and Location of Sensors

The review of measurement platforms and their
influence on data (Section 5) showed the necessity of
designing a micrometeorological tower as open as possi- .5m

ble, with sensors located at least three or four times the
tower's aspect width upwind of the structure, to insure a
negligible tower influence in the data. The examination
of profile sensor placement above the beach (Sections 6
and 7) indicated that the lowest measurement level
should be no lower than 9 meters and that the other 6.71M

measurement levels should be located no lower than
approximately 17 and 31 meters.

IN
The particular measurement site selected on San

Nicolas Island imposed additional constraints on the -------------

design of a micrometeorological tower. The site surveyconducted by Chern (1977) indicated that the beach Fig. 10.1 - Basic tower and sensor arm structural element
condcte byChen (177)indcatd tht te bachconfiguration in relation to the prevailing wind direction

escarpment site would be subject to flooding and break-
ing waves under extreme storm conditions. The geologi-
cal survey of Vedder & Norris (1963) reported the Table 10.1 - Diameters of Micrometeotological Tower
existence of a pair of geological faults within a few hun- Main Tubular Elements
dred meters of the site. The necessity of locating the Structural Element
tower close to the water on the edge of a three-sided Structural emet (
escarpment precluded the use of guy-wires to enhance Structural Outside Diameter (cm)
structural stability. Since the tower would have to be Segment Vertical Horizontal Diagonal
freestanding and capable of withstanding potentially siz- Vt
able lateral loading, it was decided to limit the height of Instrument Arm 4.5 4.5 4.5

the structure to 20 meters. The examination of the Upper Main Tower 7.4 7.4 5.9
profile measurement accuracy as a function of the Lower Main Tower 7.8 7.8 7.8
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Because the measurement site was expected to be
flooded occasionally, a 67 m3 controlled-environment
mobile field shelter*, which could be moved to higher -'OAE
ground when the facility was not in use, was provided to MOUNTE

house the data-reduction instrumentation and personnel. - WIND SPEE SENSOR
A view of the tower with instrument arms and mobile
field shelter is presented in Fig. 10.2.

DEW POINT SENSOR

AIR TEMPERATURE SENSO
MdOUNTED INSID4E SOLAR
RADIATION SHIE LD

Fig. 10.3 - View from the tower of one level of the profile sen-
sors mounted at the end of an arm. The vane mounted tur-
bulence sensors were not deployed for the May 1979 experi-
ment.

18.35 meters above the beach, as measured from below
the fully extended sensor arms. The middle arm was
used exclusively for the aerosol measurements; the sen-
sor intake was located at a height of 14.4 meters.

Other sensors were mounted directly on the main

tower structure. The barometric-pressure sensor was
located on the rear of the tower at 9.9 meters and the
solar pyranometer at the top of the tower at 19.8 meters.
The wind-direction sensor was mounted on a small for-
ward mast and located at 20.7 meters above the ground.
The radon-222 measurements were typically taken on the
tower at a height of approximately 5.3 meters above the

1. .ground. The bulk-water-temperature, tide-height, inver-
- sion-height, and wave-height measurement locations are

indicated in Section 9.

Fig. 10.2 - View of the micrometeorological tower and mobile As cautioned by Deacon (1980), a structure like
field shelter taken from the base of the beach escarpment look- the San Nicolas Island tower proved to be an ideal perch
ing east-northeast. Instruments shown midway back on sensor
arms were not deployed during the May 1979 experiment.

tower was unmanned. The ensuing debris which accumu-
lated on the tower between experiments was found to be

Three instrument arms located at heights of 8.92, a considerable nuisance and a potenti 'iealth hazard to13.49, and 18.06 meters were used for the May 1979 the experiment's personnel. A successful method found13.49,riment.Teop and bottom mete s were us teMye to minimize this problem was to place several approxi-experiment. The top and bottom arms were employed mately 40 cm high plastic owl replicas* at strategic loca-
for the profile measurements. The air temperature,
humidity, and wind-speed sensors were vertically offset tions on the tower.

at the ends of the arms by +0.20, -0.05, and +0.72
meters, respectively, (see Fig. 10.3). This arrangement II. Correction of leach-Escarpment-Induced
yielded meant profile measurement heights of 9.20 and Accelerations

8.53 meters long by 3.05 meters wide by 2.59 meters high, ex-
clusive of 0.61 meter high wheels and undercarriage. The section dealing with the influence of a beach
tThe standard deviation of the sensor height variation about the on flux data (Section 6) indicated that the acceleration
mean was ±0.29 meters, or 2.2'V of the profile-measurement
geometric mean height of 12.99 meters. tAvailable from the Huge Co., 7262 Page Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri 63133.
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induced in the marine wind field by the local change in profile is the ratio of the upwind roughness length to
elevation inherent in most beaches should be taken into escarpment height. Clearly, the relative roughness and
consideration. The survey of the site (Section 9) deter- the change in elevation work in combination with each
mined that the top of the beach escarpment upon which other. Most authors of such studies typically present
the measurement site was located was 4.7 meters above their results scaled in terms of this ratio. Scaling the
mean sea level and that the local upwind escarpment measurement-site escarpment height of 4.7 meters to the
slope ranged from approximately 1:12 to 1:5. depending ratio of 0.001 employed by Jensen & Peterson and by
upon the wind direction. Additionally, the roughness Frost et al., indicated that their results would be applica-
length of the beach upwind of the escarpment was ble for a roughness length of about 0.5 x 10-2 meters-a
estimated to be approximately 0.7 x 10 , meters. The value very close to the upwind beach roughness
presentation of the micrometeorological tower design estimated for San Nicolas Island in Section 9. Therefore,
rationale (Section 10) indicated that the profile measure- in terms of both the general escarpment shape and the
ments were to be acquired at heights of 9.20 and 18.35 roughness-to-escarpment height ratio, the Frost et al.
meters above the escarpment surface, representing findings were well suited to describing the influence of
heights normalized to that of the escarpment of' 1.96 and the San Nicolas measurement site (see Fig. 11.1).
3.90, respectively.

Over the last decade several papers dealing with 5.0- I II

the flow over hills have appeared in the literature: Tav-
for & Gent (1974), Mason & Sykes (1979), tlunt et al. WIND STREAMLINES
(1979), Sacr6 (1979), Bradley (1980), and HIunt (1980).
However, the authors dealt primarily with flows close to W 2.0 -
the escarpments at elevations typically less then one nor- <

malized height, or they presented their results in a form D
which was not readily applicable to the requirements of .u 1.0
the San Nicolas Island site. 0

Jensen & Peterson (1978) achieved a maior break- X 0,"-

through in terms of both a conceptual and potentially O U
utilitarian approach. They concluded that the extraordi- UPWIND PROFILE

nary steepness of the upper portion of the observed wind ABOVE OCEAN / /
profiles (see Fig. 6.3) reported by Echols & Wagner /
(1972) and others were probably due to large-scale ter- 5 0.2- ,'PROFILE ABOVE

M L_ _ /-ES CARPMENT

rain features in addition io the change in roughness. 0
Jensen & Peterson described the influence of' the beach 1/- R
escarpment as a height-dependent speedup of the wind 0.1L- // /, PROFILE ABOVE-
profile, for which they could find no systematic depen- '/ "-ESCARPMENT
dence due to either stability or wind speed. Peterson et / H/L = 0.50

al. (1980) confirmed these findings and concluded that 0.05 L..2-
the small variations in surface elevation could, in fact. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

have a significant influence on obsered mean wind NORMALIZED WIND SPEED

profiles. Fig. 11.1 - Composite of Frost et al. (1974) figures showing the
speed up of the wind profile on top of two semielliptical escarp-

AS noted in the beach survey, it is not ur, ~mmon ments with aspect ratios of 0.25 and 0.50 as compared to the
to find an escarpment created by wave et-.n close to upstream) profile. The profile height is displayed normalized to
the high-water mark which drops off with increasing the height of the escarpment.
steepness toward the ocean. As at first-order approxima-
tion, this type of escarpment can frequently be approxi-
mated as being semielliptical with the distance along the The Frost et al. study examined the modification
wind direction as the major axis and the height of the of a neutrally stable wind profile created by a semiellipti-
escarpment as the minor axis. For example, see the tal escarpment with an aspect ratio of 0.25 and 0.50. in
escarpment doss-section presented in Fig. 9.5 for the which the height of the profile was normalized to that of
wind direction of 300'. Jensen & Peterson made exten- the escarpment. The escarpment aspect ratio is here
sive use of the work of Frost et al. (1974), which defined as height:length ratio, or the height/length value,
presented an investigation of boundary-layer f1o, over and is considered to be approximately equivalent to the
semielliptical escarpments. escarpment slope. Frost et al. and others described the

modification at the top of the escarpment as a height-
Another important factor to he taken into con- dependent speedup occurring up to a height approxi-

sideration in determining the modification of the wind mately five times that of the escarpment. Since the
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lowest normalized height at San Nicolas Island was height dependence is expressed in a coordinate system
approximotely equal to two, only the upper portion of adjusted to conform to the local topography (see Fig.
the Frost et al. results shown in Fig. 11.1 was of interest 11.3). The speedup ratio is known as the wind-speed
(see Fig. 11.2). This region was found by Frost et al. to amplification factor. The air can be portrayed as moving
be relatively well behaved and to have the least variabil- over the escarpment in smooth streamlines in which a
ity due to changes in upwind roughness. measurement made at a given height above the upstream

surface is compared to a measurement made at a similar

5height over the escarpment. Inherent in this portrayal is
the assumption that any lateral deformation of the wind

- FROST ET AL 11974) streamlines due to the horizontal nonuniformity of the
,0 4.0
.__ ASSUMED escarpment is negligible.
Q:

> 3.0 - ASPECT
S CURV .ATIO / WIND---m

( 2.5 A 0.500 toiI< 2. B 0.346/~jI e.

C 0.250 tot, ,o, - --
D 0 1 7 7 a/ / l s o o , o ,0

2.0 E 0.125II
o F 0.018 / i l ---

G 0.062
1.6

G/F/E D CIS A
II /  I\

0.7 0.a 0.9 1.0
NORMALIZED WIND SPEED

Fig. 11.2 - Upper portion of Frost et al. (1974) profiles present- L v' ' - - -

ed in Fig. I .L with four additional profiles generated by assum- 0 1 2 3 1. 5
ing the influence of the escarpment to decrease as a logarithmic
function of the aspect ratio 5 ' 3 2 1 0

The next step was to infer in a more general sense Fig. 11.3 - Figure from win,' tunnel studies of Bowen & Lind-
the inencex ste aspto ai in re genrle ley (1977) showing the height-dependent variation cr th- wind-

the influence of the aspect ratio on the wind-profile speed amplification along a ram, h.aving an aspect rat. of 0.25
speedup. If the modification of the wind profile above with height displayed en z. lin- ar ,cale normalized to the height
one normalized height decreased as a linear function of of the escarpment
the aspect ratio, the curve for an aspect ratio of 0.25 in
Fig. 11.2 would be expected t' lie midway between the The Frost el' ,! results and the approximations
upstream value (aspect ratio 0) and 0.50. As can be exhibited in Fig. 11.2 were ccnputed in terms of the
seen from the figure, this is not the case. If, however, wind-speed amplification factor and are presented in Fig.
the modifications were allowed to decrease as a loga- .
rithmic function of the aspect ratio, a famiiy of curves
could be generated which would appear to fit the situa- so
tion quite well. Aspect ratios less then or equal to 0.062 ROST E'AL 19741

could be viewed, in terms of the measurement uncer- 40

tainty, as being approximately equal to zero. This would CUE ASPECTCURVE RAT

be a reasonable assumption in light of the fact that the 30 -

highest obtainable accuracy for a wind-speed measure- >A 5051 21
ment is about ± 1% and that the largest typical speedup C5 S zo34, 4.1

C 1?? -1 6)

anticipated would be about 50. This would also be con- 720 - E 12.508

sistent with the earlier assumption presented in Section 0 S oe88 (-I I

9, that the local aspect ratios in front of and on top of '6

the measurement-site escarpment (0.037 and 0.025,
respectively) had a negligible influence. 0 V, C -- _ --- _Ap

Because the influence of an escarpment is contour oo 105 1 1o ,5 120 125 130

dependent and is not directly related to the ambient wind *INO SPEED AMPLIFICATION FACTOR

speed, it is convenient to express the wind-profile Fig. 11,4 - Same as Fig. 11.2 except the wind profile speedup is
modification in terms of a speedup ratio in which the expressed in terms of the wind speed amplification factor
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To represent mathematically in a more general The values for the ten required polynomial con-
manner the entire family of possible curves for the wind stants were determined to be the following:
speed amplification factor (W) as a function of both the c = 1.3668, h = 0.3047,
escarpment aspect ratio (R) and the normalized height d =-I.3493, - 1.1210,
above the top of the escarpment (H), each of the seven
curves for R presented in Fig. 11.4 was related to W by a = 2.7473, . = 2.2843,
first-order polynomial curve-fit* of the form f = -3.6841, k = -3.0647,

g = 2.0652, / = 1.7184.W = a+b(Iog R). (11.1)
Thus, given any normalized height above the top of the

where the logarithm is expressed to the base of 10. escarpment (H) in the range of I to 5 and any escarp-
Then eight values of H were chosen so that log H would ment aspect ratio (R) in the range of 0.07 to 0.50. the
be approximately equally spaced (H - 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 2.0, wind-speed amplification factor (W) could be deter-
2.5, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0) and these values of H were related mined. A table of typical values for the amplification
to the polynomial constant a by a fourth-order polyno- factor computed in this manner as a function of the
mial curve-fit" of the form height and the aspect ratio is presented in Table A.2 of

Appendix A. The measurement-site aspect ratio (or
a = c + d(log H) + e(log H) 2 + f(log H) 3  slope) was computed by employing a first-order polyno-

mial curve-fit* to the site survey data presented in Fig.
+ g(log H)4. (11.2) 9.5 and Table A.1 of Appendix A. By knowing the

aspect ratio as a function of wind direction, it was then
In a similar manner the same eight values of H were possible to correct the observed wind profiles for the
related to the polynomial constant b by a fourth order influence of the escarpment by knowing only the wind
polynomial curve-fit* of the form direction and the measurement height above the escarp- 1

ment. The reciprocal of the amplification factor was
b = h + i(log H) + j(log H)2' + k(log HP defined as the escarpment wind-speed correction

+ /(log H)4 . (11.3) coefficient (see Table A.3 of Appendix A). i

By this procedure, a form of three-dimensional data Wind-protile observations needed for most micro-
smoothing was applied to a grid of 56 data points to gen- meteorological measurements typically require averaging
erate a mathematical surface that could be used to por- over an observation period of about 30 minutes. Since it

tray Was a function of R and H (see Fig. 11.5). would be unrealistic to assume that the wind direction
would remain constant over such a period, it was neces-
sary to integrate the aspect ratio information presented in
Table A.3 of Appendix A over an appropriate interval of
wind-direction variation. The interval of integration
selected for the San Nicolas Island data was ±10° as
referenced to the average wind direction for the observa-

so . tion period.

30 Once the correction technique had been employed
ow to remove the influence of the escarpment, it was neces-

sary to confirm whether the technique had been success-
0 , ful and whether the procedure yielded reasonable values.

10 The review of measurement platforms and their
100 1 06 1 10 1.5 120 1 25 1 influence on data (Section 5) suggested that the profile
WINDSPEEDAMPLIFICATIONFACTOR method would be about an order of magnitude more

sensitive to profile flow distortions than the bulk method.
Fig. 11 .5 - .. three.dimensional representation of the Since one of the parameters most sensitive to profile flow
mathematical surface generated to portray the family distortion was the Richardson number stability, a com-
of curves for the wind-speed amplification factor as a parison of the change brought about between the pro-
function of the escarpment aspect ratio and the nor- file-derived and bulk-derived values was used to judge
malized height above the top of the escarpment the relative improvement. Recall from Section 7 that the

profile-derived Richardson number (Ri) is an inverse
function of the square of the profile wind-speed

*Digital Equipment Corporation I)EC system-10 least squares differential.
polynomial curve-fit subroutine named LSCF programmed in
BASIC, developed by L.C. Semprebon, Radiophysics Laborato- Figure 11.6 displays a 48 hour sample of data
ry, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hlampshire. taken over a wide range of meteorological conditions
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M. o ou. WIND--'i UNCORRECTED""tS
POFILE I I ' Js 1 S ,l ,,0.. is , 9 i,.Js

CIS Is

S *0105 to 0S 11 i s O50 0S 1

I ,-

Z -0.1 °

-1.0 .. " "

c 12:00 00:00 12:00 00:00 12:00

3 MAY 4 MAY 1979 IPST) 5 MAY --

Fig. 11.6 - A comparison of profile-derived and bulk-- , - - -" -

derived Richardson stability data taken over a wide variety p 2 3 , 5
of meteorological conditions from the San Nicolas Island
beach before applying the escarpment wind-speed correc- S 4 3 2 1 0
tion I •

Fig. II 8 - Figure from wind tunnel studies of Bowen & Lind-
-' 'ley (1977) showing the height-dependent ",ariation of the wind

S+ 0.1 - BSULl

S coRRcrED speed amplification factor in the vicinity of an abrupt vertical
PRoFILE step change in surface in which the height is displayed in terms

of a linear scale
r 1 *.01I

L' downwind of the sensors located at the end of the tower
• 1P 1d** , **-* arms. The lowest sensor level was located at 9.2 meters

S * 'above the ground. Scaling these distances, normalized to
' "the height of the shelter above the ground, would place

% -the lowest sensor in Fig. 11.8 approximately three nor-
-. malized distances forward of the step change and three

12:00 00:00 12:00 00:00 12:00 normalized distance above the upstream surface. For
3MAY 4 MAY 1979 (PST) 5MAY future experiments, however, prudence would suggest

that the shelter be located farther back from the tower.
Fig. 11.7 - Same as Fig. I . after applying the escarpment

wind-speed correction 12. Instrumentation and Measurement Accuracies

without the escarpment correction. Fig. 11.7 shows the When dealing with the calibration of instruments
same data with the escarpment correction. and the resulting measurement accuracies, experimenters

Clearly, the improvement is significant. The are often required to make, consciously or uncon-

remaining scatter contained in the profile-derived data sciously, a series of implicit value judgments based on
their experience in regard to labyrinth of underlying

presented in Fig. 11.7 is typical of other profile-bulk assumptions and potential sources of error. These judg-
comparisons of data taken without the presence of an
escarpment. For example, see Figs. 5 through 7 in mnsvr infcnl rn xeietrt xei

menter and are rarely communicated to the prospective
Hasse et al. (1978b). user of thz final data. Obviously, this complicates any

comparison of one experimenter's data with another's.
S. D. Smith (1981) has suggested the possibility Much of this section is an effort to remove some of the

that placing the mobile field shelter close to the base of "black magic" from this procedure. Table 12.1 gives the
the tower, as can be seen in Fig. 10.2, may have addi- measurement accuracies of the San Nicolas Island sen-
tionally complicated the flow observed upwind on the sors.
arms of the tower. A precursory check performed by
scaling the wind-tunnel results presented by Bowen & The wave-height and wave-period measurements

Lindley (1977) for a vertical step-shaped escarpment were taken with a Datawell "Waverider" buoy, model

suggested that the profile measurements reported frot,. 6900,* the inversion-height measurements with National

the tower were probably forward of the detectable Weather Service model JOO5 radiosondes (modified to

influence of the shelter (see Fig. 11.8). take 10 readings/min.),* the aerosol size measurements

*Operated by and data made available courtesy of the Geophy-
The top of the shelter was located 3.2 meters sics Division. Pacific Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, Califor-

above the ground and approximately 9.7 meters nia,
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with a Particle Measurements Systems model ASSP,* Table 12.2 - Typical Accuracies Expressed in Meteoro-
and the radon-222 measurements with a device* logical Units for the Observed and Calculated Parameters
described in Larson (1973). The tide data were taken in at Each Profile Measurement Level
October and November of 1976 by the National Oceano-
graphic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The -arameter Typical Measurement Accurac
maximum and minimum tide heights were computedt Absolute Humidity ±0.067 x 10- ' kg m - '
for May 1979 from the NOAA data. From the four daily Air Density ±0.0005 kg m -3

extreme tide levels the tide height was calculated as a Air Temperature ±0.003°C
function of day and time by the procedure prescribed in Barometric Pres.a ±0.36 mb
Table 3 of National Ocean Survey (1979). Dew Point Temp. ±0.07°C

Heightb ±0.29 meter
From the accuracy values of the fundamental Latent Heat of Vap. ±6 ITcal. kg

measurements indicated in Table 12.1, it was possible to Potential Temp. ±_0.006'C
compute the typical accuracies of various calculated Relative Humidity ±0.55%

meteorological parameters given in Table 12.2. Saturated Vap. Pres. ±0.007 mb
Sky & Solar Rad.' ±25 Watts m- 2

Of all the measurements taken in the marine Specific Heat _±0.012 ITcal. kg° *K-

environment, an accurate humidity measurement is Specific Humidity ±0.056 x 10- kg kg -

perhaps the most difficult to obtain. The dew point Vapor Pressure -±0.089 mb

measurement technique has a distinct advantage of being Virtual Temp. ±0.013°C

an absolute measure independent of the errors produced Virtual Pot. Temp. 0.016°C

by less than perfect solar radiation shielding of the sen- Water Temp. (Bulk)' +0.002°C

sor. As a practical matter, however, the devices used to Wind Direction' ±50 True

measure dew point typically employ a three-conductor Wind Speed' _ ±0.02 m sect

platinum-wire temperature sensor which can be separated 'Barometric pressure was measured at 9.9 meters and calculated
from the electronic bridge by a sensor cable as long as for the other levels
120 meters. If the sensor cable is not shielded from bStandard deviation of sensor height variation about the
direct solar radiation, the radiation heating of the cable geometric mean value employed in computing profiles
can alter the resistance of the cable conductors, produc- 'Value computed for 500 Watts m 2, midvalue for the max-
ing a measurable error in the reading. The sensor cables imum observed radiation intensity

employed at San Nicolas Island ranged in length from 34 dSee Section Q for location and depth of sensor,
to 46 meters, and no precaution had been taken to pro- eAmbient wind direction was measured at 20 7 meters and was
tect the cables from solar heating. Subsequent laboratory assumed to be valid for all levels. For a more detailed presenta-

tests determined that a 10'C increase in the ambient tion of what is entailed in this assumption, see Lockhart (1979)

temperature of a typical 40-meter-long sensor cable rValue indicated %as computed for the standard wind speed of 2

would produce a 0.009'C decrease in the indicated dew m secI to facilitate comparison with the other experiments

point temperature with the devices used at San Nicolas
Island. This source of error was taken into consideration
in computing the accuracy values presented in Tables calibrated at the time of the dew point sensor's primary

12.1 and 12.2. calibration.

The standard EG&G model I10-C3 chilled-mirror The required quality of the precision resistance
dew point device was specified by the manufacturer in secondary standard in regard to both resistance stability

EG&G (1972) to have an accuracy of ±0.28'C over an and reproducibility can not be ,veremphasized. Typical
operating range of -65 to +50 0 C. A fourfold increase high-quality laboratory precision-resistance decade dev-

in the measurement accuracy was achieved by narrowing ices were found to be unsuitable for this task. Addition-

the range of operation to -20 to +40°C and by calibrat- ally, the calibration device provided by the manufacturer

ing the device in a standards laboratory simultaneously in of the dew point sensor was found to be unreliable. The

terms of absolute humidity and sensor resistance. The design of a suitable field-calibration device similar to that

primary source of error with the EG&G model I 10-C3 employed at San Nicolas Island is described in Appendix
was found to be the combined electronics drift of the B.
bridge and output circuits. Subsequent tests in the field
determined that this source of error could be minimized In addition to the periodic recalibration of the dew
by periodical recalibration, at least once every 8 hours, point systems, it was generally found to be desirable to
using a precision resistance secondary dew point standard inspect all the sensors and clean off salt buildup and

moisture condensation, particularly at the air intakes of
*Operated by and data made available courtesy of Dr R. K. the temperature and humidity sensors. The EG&G
Jeck, Experimental Cloud Physics Section, Atmospheric Physics model I 10-C3 was found to be potentially susceptible to
Branch, Naval Research Laboratory. this problem because the insect screen at the air intake
tSee footnote p 25
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tends to collect salt, which can act as a local source or surement with an adequate radiation shield was about
sink for moisture. Vugts (1980) has recently noted what ± 2%. An ambient specific humidity of about 7 x 10 3

can happen to an experiment if sufficient precautions are kg kg-' (the mean value observed at San Nicolas Island)
not taken to eliminate the problem of condensation on would imply an accuracy of ±0.14 x 10 3 kg kg-1. Shep-
the sensors. pard et al. (1972), in an overwater experiment, reported

observing unexplainable errors in differential wet-bulb
For comparison, it would be extremely interesting measurements equivalent to about ±-0.08 x 10-' kg

to consider the measurement accuracies present in other kg - 1. Smedman-H6gstr6m & H6gstrom (1973). in an
similar experiments. Four such experiments were overland experiment in which two wet-bulb sensors were
selected from those listed in Table 4.1 and are presented run side by side for 24 hours, observed on two occasions
in Table 12.3. Although little is presented by the authors differences as large as ±0.63 x 10- 3 kg kg 1. The typical
as to how their accuracy figures were derived, inspection sources of error which must be taken into consideration
can reveal some important information, when employing the wet-bulb technique have been

presented by Pande (1970).
Mease (1980) has indicated that the wind speed

standards of most internationally accepted calibration Hasegawa (1 80) has indicated that the humidity
laboratories are no better then ± 1% of the indicated standards of most internationally excepted calibration
reading in the range of I to 20 m sec'. It would appear laboratories are no better then about ±0.03 x 10- 3 kg
that the stated accuracy of ±0.5% for the GATE experi- kg - ' in the -20 to +40°C dew point range. It would
ment is overly optimistic. However, of considerably appear that the stated accuracies of ±0.02 and ±0.03 x
more importance is what seems to be a consistent and 10- 3 kg kg- t in Table 12.3 are overly optimistic by at
sizeable overestimation of the stated or inferred humid- least a factor of 2 or 3. A value no smaller then ±0.06
ity accuracy of the other experiments. Yaglom (1977) x 10- 3 kg kg- 1, perhaps even as large as ±0.12 x 10- 3

has contended that the role of instrumentation error has kg kg- t, would appear more realistic.
often been underestimated in the micrometeorological
literature. Lastly, consider the accuracy of the air tempera-

ture measurements. Like the San Nicolas Island experi-
Unlike the work at San Nicolas Island, which ment, other experiments have had to be content with

employed an absolute measure of humidity, the other assuming that the radiation shields used to house the
four experiments listed in Table 12.3 used a wet-bulb air-temperature sensors were reasonably effective and
technique. This technique gives a relative measure of that, in any event, it was the temperature differential
humidity that is susceptible to a large number of possible between the different measurement heights which was
sources of error, such as solar radiation heating and salt important for a profile measurement. It was assumed

contamination, particularly in the marine environment, that the relative inefficiency of the shields and the
Most experiments which utilize the wet-bulb technique influence of differing locations on a tower cancelled
usually do not indicate accuracy in terms of humidity, themselves out. An extensive literature search, how-
but rather in terms of the precision to which they can ever, has been unable to reveal the existence of any
measure the wet-bulb temperature-typically about experimental effort designed to judge the validity of this
±0.01C. A comparison of the dew point and wet bulb assumption.
methods is presented in Coantic & Friehe (1980).

Lockhart (1975) reported a comparison of tem-
Bindon (1965) concluded that the best overall perature measurements taken from three different solar-

accuracy that could be expected from a wet-bulb mea- radiation shields located close to each other. At wind

Table 12.3 - Comparison of Stated Measurement Accuracies for each Measurement
Level from Similar Marine Surface Layer Profile Experiments

Source Experiment Air Temperature Specific Humidity Wind Speed
(name or location) ( 0C) (10-' kg kg- ') (% of reading)

Badgley et al. (1972) Indian Ocean ± 0.009 ±0.03 ± 1.5b

Paulson et al. (1972) BOMEX ±0.005 ±0.02 ± 1.0b'

Kr"germeyer (1976) ATEX ±0.010 ±0.021 ± 1.0
Hasse et al. (1978b) GATE t0.010 ± 0.020 ± 0.5
This Experiment San Nicolas Island ±0.003 ± 0.06 ± 1.2b.

'Value infered from stated wet bulb temperature accuracy of tO.01°C
hValue computed for standard wind speed of 2 m sec .
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speeds in excess of 10 m sec I he reported observing Table 12.4 - The Best Accuracy to which the Three Pri-
temperature differences as large as 2°C. Similar findings mary Observed Meteorological Parameters can be Real-
under high-wind conditions were observed with one type istically Measured in the Field and the Corresponding
of solar shield, since replaced, which was used in an ear- Minimum Vertical Separation Between Measurement
lier experiment at San Nicolas Island reported by Blanc Levels Appropriate for Profile Determination in the Ma-
(1979). McKay & McTaggart-Cowan (1977), in a com- rine Surface Layer as Concluded in Section 7.
parison of 19 different solar shields, found that most r----------- -- - -- ------ MiTnim
aspirated shields yielded temperature measurements I B i
which agreed to within ±0.2C. Yaglom (1974) has Parameter Obtainable Separation

presented an interesting example of the disastrous conse- I Accuracy .ln :
quences which can occur with a profile air temperature- - - - - - - - in meters)
measurement when only one of the sensor cables was Air Temperature t -). .OIC 0399
not properly shielded. Moffat (1962) has catalogued j Specific Humidity I L0.06 x 10- 3 kg kg-t 0429
many of the precautions which must be taken into L_%in-d Speed ...... ± 1/, of reading - -- 0619 -
consideration when designing an air-temperature sensor
and its housing. A review of different temperature sen-
sors is presented by Deacon (1980). 13. Data Acquisition, Measurement Averaging Period

and Availability of Experiment Database
If one were to assume that the temperature mea-

surements made in adequately designed solar shields The wind field is the predominant horizontal trans-
from the same manufacturer differed by only 5% of theMc~a & e~agartCown (177)finings(du to port medium for the atmosphere. From the perspective

of a fixed point in space, the temporal variation of the
manufacturing variation, the placement variation of sen- wind speed can be said to approximate the statistical vari-
sors in shields, the difference in shield locations relative ahion of the atmosphere. Therefore, an inspection of the
to the ground and the tower structure, etc.), it wouldsuggst temeraure easremnt acurcy n beter wind-speed kinetic energy spectrum should indicate an
suggest a temperature measurement accuracy no better appropriate period over which an atmospheric measure-
than about ±0.010°C. Suffice it to say that, of the air ment should be averaged in order to obtain a statistically

temperature accuracies presented in Table 12.3, the independent data sample. Byshev & Ivanov (1969)
±0.010°C value is probably the most realistic, presented the wind velocity spectra obtained from mea-

surements made in the marine surface layer over the
Clearly what is needed at this time is a detailed South Atlantic for the frequency range of 1.2 x 10-' Hz

study to determine the magnitude of these errors. (-96 days) to 5.0 x 10 H |tz (2 see). Inspection of Fig.
Experiments such as the Indian Ocean experiment and 13.1 suggests that.the best averaging period, the region
BOMEX attempted to minimize these problems by of least variation, should lie somewhere between 3 x
employing a scanning-sensor strategy in which the same 10 4 Hz (-56 min) and 5 x 10 3 Hz (-3 min).
sensor set is sequentially moved from one measurement
level to another. However, this procedure assumes that
the atmosphere remains unchanged throughout the . Ivanov & Ordanovich (1973), in a study of veloc-

period required for a complete vertical scan of the instru- ity and temperature fluctuation spectra taken at heights

ments. In essence, this amounts to exchanging one set on the order of 10 meters. found that turbulent flux

of assumptions for another. An interesting experiment
would be one in which three identical sensor sets are lo l............. .

employed. Two sensor sets could be placed at different
fixed altitudes and a third could be scanned back and
forth between the first two. This would not only allow a to"

comparison of the two measurement strategies, it would
allow a determination of the relative measurement accu-
racy at each level by periodically operating two identical
sensor sets side by side. Conducting this type of com-

parison under a wide variety of atmospheric conditions
could go a long way toward resolving some of the uncer- < to
lainties. Lacking such an experimental determination.

the approximate consensus summarized in Table 12.4
will have to suffice. Once the best accuracy realistically o o to to o to to

obtainable for the measurements in the field was estab-

ished, it was possible to employ Eqs. 7.1 through 7.3 to AVERAGE WIND VELOCITY FREOUENCY HM

obtain the corresponding minimum vertical separation Fig. 13.1 - Byshev & lvanov f1969) composite average wind
appropriate for the profile measurement levels (see velocity power spectrum for the marine surface layer from data
Table 12.4). taken over the South Atlantic Ocean
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processes displayed a characteristic period of about 17
minutes. Chou (1966), in a study to determine the
appropriate averaging period for profile measurements of
momentum and sensible heat flux at heights on the
order of 20 meters, found the optimum averaging period
to be approximately 20 minutes. Tennekes & Wyngaard
(1972) suggested that for wind speeds of about 5 m sec- t

an averaging period of 27 minutes should yield a vari-ance measurement accurate to about 1%. Most of the am:z

experiments presented in Table 4.1 employed an averag- -
ing period of 10 minutes. Fleagle at al. (1958), Badgley
et al. (1972), and Paulson et al. (1972) employed averag-
ing periods of 60, 40, and 48 minutes, respectively. The
measurements for the San Nicolas Island experiment
were averaged for a period of 30 minutes.

The data acquisition and reduction were performed
in the field with the aid of a 24-kilobyte programmable
computer equipped with a I-megabyte dual-magnetic-disk
storage system and a high speed printer. Figure 13.2
shows a block diagram of the computer data acquisition WI
system.

DISPLAY

UAZELT W
MI~ 1500

MIT , c Fig. 13.3 - View inside the mobile field shelter of the computer
DATA CO 4TE efcOC.
AT DOc FLSTE D,,,X data acquisition system and the sensor readout electronics

DATA.PCAR ,fM.ETT-FCKA#S
MODETL "S 325A MOE 96

HP 9125A ED OPE
D 
WITH iTEFAE 5EA UN

, 24K ST "rER M ,.-SCI Data from a crystal-controlled clock and all the sensor
2 FAD RS.232 I/0 OPO70A I
3s,,R, ,W,,W9921A system outputs were read into the computer once every
SFLEoLE DSRM 2,?A [ .SPEED 10 seconds at the rate of 15 readings per second. A

T ,,ocomplete set of readings took about 2 seconds. The
=L 30. computer was programmed to average the data from

each sensor system for a 30 minute period by accumulat-
Fig. 13.2 - The computer data acquisition system employed at ing the readings in a series of registers and dividing the

San Nicolas Island for in situ data reduction total of each register by the number of readings at the
end of the averaging period.

Experience at San Nicolas Island demonstrated the At the end of each 30-minute period, while con-
substantial advantage and cost effectiveness of having in tinuing to acquire data for the next period, the computer
situ data reduction available in the field. Without it, would perform the various micrometeorological calcula-
several important experimental aspects of the work tions, print out the results, and store the data on mag-
would have been overlooked and the amount of reliable netic disk. The data stored on magnetic disk was cata-
data would have been reduced by a factor of at least logued for future use by a ten-digit run number,* which
four. Figure 13.3 shows a view of the electronics inside represented the start time of the averaging period
the mobile field shelter. expressed in year, month, day, hour, and minutes in

local Pacific Standard Time (PST)t rounded off to the
The various sensor-system analog outputs typically nearest clock half hour.

had a dynamic range of 0 to 10 Vdc, with time constants
which ranged from approximately 0.2 to 20 seconds.
The analog data was digitized with a five-digit resolution *For example, data averaged from 1979 May 2, 15:32:20 to
accurate to 2 parts in 104. The air-temperature system 16:02:10 PST. would have a run number of 7905021530
employed a digital output with a six-digit resolution accu- tPacific Daylight Saving Time - PST + I hour. Greenwich
rate to 3 parts in 105 and updated every 10 seconds. Mean Time - PST + 8 hours.

30
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The analog inputs to the digital serializer were The barometric pressure, measured near the lowest
designed for differential operation to ensure a high com- measurement level, was calculated for the other levels as
mon mode noise rejection. All sensor and power cables a function of elevation. The vapor pressure and
were individually shielded, with all common conductors saturated vapor pressure were calculated from the dew
and shields grounded at a single point, to eliminate the point and the air temperature, respectively, using the
possibility of noise from ground-current loops. Two pre- barometric pressure and the Goff-Gratch formulation
cision voltage references and two digital numeric refer- presented in Table 94 of List (1958). From these
ences were monitored continuously by the computer to parameters the absolute, relative, and specific humidities
ensure digitizing accuracy. All the electronic instruments and the potential, virtual, and virtual potential tempera-
were powered from a single active ac power-line condi- tures were calculated.
tioner* with the output continuously monitored by the
computer to detect any possible power-line frequency To ensure that the profile measurement uncer-
and voltage fluctuations. tainty was never larger than the observed differential

measurement, minimum limits for acceptable differential
The micrometeorological data contained in this values were established based upon the rms of the error

report, catalogued by run number, is available on values presented in Table 12.2 for wind speed, specific
Hewlett-Packard model 9885 or Tektronix model 4907 humidity, and potential temperature. The minimum
compatible floppy disk upon request to the author. A acceptable differential values were set at ±0.028 m sec-.
hard copy of the experiment data base will be made ±0.08 X 10

- 3 kg kg - ', and ±0.008't, respectively.
available in a forthcoming Naval Research Laboratory
Memorandum Report 4713, Blanc (1982). The acceleration constant due to gravity at sea

level was computed as a function of the measurement
site latitude, as prescribed in Table 167 of List (1958).

14. Outline of Micrometeorological Calculations The partial derivatives with respect to height for the
above three profile parameters were computed employing

As a general rule, the typical formulations the approximation suggested by Panofsky (1965) and

employed for the micrometeorological calculations were reported by Badgley et al. (1972) which is accurate to

those viewed by the author to be the most accurate. about ±3%. The partial derivatives of wind speed and

Since this is a subjective judgment, and because there potential temperature were used to compute the

exists no universally excepted standard method, the fol- Richardson-number stability in the general manner

lowing brief overview is presented. A more-detailed defined by Badgley et al.

presentation is given in Appendix E. The reader should
note that the notation used to indicate altitude in this The Richardson-number formulation of Badgley et
report is the reverse of that most commonly found in the al. required modification for practical considerations. The

literature. In this report, subscript I is employed to orginal form required the thermal constituent to be

denote the top measurement level and subscript 2 is defined in terms of virtual potential temperature profile

employed to denote the bottom measurement level, in an effort to incorporate the humidity influence, or
buoyancy, into the thermodynamic component of the

The outputs of the air-temperature measurement stability equation. Inspection of Table 12.2 revealed that

devices were digital and required no calibration-curve the ±0.016°C error associated with each measurement

fitting. The outputs of all the other meteorological de- level of the virtual potential temperature, mainly due to

vices were analog and required up to a third-order poly- the relatively large humidity error, would yield an rms

nomial calibration-curve fit in order to convert the vol- profile error of about ±0.023°C. This is four times

tage output into meteorological units. larger than it would be if the potential temperature
profile were employed. Such a large measurement

The correction of the observed wind speeds due to uncertainty frequently would have made it impossible to

the influence of the beach escarpment as a function of distinguish between a real temperature profile and the

wind direction and height, the tide height as a function "noise" of the profile measurement. This aspect was of

of the day and time, and the upwind distance from the particular concern, since it is the temperature profile

water's edge to the sensors as a function of wind direc- which governs the determination of a stable or unstable

tion and tide height were all calculated from tables stored condition.

in the computer. The wind-speed correction and upwind
distance tables are summarized in Table A.3 of Appendix The application of the Monin-Obukhov similarity

A. The tide height table was computed in manner theory to the marine surface layer was experimentally

described in Section 12. verified by Weiler & Burling (1967). Once the
Richardson-number stability parameter (Ri) had been
calculated, it was then possible to translate it into the

'California Instruments Dynamic AC Line Corrector, Model Monin-Obukhov stability parameter (zL or) by

1360. employing the Eqs. 26 and 28 of Businger et al. (1971).
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Computation of the :1 L parameter as a function of Ri From the von Karman constant and the slopes of wind
required solving two of the Businger et al. equations in speed, specific humidity, potential temperature the
reverse. The solution of the unstable condition was respective scaling parameters were computed. The seal-
achieved by employing the Newton-Raphson (or New- - parameters can be viewed as an artifact of the profile
ton) method described in Scheid (1968). The solution of .thod, which is a conceptually convenient way to
the stable condition was achieved by the use of the qua- represent the slopes or gradients of the various parame-
dratic solution method. Knowing z1 L and the height z, it ters. The wind-speed scaling parameter is more corn-
was then a simple matter to compute the Monin- monly called the friction velocity.
Obukhov length L. The height z, in this case, was equal
to the mean height for which the Ri value was valid, the The mean density of the moist air was calculated

geometric mean of the two profile measurement levels, as a function of barometric pressure and virtual tempera-
12.99 meters. ture, as prescribed in Table 71 of List (1958). The mean

specific heat at constant pressure of moist air was com-
The computationally and conceptually convenient puted as a function of specific humidity and the specific

log-linear profile relationship described in Section 7 is heat of dry air by the approximation suggested by McIn-
technically correct only under neutral or near-neutral sta- tosh (1972), his p. 263, and from Table 70 of List
bility conditions, where Ri = z/L =0 . From Fig. 7.2 it (1958). From these and the scaling parameters, the
can be seen that the nonlinearity of the wind profile fluxes of momentum, humidity, heat were computed.
increases with increased stability or instability. A similar,
but different, stability-dependent curvature also exists for In the literature a negative momentum flux (nega-
the temperature and humidity profiles. To correct the tive because it is downwards) is frequently called stress,
observed profiles for this stability dependent nonlinear- shear stress, surface stress, eddy stress, turbulent stress,
ity, 1,) corrections were applied to the profile measure- or Reynold's stress. In this report humidity flux is
ments-b for the wind speed profile and ,' 2 for the tem- defined as humidity mass flux and heat flux is defined as
perature and humidity profile. The , corrections are a sensible heat flux.
function of both L and :, where z, in this case, is the
height at which the particular profile measurement was The latent heat of water vapor (L,.) in ITcal kg - 1
acquired, 9.20 or 18.35 meters. For the unstable case, was approximated as a function of air temperature (T) in
the Paulson (1970)* ,o equations were used in which, *C from Table 92 of List (1958) for the temperature
like Businger et al. (1971), Paulson's -, was set equal to range -10 to +40°C by the equation
15 for ,, 1 and 9 for '! 2. For the stable case, the values of
,1j 1 and 1f, 2 were inferred from Businger et al. Eqs. 29 and L, - [597.31 - (0.56525 T) x 103. (14.1)

30. Knowing the latent heat of vaporization, it was then pos-
sible to compute the latent heat flux from the humidity

Unlike Businger et al., we set the von Kirmin flux. In the literature latent heat flux is frequently called
constant equal to 0.4. The rationale for this modification water vapor flux or vapor pressure flux. The term mois-
was given in Section 3. it is tantamount to reducing the ture flux can be used to mean either humidity mass flux
Businger et al. profile computational scheme equivalent or latent heat flux.
to that of Dyer & Hicks (1970).

The total heat budget flux was approximated by

Once the profile measurements were corrected for summing the sky & solar short-wave radiation heat flux,

the stability-dependent nonlinearity, with the appropriate the latent heat flux, and the sensible heat flux. A posi-
ib correction, it was then possible to compute the slope tive sign was used to indicate the upward direction and a
of the three profiles. The profile slope [A(in z - OA)/ negative sign to indicate the downward direction. The
(profile parameter)] was employed to eliminate the con- Bowen ratio was computed as the value (including signs)
fusion which exists in literature between Western and of the sensible heat flux divided by the latent heat flux.
USSR use of the terms gradient and lapse rate.t In this Thus, a positive Bowen ratio sign indicated that the two
report: fluxes were in the same direction and a negative sign

sp I that they were in opposite directions.
-lapse rate gradient (Western)

I The neutral drag coefficient at 10 meters was com-
puted as a function of the friction velocity and wind

-gradient (USSR) speed as prescribed by McIntosh & Thom (1973), their

Eq. 9.13. The roughness length over the water was com-
puted as a function of the friction velocity by employing

*The reader should take care to note that the Paulson (1970) a fourth-order polynomial fit to the Sheppard et al.
equation indicated for the partial derivative at the bottom of his (1972) curve presented in their Fig. 4. The roughness
p. 858 is incorrect, length (zo) was approximated with an accuracy of about

tFor example, see p. 103 of Tverskoi (1965). ± 20% and the relationship was extended over a wider
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range of values as a function of the friction velocity (U.) scneme of Smith and Banke (1975) was employed to
by the equation compute the bulk-derived fluxes.

-2.5O1+ I. 4hS1ogU.-6. 743(IogUo)
2

_ O. 7(iogU.)
3

_6.$7S(iogU. )4

zo=10 - .(14.2) The bulk-derived friction velocity was computed as

A comparison of this approach with other schemes found a function of shear stress (negative momentum flux) and
in the literature is presented in Fig. 14.1. the density of moist air as prescribed by Mcintosh and

Thorn (1973), their Eq. 9.5. The bulk-derived roughness
10-2 I ' length was computed as a function of the bulk-derived

AMOROCHO OEVRIES 1) .... friction velocity in the same manner prescribed for the
V- profile method. The bulk-derived scaling parameters

-- were computed from their respective fluxes by employing

1..GARRAT the same equations used for computing the profile
--- 1977.. -ROLL ( 1965) fluxes.

/- U (1990)

10-4 Wl)The bulk-derived Monin-Obukhov length (L) for
the height of 10 meters was computed as a function of
the friction velocity as defined by Businger et al. (1971),
their p. 182. Knowing L, it was a simple procedure to
compute the z/L for the geometric mean height, 12.99

X meters. The bulk-derived Richardson-number stability
~ Iwas computed as a function of z/L at the geometric
z 10- - -SHEPPARD ET AL (19721 mean height by the same equations used for computing

& EQUATION 14.2.the profile-derived z/L, but this time in the forward

z manner.
01o-7
c I 15. Error Analysis and a Comparison with

Previous Experiments

10-6
[.-EQUATION 14.2 Yaglom (1974,1977) has suggested that much of

the scatter contained in various comparisons of flux data

10 -9.- obtained by different techniques is probably due to
instrumentation measurement errors. Yet, none of avail-
able sources of the flux data listed in Table 4.1 contained

1-0 1.4 anything more than an occasional speculation as to the
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 accuracy of the reported flux measurements. Perhaps L.

FRICTION VELOCITY (msec- 1)  P. Smith (1970) said it best:

Fig. 14.1 - Sheppard et al. (1972) roughness length approxima- All too often published meteorological data are
tion, Eq. (14.2), as a function of friction velocity compared to

the results of Roll (1965) via Charnock (1955), Garratt (1977) accepted at their face value, with a blind faith
via Charnock (1955), Amorocho & DeVries (1980) via Char- that is rarely justified by the facts. To use inac-

nock (1955), and Wu (1980) via Hill (1962) and Condon & Od- curate data in research is an act of stupidity, to
ishaw (1958) publish misleading information under the guise

of truth is a scientific crime. It is no excuse to
plead ignorance-ignorance not of the law, but

The profile calculations having been completed, it of the inaccuracies. The main unforgivable
was then necessary to ;nitiate those for the bulk method, effect of incompetence is the trouble it causes to
To facilitate a comparison with other experiments, it was other people. A scientist could be expected to
desirable to compute the bulk parameters based upon correcl his own mistakes, but if he has to spend
measurements taken at the standard height of 10 meters. half his time discovering and correcting the
At the risk of introducing a relatively small error, the errors of others, life becomes impossible.
values at the 10-meter height were estimated from the
measurements taken at 9.20 and 18.35 meters by assum- To compute the flux and stability measurement
ing an idealized log-linear profile, errors attributable to the instrumentation employed at

San Nicolas Island, a method was developed for approxi-
The bulk parameter calculations for vapor pressure mating the influence of the constituent measurement

through the latent heat of water vaporization, Eq. 14.1, errors listed in Table 12.2. A detailed presentation of
were done in the same manner as those for the profile the error-analysis computation method is presented in
parameters. As detailed in Section 3. the bulk method Appendix E. The errors attributable to the measurement
of Friehe & Schmitt (1976) with the drag coefficient uncertainties during each 30-minute-long data run were
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computed for the various profile-derived and bulk- indicate a measurement error of -25%. A somewhat
derived stability, flux, and scaling parameters. as well as larger error value than that suggested by Table 12.1 or
for the drag coefficient and roughness length. They are 12.2 was selected for the wind speed profile, since no
presented as error bars in the figures in Sections 18 attempt had been made to correct the anemometer data
through 20. for overspeeding. The selected -± 2.8% wind speed value

As detailed in Section 3, the Wieringa (1980) work was based upon the rms of the 2% accuracy value

served to coalesce the various profile flux schemes into a reported by Meshal (1977) in an experiment performed

single unified technique. This has not yet been done for to measure cup anemometer overspeeding over water.

the bulk method. To allow a conclusion to be drawn in The results of both the profile and bulk error analysis are

regard to the bulk technique in general, and not just to presented in Table 15.1, where the typical error value

the scheme selected for this experiment, uncertainty has been defined as the average error value for the entire

values were estimated for the bulk transfer coefficients to experiment.

reflect these differences. For example, unlike in the bulk
scheme employed for the San Nicolas Island work,
Krugermeyer (1976) and Liu et al. (1979) have advo- The uncertainty values in Table 15.2 were com-

cated the use of stability-dependent coefficients. Based puted from the respective percent error values presented

upon the scatter among the data of various experi- in Table 15.1 and the combined profile-bulk parameter

menters presented by Friehe & Schmitt (1976), their value. The combined parameter value was defined as the

Figs. 2 and 5. and by Smith & Banke (1976), their Fig. mean of the average profile parameter value and the

4, the uncertainties for the bulk coefficients of momen- average bulk parameter value, computed for the entire

tum, moisture, and sensible heat were estimated to be experiment.

40%, 25%, and 55%, respectively. Because the bulk
water-temperature measurement was employed to It should be emphasized that the uncertainty
approximate the surface temperature, the uncertainty values presented in Tables 15.1 and 15.2 are those which
value for the air-water temperature difference was set are attributable only to the instrumentation error and to
equal to 0.5°C based upon the estimates of Katsaros the variability of the different schemes within a given
(1980a,1980b). technique. The tables contain no assessment as to the

other sources of error that must be taken into considera-
Based upon the rms of the error values presented tion when determining the overall merits of a particular

in Table 12.2, the criterion selected for the specific humi- technique. The suitability of the bulk technique will be
dity and potential temperature differential values the topic of Section 24.
equivalent to a profile measurement error of 100% were
±0.08 x 10- ' kg kg- ' , and t0.008°C, respectively. For From Tables 15.1 and 15.2 it can be concluded
example, an observed specific humidity profile that the profile technique is more sensitive to instrumen-

differential measurement of -0.32 x 10- ' kg kg-' would tation error in determining momentum and latent heat

Table 15.1 - Typical Profile and Bulk Technique Flux and Stability Uncer-

tainty Values due to Instrumentation Measurement Error and Scheme Varia-
bility Expressed in Percent of Reading. The data is based upon 136 hours of
observations acquired under average wind speeds ranging from 2 to 17 m
sec - 1, air-water temperature differences from -2.1 to +0.6'C, and dew

point-water temperature difference from -7.5 to -2.0°C.

Profile Technique Bulk Technique

Parameter Mean Error Mean Error

Gradient Richardson Stability + 139% ± 296%
Monin-Obukhov Stability (at 10 m) ± 145% ± 297%

Momentum Flux + 117% ±46%
Latent Heat Flux ± 165% ±44%
Sensible Heat Flux + 116% ± 225%
Total Heat Budget Flux ± 78% ± 23%
Bowen Ratio + 2900/o ± 269%
Drag Coefficient (at 10 m) 7% ±40%

Roughness Length ±'t8% ± 43%
Friction Velocity ± 58% ± 23%
Scaling Specific Humidity ± 106% ± 67%
Scaling Potential Temperature ±57% ±248%
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Table 15.2 - Typical Profile and Bulk Technique Flux and Stability Uncertainty

Values due to Instrumentation Measurement Error and Scheme Variability Expressed

in Meteorological units. The data is based Upon 136 hours of observations acquired

under average wind speeds ranging from 2 to 17 m sec', air-water temperature

differences from -2.1 to +0.6°C, and dew point-water temperatire differences from

-7.5 to -2.0°C.

Profile Technique Bulk Technique

Parameter Mean Error Mean Error

Gradient Richardson Stability ± 0.18 ±0.38

Monin-Obukhov Stability (10 m) ±0.14 ±0.30

Momentum Flux ±t0.27 Nt. m- 2  ±0.11 Nt. m-2

Latent Heat Flux ± 118 Watts m- 2  -+32 Watts m- 2

Sensible Heat Flux ±t+8 Watts m- 2  ± 16 Watts m- 2

Total Heat Budget Flux ± 134 Watts m 2  ±56 Watts m- 2

Bowen Ratio ± 0.25 ± 0.24

Drag Coefficient (10 m) ±2.0 x I0 - 1 ±0.7 x 10- 3

Roughness Length ±3.0 x 10- m ± 1.6 x 10- 4m

Friction Velocity ±0.21 m sec- ' ±0.08 m sec - t

Scaling Specific Humidity ±0.067 x 10- 1 kg kg- ' ±0.042 x 10-3kg kg- '
Scaling Potential Temperature ±0.003'C ±0.012°C

flux than is the bulk technique and that the bulk tech- U0N ST.ABLNEEUTRAL
nique is more sensitive to instrumentation error in deter- MEAN =

mining stability and sensible heat flux. As described in STD DEV = 50%
Section 14, the sensible heat flux is of particular ir.tpor- 3Wp
tance in determining stability. It not only plays a roll in
determining the magnitude of the stability, it is the sole
determinant for distinguishing between a stable and 2. .
unstable situation. These results would tend to suggest
that because the uncertainty associated with the bulk-
derived stability is so large, little would be gained by . ,
employing stability-dependent bulk coefficients unless the
bulk technique were supplemented with an auxiliary
technique for determining stability. .......... ........

-1 -16 -01 ".0011 01 10

PROFILE RICHARDSON STABILITY

As can be seen from Tables 15.1 and 15.2, the Fig. 15.1- Results of the error analysis for profile-derived
relatively large bulk technique measurement error in Richardson number stability
determining sensible heat flux could explain the poor
correlation between the bulk-derived and profile-derived 400 UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STAELE
derived sensible heat fluxes reported by Dunckel et al.

(1974) and others. As discussed in Section 3, the prob- MEAN: 149%

lem is due almost exclusively to the inherent difficulty of .T0EV 49%

measuring the water surface temperature accurately
enough to be of practical use with the existing bulk tech-
nique. 10

Because the various constituent instrumentation
measurement errors which go into making up the profile T 100!
flux and stability error interact in a rather complex
fashion (the scheme variability for the profile technique
is comparatively negligible), a study was undertaken to i1S 1 -01 (.,001 10

determine the variation of the error as a function of the
PROFILE Z L Iof I STABILITY

observed parameter magnitude. A study was conducted

for each of the profile-derived flux and stability related Fig, 15.2 - Results of the error analysis for profile-derived
parameters and is presented in Figs. 15. 1 through 15.12. Monin-Obukhov stability
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Fig. 15.3 - Results of the error analysis for profile-derived
momentum flux
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Fig, 15.4 - Results of the error analysis for profile-derived
latent heat flux
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Fig. 15.5 - Results of the error analysis for profile-derived
sensible heat flux
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Fig. 15.6 - Results of the error anz.ysis for profile-derived
total heat budget flux
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Fig. 15.7 - Results of the error analysis for profile-derived
Bowen ratio
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Fig, 15 8 - Results of the error analysis for profile-derived
neutral drag coefficient for 10-meter height
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Fig. 15.9 - Results of the error analysis for profile-derived
roughness length computed via Eq. 14.2
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Fig. 15.10 Results of the error analysis for profile-derived Fig. 15.11 - Results of the error analysis for profile-derived
friction velocity scaling specific humidity
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Fig, 15.12 - Results of the error analysis for profile-derivcd
scaling potential temperature
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Table 15.3 - Comparison of Marine Surface-Layer Profile Experiment instrumentation Arrangements Presented
in Terms of the Number of Measurement Levels (No.) and the Average Vertical Logarithmic Separation Between
Adjacent Levels (MIn :), where - is in Meters.

Source Experiment Wind Speed Air Temp. Humidity

(name or location) No. Ain z No. AIn : No. 3lIn:

Hoeber (1969) Equatorial Atlantic 4 0.570 4 0.583 4 0.583
Badgley et al. (1972) Indian Ocean 6 0.329 6 0.329 6 0.329
Paulson et al. (1972) BOMEX 4 0.568 4 0.568 4 0.568
KrUgermeyer (1976) ATEX 7 0.315 4 0.608 4 0.608
Hasse et al. (1978b) GATE 7 0.281 5 0.496 5 0.496
This Experiment San Nicolas Island 2 0.690 2 0.690 2 0.690

Table 15.4 - Comparison of Marine Surface-Layer Profile Experiment Instrumentation Arrangements Relative
Profile Measurement Accuracy Scaled in Terms of the Number of Measurement Levels and the Vertical Separa-
tion Between Levels. The larger the scaling coefficient, the higher the relative accuracy.

Experiment Profile Accuracy Scaling Coefficients

Source (name or location) Wind Speed Air Temp. Humidity
Iloeber (1969) Equatorial Atlantic 1.302 2.067 1.922
Badglev et al. (1972) Indian Ocean 0.921 1.429 1.329
Paulson et al. (1972) BOMEX 1.298 2.014 1.873
Krugermeyer (1976) ATEX 0.951 2.155 2.005
Ilasse et al. (1978b) GATE 0.849 1,967 1.829
This Experiment San Nicolas Island 1.115 1.729 1.608

The error analysis of the two-level profile flux and specific-humidity mean-error profile values (Table 15.1).
stability data indicated that the measurement uncertain- and computing the subsequent error values for the fluxes
ties were considerably larger than had been originally yielded Table 15.5. From this table it can be seen that,
anticipated. It, therefore, was of interest to determine if in terms of the three primary fluxes, the other instru-
the profile errcr values summarized in Table 15.1 might mentation arrangements would have yielded uncertainty
be typical of other profile experiments had their data values no better than 0.84 times the San Nicolas Island
been acquired under similar meteorological conditions. error results and no worse than 1.30 times them had

they acquired data under similar meteorological condi-
From Table 4.1 it can be seen that previous profile tions, exclusive of any island or escarpment influence.

experiments conducted in the marine surface layer 16. Statistical Distribution of Obserations and
employed various numbers of measurement levels distri-
buted over a range of altitude configurations. Five the Presentation Format
instrumentation arrangements were selected for compari-
son with the San Nicolas Island array and are summar- The May 1979 San Nicolas Island experiment was
ized in Table 15.3. conducted over a 10 day period under a wide range of

meteorological conditions as illustrated in Figs. 16.1
Earlier parts of this report presented a rationale for through 16.6. Two hundred seventy-two 30-minute-long

determining the minimum vertical spacing appropriate measurement periods were obtained, totaling 136 hours
for sensors of a given accuracy (Section 7) and demon- of data.
strated the influence the nunber of sensors had on the The figures used to illustrate the observations as a
accuracy in determining the profile (Section 8). A com- function of experiment time in Sections 17 through 20
parison of the instrumentation employed in previous are exhibited in terms of the day and hour of the data
profile experiments (Section 12) concluded that the acquisition initiation, expressed in local Pacific Standard
instrumentation employed in the other experiments was Time (PST) rounded off to the nearest clock half hour.
probably no more accurate than that used at San Nicolas The error bars exhibited in the figures were computed
Island, Scaling the product of the influence of the for each data run in the manner described in Section 15.
number of measurement levels (Table 8.1) and the they are based upon constituent measurement uncertain-
influence of the vertical separation (Table 12.4) to the ties attributable to instrumentation and the computa-
information presented in Table 15.3 resulted in the tional-scheme variability within the given measurement
profile accuracy scaling coefficients of Table 15.4. technique. In those figures in which both the profile

Normalizing the accuracy coefficient to the San data and the bulk data are displayed with error tars, the
Nicolas Island values scaling the results to the friction respective data points were offset slightly to the side of
velocity, scaling potential temperatures, and scaling each other in order to minimize overlapping.
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17. Meteorological. Oceanographic. and
Aerosol Observations
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Fig, 171 -1 Thirtv-minute-average bulk water, air, and dew point temperatures displayed as a function of time. The aircraft
infrared-water-surface temperature reading was averaged over a I--minute period and was taken at a 15-meter altitude over the
bay ranging 0 to 4 km east-northeast of the tower site, along a path approximately perpendicular to the wind direction. The air-
craft measurement is believed to be accurate to - ±0.5'C.
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18. Flux and Stability Observations
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Fig. 18.1 -Thirty-minute-average profile- and bulk-derived gradient Richardson number stability at the geometric mean measurement
height displayed with error bars as a function of time
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19. Drag Coefficient and Roughness
Length Observations
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±2.0 x 10-3 and ±0.7 x 103 respectively, bulk drag
coefficient via Smith & Balke (1975)
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Fig. 19.3 - Thirty-minute-average profile- and bulk-derived roughness length computed via Eq. (14.2) displayed
with error bars as a function of time
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Fig. 19.4 - Profile- and bulk-derived roughness length comput-
ed via Eq. (14.2) displayed as a function of 30-minute-average
wind speed at 10-meter height, typical roughness error values

are :t±3.0 x l0-4m and ± 1.6 x 10-4m, respectively
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20. Friction Velocity and Other Scaling
Parameter Observations
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Fig. 20.1 -Thirty-minute-average profile- and bulk-derived friction velocity displayed with error bars as a function of time
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Fig. 20.2 - Profile- and bulk-derived friction velocity displayed
as a function of 30-minute-average wind speed at 10-meters
height, typical friction velocity error values are ±0.21 m sec1

I
and ± 0.08 mn sect respectively
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Fig. 20.3 -Thirty-minute-average profile- and bulk-derived scaling specific humidity displayed with error bars as a function of time
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Fig. 20.5 -- Thirty-minute-average profile- and bulk-derived scaling potential temperature displayed with error bars as a function of time
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Fig. 2056 -n-Profile- and bulk-derived scaling potential tempera-

ture displayed as a function of 30-minute-average wind speed at
1O-meter height, typical scaling error values are ±0.003°C and
± O.OI2°C, respectively
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21. Tests for Island Influence in the Flux and taken from (he island and compare the results with simi-
Stability Data lar profile-bulk comparisons made with data acquired

from other types of platforms. From this, it could be
In the determination of the minimum measure- determined if the island distorted the data, on the aver-

ment height above the beach (Section 6) it was con- age, to a greater or lesser extent than did the other plat-
tended that if the flux and stability measurements were forms. This "differentia' approach was particularly
made above 9 meters that they would be sufficiently high appealing because, although much of the data input into
in altitude and close enough to the water to be outside of the two techniques was from the same instrumentation,
the internal boundary layer formed by the island. From the computational procedures and the underlying
Ihat, it was inferred that these measurements would be assumptions are sufficiently different that, for all intent
unaffected by the island-generated surf, spray, and and purposes, the two techniques could be considered
breaking waves. Further, a method was devised (Section independent determinations of the same parameters.
II) which purported to correct the acceleration induced For example, if the lowest-level wind-speed sensor
in the marine wind profile by the beach escarpment observed a 4% increase in wind speed due to the pres-
located immediately upwind of the measurement lower. ence of the beach escarpment (a typical value suggested
An essential part of any data analysis would be devising in Section 11) and was uncorrected, the profile-derived
a method to test these hypotheses. The determination of momentum flux would be 55% too low and the bulk-
whether the aerosol measurements, made at a height of derived flux would be 8% too high, an almost sevenfold
14.4 meters, were unaffected by the locally generated difference in magnitude. Such a comparison is presented
surf and spray is beyond the scope of the present report. in Table 21.1.

Obviously, the best procedure for an independent From the Table 21.1 it can be concluded that,
verification would have been to take, simultaneously under similar wind-speed conditions, the measurements
with these measurements, the identical type of measure- made from the San Nicolas Island tower were, on the
ments far enough upwind of the island to be unaffected average, no worse than those previously taken from
by its influence. However, as is usually the case with other ocean platforms. Additionally, the table would
experiments of this type, reliable upwind measurements tend to support the arguments that employing a profile-
are rarely available. When measurements are available, measurement system of more than two or three levels
they too are often suspected of being distorted by the (Section 8) or stability-dependent bulk coefficients (Sec-
observation platform as in the case of the .4cania data tion 15) would yield little in the way of improved flux
reported in Section 5. One is rapidly led to the conclu- measurement accuracy. Consider, for example, the com-
sion that there is a sort of Heisenberg uncertainty princi- parison of Liu et al. (1979), which compares a complex
pie in marine micrometeorology-the results one obtains stability-dependent bulk-coefficient method with a four-
depend to a large extent upon the measurement tech- level profile measurement, and this experiment, which
nique employed and the platform from which the obser- compares a simple fixed valued bulk-coefficient method
vations are made. with a two-level profile measurement. To place the

results of Table 21.1 in perspective, it should be noted
One 'est which could be used to help alleviate this that Friehe & Gibson (1978) have estimated that the

inherent dilenma would be to measure the difference typical rms differences between eddy-correlation (or
between the profile-derived and bulk-derived flux values direct) and bulk flux determinations to be 0.025 Nt. M 

2 ,

Table 21.1 - Comparison of the (Approximate) RMS Differences Observed Between Profile and Bulk Determinations of
Fluxes from Different Types of Platforms Over the Ocean for Wind Speeds Ranging from Approximately 2 to 10 m sec

Experiment e  types of Comparison I yp- of Momentum Latent I Sensible
Source (name or location) . Ptaform Flux Uleat Flux leat Ulu%Profile Method Bulk Method (Nt m-2) (w9atts m 21 IV, aits n t

Krugernteyer l197614 ATEX 4 & 7 Levels Stability Dependent Buoy 0 026 25 1 5
Iulita ( 19 78 )h AMTEX '75 2 Levels tind Speed Dependent Offshore Tower r  0018 29 5 2
Itasse et al (1978b)c GATE 5 & 7 Levels Fied Coefficient Buoy 00I 19 1 44
Liu ct al (1979) d  

BOMEX 4 Levels Stability Dependent Stabilized Ship 0(011 22 I 4
This Experiment San Nicolas Island 2 Levels Fixed Coefficient San Nicolas Island 0016 15 I 33

'Value s were estimated from Krugermeyer (1976), his Figs 7. 10, and 13
hFuiita f 1978). his table 2. could technically b. considered not to be a profile-bulk technique comparison

'Values were estimaled from Ilas-se c at (1978b), their Figs 5, 6, and 7
dAverage values from Liu et al 11979). their Tables 4, 5. and i for Paulson et a (1972) data
cAMT'X '75 - Air Mass Transformation Experiment held in 1975 over the East China Sea The definitions for the other experiment acronyms are given

in Table 4 I
lFrom Fulita 11978) it is not completely clear if the AMTFX '7S data used in the comparison were taken from the tower offshore of Trarma [sland
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17 Watts m .1, and 8.4 Watts m-2. listed in the order of As was demonstrated in the previous section. it is
appearance in the table. very useful to have an objective comparison between the

various profile-derived and bulk-derived parameters as
In light of the comparison of the profile-derived an analytical tool. The usual procedure for such a corn-

and bulk-derived momentum flux values presented in parison would have been to select one measurement
Fig. 18.b, it is unfortunate that no other profile-bulk technique as a reference and compare the other against
comparisons exist for wind speeds above 10 or 12 m it. Since this would have required selecting one tech-
sec '. Since none of the published studies dealing with nique over the other, a more rational and objective pro-
wind flow over escarpments (Sections b and I) have cedure would be to weigh each of the derived parameters
been able to determine any wind-speed dependence of inversely as a function of its measurement error and to
the escarpment influence, it would seem unlikely that the compute the mean of the two weighted values as a
discrepancy between the profile-derived and bulk-derived reference-a parameter we shall define as the profile-
momentum fluxes observed for wind speeds in excess of bulk weighted mean:
12 m sec' was due to either the beach escarpment or
the manner employed in this experiment to correct the Profile Value + Bulk Value
wind profile. If, however, a discrepancy between a Weighted Mean Profile Error (%) Bulk Error (%)
profile-derived and a bulk-derived parameter could be I + I
correlated to a parameter which was uniquely demonstra- Profile Error (%) Bulk Error (%)
tive of the island, like the distance between the water
and the sensors, then a direct causal connection could be In this manner, a derived parameter value having half
demonstrated. the measurement error compared to the other would be

twice as important in computing the reference.
In an analysis specifically designed to detect the

influence of the island, three parameters were selected Additionally, a lower limit for the absolute value
which were thought to be the most likely candidates to of the weighted-mean reference would need to be
demonstrate any potential island influence. The parame- selected, particularly in cases where the parameter is
ters were the upwind distance between the water's edge represented in terms of a log scale or where the two
and the sensors, which varied from 35 to 155 meters; the derived values could be of opposite sign. This would
slope of the beach escarpment, which varied from 0.12 eliminate the possibility of having to deal with a loga-
to 0.21; and the tide height, which varied from -0.79 to rithm of zero or a weighted-mean reference unrealisti-
+0.73 meters. The analysis, which attempted to corre- cally small. The lower limits for the various weight
late the profile-bulk discrepancies (defined in Section 22) means were selected as conservative estimates of realistic
in stability, momentum flux, latent heat flux, sensible thresholds, based upcn the results of Table 15,2. For
heat flux, drag coefficient, and roughness length with example, if the proflie stability were +0.04, the bulk sta-
these three island parameters, revealed the existence of bility -0.03. and both had equal error values, the
no discernible relationships. The results are presented in weighted mean reference would equal +0.005. How-
graphic form in Appendix C. ever, based upon prior experience, values smaller than

I±0.021 are known to be unrealistic in terms of the mea-
22. Comparison of Profile and Bulk Observations surement uncertainty. In such a case, the weighted

mean would be set equal to +0.02, taking care to con-
Once a calculation procedure had been devised for serve the sign. The lower limits selected for the various

computing the measurement uncertainties for the flux weighted means are indicated in Appendix E.
and stability parameters (Section 15), it is possible, with
enough data runs, to make a distinction between the It is then possible to compare the profile-derived
measurement "noise" and the statistically meaningful and bulk-derived parameters in terms of their standard
correlations between various parameters. Because the deviation from the weighted-mean reference-a param-
measurement error could vary by more than an order of eter we shall define as the profile-bulk discrepancy:

Discrepancy (Profile Value- Weighted Mean)' 2+ (Bulk Value-Weighted Mean) 2 "2

This new parameter not only affords an objective me ,-
magnitude in some instances, depending upon the sure of the difference between the two derived values, it
meteorological conditions, it was necessary to compute effectively removes the substantial and variable influence
the errors for each 30-minute long data run. of the measurement errors from the comparison.
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Although the observations input into the profile 3.NsTABL
E  NEUTRAL STABLE

calculations and the bulk calculations are from many of I

the same sensors, the computational procedures, the
underlying assumptions, and the relative effect of mea. b
surement errors are so drastically different that the two W m-
methods can be considered to be virtually independent *

determinations of the same parameter. The availability
of two simultaneously independent measurements of the "

same parameter can be a very useful tool in understand- ,. " "
ing the relative limitations of either measurement tech-
nique.

In the following analysis the profile-derived 0 . . .' I.
-10 -1 -0.1 4,±0.0,1 0.1

Richardson number was selected to portray stability, PROFILE STABILITY
because its measurement error was typically half that of
the bulk error (see Table 15. 1). Additionally, no distinc- Fig. 22.1 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived
tion was made between the Richardson number and stabilities displayed as a function of profile stability
Monin-Obukhov stability The use of either yielded
results virtually identical in detail. For example, com-
pare Figs. 18.1 and 18.3. The symbol UI0 was employed
to denote the 30-minute-average wind speed at 10 _ F-I
meters. Stable atmospheric conditions were defined as
having a stability value greater than +0.02, neutral as
less than 1±0.021, and unstable, as less than -0.02. All I
measurements are 30-minute averages, and all air tem- 5 2t--
perature, dew-point, and wind-speed values are 0

expressed for an altitude of 10 meters.

The following figures portray graphically the results Uoot- 00
of the profile-bulk comparison and the subsequent con- D . e ..

clusions. Many of the parameter interactions are rather
complex. The analysis required a substantial effort to •.
unscramble and dissect the influence of the various con- 0

0 5 10 16 20
stituent components.

WIND SPEED AT 10 METERS m uc
-
1l

Stability Fig. 22.2 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived sta-

bilities displayed as a function of 30-minute-average wind speed
Figure 22.1 reveals that the profile-bulk stability at 10-meter height

discrepancy tended to increase with increasing stability
and was typically one or two times greater under stable
conditions.

Figure 22.2 demonstrates; that there was no sys-
tematic relationship between the stability discrepancy and 0. :!
wind speed. .

Figure 22.3 indicates that under neutral stability

conditions the air-bulk water temperature difference was - "1
typically -I°C instead of the anticipated -0*C. This
suggested that the local bulk water temperature
employed to approximate the integrated upwind water
surface temperature was, on the average, reading -I*C
too warm. -,o. -_.E

-2.0 -15 -1.0 -0.6 0 0.5 1.

Figure 22.4 demonstrates that the bulk stability AIR-BULK WATER TEMPERATUREDIFFERENCEIC

technique indicated a stable atmosphere substantially less Fig. 22.3 - Profile- derived stability displayed as a function of
often than the profile technique. The bulk technique the difference between the air temperature at 10-meter height
consistently overestimated the size of the instability and the bulk-water temperature, typical error values are ± 139%
when compared to the profile technique. and ±0.5"C, respectively
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UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE
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P R O F ILE S T A B ILIT Y - t 0o- -0 .1 1 0 .0 11 0 .1 . . . 1

PROFILE STABILITY

Fig. 22.4 -- Correlation of profile- anu bulk-
deried stabilities, typical error values are Fig. 22.6 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived

_-139", and - 296"',. respectiv el% momentum fluxes displayed as a function of profile stability
0 -NCREASINGDOWNWARD FLUX

o-.. ..U . .

Figure 22.5 reveals that the profile-bulk momen- oo -

turn flux discrepancy tended to increase systematically -

with increasing wind speed and that it was most acute at .0
wind speeds in excess of 12 m sec- . 0-.o. .

Z -Z

06- 0

1.0 - -4

-2 0 .4-

"- " "" Fig. 22.7 - Correlation of profile- and
U L 0.4- bulk-derived momentum fluxes for two

0 ranges of 30-minute-average wind speed at
10-meter height (UO). typical flux error0.2- values are ±0.27 Nt. m- 2 and ±0.11 Nt.

-- m - 2 , respectively

0 5 10 1 20

WIND SPEED AT tO METERS I"M..'I Appendix C demonstrated that there was no systematic
correlation between the profile-bulk momer'um fluxFig. 22 5 - l)I repany betwseen profile- and bulk-derived discrepancy and the various beach parameters. .,nsen &

momentum fluxes displhyed as i function of 30-minute- Peterson (1978) found no systematic wind-speed depen-
average wind speed at lO-meter height dence in the influence of an escarpment. Anderson &

Smith (1981) recently reported that eddy-correlation
momentum-flux measurements made from above anFigure 22.6 indicates that the momentum flux

discrepancy was as much as four times greater under island beach displayed a similar increase at high wind
neutral stability conditions. From the results indicated in speeds when compared to the bulk measurements. ItFig.t22.sthislwasnotnsurprisingosine highls indspeds iwas concluded that the higher momentum flux observedFig. 22.5 this was not surprising. since high wind speeds with the profile technique was real and that it was notnormally imply neutral stability. The converse however, due to the beach escarpment, nor was it an artifact of theis not necessarily true. profile technique.

Figure 22.7 demonstrates that for wind speeds
greater than 12 m sec I the profile technique systemati- Latent Heat Flux
cally indicated a higher momentum flux than did the
bulk technique, which was not attributable to the meas- Figure 22.8 reveals that the largest profile-bulk
urement uncertainty. Figures C.6 through C.8 of atent heat flux discrepancy occurred when the profile
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UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE Figure 22.10 indicates that there was no apparent
" relationship between the latent heat flux discrepancy and

PROFILE FLUX UP the 10- ter dew point-bulk water temperature
PROFILE FLUX DONUPern n" °PROFILE FLUX DOWN i different he bulk techniques estimated the humidity

4M0 at the wa, aurface by assuming that the dew-point tem-
perature was equal to the bulk water temperature. This

E is equivalent to assuming that the relative humidity at
the surface is 100% and that the surface can be approxi-

4-zoo -mated by the bulk water temperature. The use of the
bulk water temperature to approximate the surface con-

oo: oOoditions appeared to have no systematic influence upon
othe latent heat flux discrepancy.

0 -

10 1 600.01 ......
PROFILE STABILITY >- .

Fig. 22.8 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived la- - RLU

tent heat fluxes displayed as a function of profile stability for PROFILE FLUX DOWN
both upward and downward profile-determined latent heat flux 400X 40

conditions EX
technique indicated a downward humidity flux (conden- -

sation). Otherwise the discrepancies were found to be
relatively small, tending to increase slightly with increas- . -

ing stability. It further reveals that the downward flux -
occurred over a wide range of stabilities and that the - L '
magnitude of the discrepancy was up to four times -8 7 6 4 3 2
greater under neutral stability conditions. DEW POINT- BULK WATER TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE ICI

Fig. 22.10 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived la-
tent heat r xes displayed as a function of the difference between
the dew-point temperature at 10-meter height and the bulk-

humidity flux discrepancy and the other discrepancies water temperature for both upward and downward profile-
occurred over a wide range of wind speeds. Figure 22.8 determined latent heat flux conditions
revealed a sizable increase in the discrepancy due to the
downward flux under neutral stability conditions. It
would be incorrect to conclude that the increase indicated Figure 22.11 demonstrates that solar heating of the
in Fig. 22.9 was necessarily associated with an increased upwind segment of beach between the measurement site
wind speed, since neutral stability conditions are not and the water had no discernible influence upon either
necessarily accompanied by high wind speeds. the latent heat flux discrepancy or the profile-observed

downward humidity flux.

INCREASING DOWNWARD RADIATION-
Boo; .. . ................

0 •W -PROFILE PLUX UP --* PROFILE FLUX UP
00 0 PROFILE FLUX DOWN 00 0 PROFILE FLUX DOWN

4I0:f 
0

_ 0

200; 200--to + +. o .... 0
0

S2D 200 -41) -am -W I.0OX

WIND SPEED AT 10 m"le., Im e. I SOLAR AND SKY RADIATION (Wet% 0I

Fig. 22.9 Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived la- Fig. 22.11 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived la-
tent heat fluxes displayed as a function of 30-minute-average tent heat fluxes displayed as a function of incoming shortwave
wind speed at tO-meter height for both upward and downward solar and sky radiation for both upward and downward profile-
profile-determined latent heat flux conditions determined latent heat flux conditions
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Figure 22.12 reveals that over a wide range of sta- Figure 22.14 indicates that the sensible heat flux
bilities the bulk technique systematically indicated an discrepancy was significantly increased under stable con-
upward latent heat flux (evaporation), even for the 10% ditions and that the maximum discrepancy occurred
of the time when the profile indicated a downward flux under neutral stability conditions.
(condensation). The topic of a downward humidity flux
will be considered in more detail in Section 26. 100UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE

DOWN 0 UP

~/ 1 l

a / 1

0 00oaa

o.40-

iig 22.14 - Discrepanon w profile- andb

- 5 0-.5 D

Fig 22-1 - Corlto fpoie n

b u l k -d e r i v e d la t e n t h e a t fl u x e s fo r t h r e eF i u e 2 . 5 d m n t a s t h t o l r e t n g f t egeneral classes of stability, typical fluw: error up idsgren o2.1 bedemosrtwees the seoars and owather
v a lu e s a r e t 1 1 8 W a t ts m -  2  a n d ±t 3 2 W a t tsu p i d s g e t o a h b t w n t h s n o r a d w a r
m-:. respectively had no discernible effect upon the sensible heat flux

discrepancy. In conjunction with Fig. C.12 through C.14
of Appendix C, the figures demonstrate that there was

Sensible Heat Flux no discernible influence of either the beach or the island
in the air-temperature measurements. Therefore, any

Figure 22.13 suggests that the profile-bulk sensible major discrepancy with the air-bulk water temperature
heat flux discrepancy frequently increased with increasing difference must be due to the water-temperature tbas-

wind speed. Anderson & Smith (1981) recently reported urement.

that eddy-correlation sensible heat flux measurement, Efect uON t Le af
made from above an island beach, displayed a sim ilar 1II...... - .... .... .... J.....1.....1..... .... .... ...increase at high wind speed when compared to the bulkd I
methodf As was concluded that the profile-observedpxi e
higher heat flux was real and that it was not an artifact ofa
the profile technique. se ie p t ie e

winspd. A u

100 0 z o-- .

SOLAR AND SKY RADIATION (WOMi m
- 2 )

hFig. 22.15 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived se-g h sible heat fluxes displayed as a function of incoming shortwave

o o ='. . solar and sky radiation

IxII "4- . ,, -'*- ,

- 0 a -. .. * *

O- . -I..,-... - .. . . . ...

o s l0 1s 20 Figure 22.16 in conjunction with the above
WIND SPEED AT 10OMETERS 1. Safc 'I indicates that the local bulk water temperature used toFig. 22.13 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived sen- approximate the integrated upwind surface temperature

sible heat fluxes displayed as a function of 30-minute-average was on the average, - T too warm. Since the use of
wind speed at 0 R-meter height the bulk water temperature to approximate the surface
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00 - . . T - --- opposite sign. The same phenomenon can happen dur-

;ing the daytime as well, for example, see Grassl &
Hinzpetc (1975), Schooley (1977), and Reuter &

[ [ . Raschke 97). :t may, also, be related to the surface
waves; tor exdiihple, see Shifrin (1974) and Witting

0. (1972). This is of course a somewhat oversimplified
view of a very complex heat transfer mechanism. A

e more detailed view is presented by Katsaros (1980b).
This is particularly critical, since it is the direction of the

o i  ""sensible heat flux which is the primary determinant in
0 characterizing the stability. To make a determination as
F I to the offset and its sign, either an a posteriori assu.p-

-1020 - - 0 0.5 0 tion must be made about stability, in effect predetermin-
20 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0 0.

AIR.BULK WATER TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE I Ct ing the answer, or the bulk technique must be accom-

Fig. 22.16 - Profile-derived sensible heat flux displayed as a panied by an independent technique for determining the

function of the difference between the air temperature at 10- stability. Unlike the latent heat flux, the sensible heat

meter height and the bulk water temperature, typical error flux is more sensitive to the error introduced by employ-

values are +_8 Watts m- 2 and t_0.5C, respectively ing the bulk water temperature to approximate the sur-
face condition because the temperature differences are

temperature should have introduced an error of typically typically much smaller.

±_0.5°C, an approximately zero sensible heat flux should Figure 22.17 demonstrates that, in the majority of
have been centered about an air-bulk water temperature cases in which the profile technique had detected a
difference of approximately 0°C within ±0.5*C. The downward sensible heat flux, the bulk technique idi-
much larger magnitude of the inferred average cated it as upward. Because of this, the profile technique
discrepancy portrayed in Fig. 22.16 graphically demon- indicated a stable atmosphere more frequently than did
strates an inherent problem, described in Section 3, the bulk technique.
which occurs when one attempts to apply the bulk
method to a local mesoscale situation. The water near DOWN 0 UP

the island measurement site was on the average about 100

0.5°C warmer than integrated surface temperature of the
upwind footprint. It is not really the water temperature E

observed in the immediate vicinity of the air-temperature
measurement which is relevant, but rather the integrated job
effective surface temperature along the wind fetch trajec-
tory. Figure C.14 of Appendix C indicated that this
problem was not the result of the tide changing the
depth of the bulk water temperature sensor. As ela-
borated in Section 3 there are other inherent experimen- 0 -

tal difficulties in attempting to measure the surface tem- .

perature accurately. Some experimenters, when con-
fronted with these problems, simply "correct" for the -100 -9 0 D 10

difference by an average amount. However, like the San PROFILE SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX (WaMr M
-
21

Nicolas Island data, most other experimental data were Fig. 22.17 - Correlation of profile- and
obtained under predominately unstable conditions (the bulk-derived sensible heat fluxes, typical er-
water warmer than the air), and any average offset would ror values are ±8 Watts m-2 and ±16
favor that direction. For example, durring an evening Watts m- 2, respectively
with under stable conditions (the water cooler than the

air) the bulk water temperature would be cooler than the Tolal Heat Flux
surface* and the "correction" would need to be of the

Figure 22.18 indicates that the profile-derived and
bulk-derived total heat fluxes agreed reasonably well,

In this report the following heat flux and stability sign conven- except for those cases in which the profile technique
tion has been adopted. Heat can be viewed as flowing from indicated a large downward latent heat flux. Addition-
areas of high concentration (warm) to areas of low concentra- ally, the figure reveals that, even for those cases in
lion (cool). Heat flow up (+) from below the surface (the bulk which the humidity flux was not large enough to dom-
water( to the air implies that the surface must be cooler than the ich the humidity flux go -
bulk and this is indicative of an unstable atmosphere (-). Heat mate the total flux, the downward humidity flux (con-
flow down (-) from the air to below the surface (the bulk wa- densation) never occurred when the total heat flux was

ter) implies that the surface must be warmer than the bulk and in the upward direction. The total heat flux was upward
this is indicative of a stable atmosphere +. for approximately 50% of the observations.
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Fig. 22.18 - Correlation of profile- and Fig. 22.20 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived
bulk-derived total heat budget fluxes for neutral drag coefficients for 10-meter height displayed as a func-
both upward and downward profile- tion of 30-minute-average wind speed at 10-meter height, bulk
determined latent heat flux conditions, typi- drag coefficient via Smith & Banke (1975)
cal total heat flux error values are ± 134
Watts m -2 and ± 56 Watts m-2, respectively Figure 22.21 reveals that the drag coefficient

Bowen Ratio discrepancy was substantially larger under neutral and
unstable conditions than it was under stable conditions.

Figure 22.19 reveals that the major disagreements 0 UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE

between the profile-derived and the bulk-derived Bowen U>.TABLE NEUTAL STABLE

ratios was not due to the discrepancy caused by the z L
profile technique indicating a downward latent heat flux, 004
but it was rather due to the inability of the bulk tech- LA
nique to detect a downward sensible heat flux. The latter ,
condition was more frequent than the former condition. o.003

0.002

.- 0 -1 -0.1 41±0.011 +0.1 .

_/ - PROFILE STABILITY

PROFILE LATENT Fig. 22.21 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derivedt HEAT FLUX UP

0. /,,EA/FU UP neutral drag coeffficients for 10-meter height displayed as a func-
o PROFILE LATENT tion of profile stability, bulk drag coefficient via Smith & Banke

HEAT FLUX DOWN (95

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

PROFILE BOWEN RATIO Figure 22.22 demonstrates that for wind speeds
below 4 m sec - ' and above 12 m sec - t the profile tech-

Fig. 22.19 - Correlation of profile- and nique indicated a substantially larger drag coefficient than
bulk-derived Bowen ratios for both upward does the bulk technique. This would account for the
and downward profile-determined latent heat
flux conditions, typical ratio error values are underestimation by the bulk technique, as compared to

±0.25 and ±0.24, respectively the profile technique, of the bulk momentum flux at
wind speeds above 12 m sec -', as shown in Fig. 22.7.
The effect at wind speeds below 4 m sec - would be lost

Drag Coefficient in the computation uncertainty of the momentum flux,
and it would not be expected to be apparent due to the

Figure 22.20 reveals that in the wind speed range difference of the respective formulations. For example,
of 4 to 12 m sec I the profile-bulk drag coefficient compare profile-derived data in Fig. 19.2 with Fig. 18.6.
discrepancy was relatively small. For wind speeds under The topic of an increased drag coefficient at both high
4 m sect and over 12 m sec-, the discrepancy ranged and low wind speeds will be considered in more detail in
from two to four limes larger. Section 23.
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PROFILE DRAG COEFFICIENT AT 10 METERS PROFILE FRICTIONI VELOCITY In, wc-'

Fig. 22.22 - Correlation of profile- and Fig. 22.24 - Correlation Of profile- and
bulk-derived neutral drag coefficients for bulk-derived friction velocities, typical fric-
10-meter height for three ranges of 30- tion velocity error values are ±L0.21 m sec
minute-average wind speeds at 10-meter and ±0.08 m sec-1. respectively
height (U10). bulk drag coefficient via Smith
& Banke (1975), typical drag error values
are ± 2.0 x 10-3 and ±0.7 x l0r-3, respec- ~ ~
tively

Roughness Length4.

Figure 22.23 indicates that the profile-derived and
the bulk-derived roughness lengths computed by Eq. '1 ~0.0iii1
14.2 agree well, except for wind speeds below 4 m sec'l,
and that under those conditions the bulk technique

-4ktended to indicate smaller values than did the profile z - 1  3b
technique.

1 -01 -6 -001 01
010 44m sac' PROFILE SCALING SPECIFIC HUMIDITY 00 k9 k9 'I
0,,,>4EBUT <12nsac' /

10-4,r 12,, Fig. 22 25 - Correlation (if profile- and
I,. bulk-derived scaling specific h'imidlie. typi-

_A ca scaling error % aues are ± 0 ()7 x It) 3 kg
7~ kgI and ±0042 x 10 kg kg respec-

~~ tz ively
f2o l

o-08 ~ 0<,

cc 0 ~

PROFILE ROUGHNESS LENGTH (n,.iiaii

Fig. 22.23 - Correlation of profile- and P:Io.i -.---

hulk-derived roughness lengths for three
ranges of 30-minute-average wind speeds at
10-meter height (E101 with roughness com- 12

puted via Eq. 14.2 and typical error values of
3.0x 0m ant; :t.6 x 10m.respcc-

-0.10-1

Friction Velocity and Other Scaling Parameters PROFILE SCALING POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE (*CI

Figures 22.24 through 22.26 are essentially a Fig. 22.26 - Correlation of profile- and
reiteration of the results presented in Figs. 22.7, 22.12, bulk-derived scaling potential temperatures.
and 22.17, respectively, but expressed in terms of the typical scaling error values are :0003KC
scaling parameters. and ±0.012TC, respectively
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Table 22.1 -Typical Profile-Bulk Discrepancy Parameter Values for the Flux and Stability
Parameters Expressed in Meteorological Units. The data is based upon 136 hours of ob-
servations acquired under average wind speeds ranging from 2 to 17 msec- 1, air-water
temperature differences from -2.1 to +0.6*C, and dew point-water temperature
differences from -7.5 to -2.0'C.

Discrepancy Discrepancy
Parameter Parameter Parameter

Mean Value Standard Deviation

Gradient Richardson Stability 0.07 0.23
Monin-Obukhov Stability (10 m) 0.06 0.19
Momentum Flux 0.08 Nt. m-2  0.16 Nt. m-1
Latent Heat Flux 23 Watts M-2  52 Watts m2
Sensible Heat Flux 7 Watts m-' 12 Watts m-'
Total Heat Budget Flux 28 Watt m-2  59 Watts m-2

Bowen Ratio 0.09 0.10
Drag Coefficient (10 m) 0.6 x 10'0.7 x 1-
Roughness Length 1.9 X 10-4 M 3.9 x 10' m
Friction Velocity 0.06 m sec-' 0.07 m sec'
Scaling Specific Humidity 0.022 x 10-3 kg kg 1 0.042 x 103 kg kg'
Scaling Potential Temperature 0.016'C [0.016*C

Summary of the Analysis shown to be due to the difference in the direction of the
sensible heat flux. At wind speeds below 4 m sec Iand

The bulk sensible heat flux method is more likely above 12 m sec 1the bulk technique substantially
than the profile method to indicate an upward flux, underestimated the drag coefficient. At wind speeds
because of the inherent necessity of approximating the below 4 mn sec Ithe bulk technique indicated, typically,
integrated upwind surface temperature from the local smaller roughness length values than did the profile
bulk water temperature measurement. This accounts for technique. It was demonstrated, in conjunction with the
the bulk technique being less likely to detect a stable results presented in Appendix C. that it was unlikely that
atmosphere, and it is the reason why the bulk technique any of these findings were influenced by either the
consistently overestimates the magnitude of unstable island's internal boundary layer or by the beach escarp-
conditions. It also d--monstrates the inherent difficulty of ment upward of the measurement site. The typical
attempting to use the bulk method for determining profile-bulk discrepancy parameter values were com-
fluxes in a local mesoscale situation. Additionally, at puted. their mean value and standard deviations are
wind speeds above 12 m sec Ithe bulk technique tends given in Table 22.1.
to underestimate the momentum flux significantly.

23. Comparison of Drag Coefficient Results
Except for those circumstances in which the profile With Other Experiments

technique detected a downward latent heat flux (conden-
sation), the profile technique and the bulk technique Comparison of Figs. 18.6. 18.8. 18.10, and 19.2
agreed well in regard to humidity flux. The profile- revealed that the major discrepancies between the profile
derived downward latent heat flux was observed over a flux data and the bulk flux data occurred at winid speeds
wide range of stabilities and wind speeds, but it was most greater than 12 m sec 1, at which speeds the profile
pronounced under neutral stability conditions, and it parameters increased more rapidly with increasing wind
accounted for the major differences between the profile- speed than did the corresponding bulk values. Inspec-
derived and the bulk-derived total heat fluxes. Even in tion of the figures revealed that the increase in the

those cases when the downward humidity flux was not discrepancy was greater for the momentum flux and the'large enough to dominate the total heat flux, it was drag coefficient than for the latent and sensible heat
observed only when the total flux was in the downward fluxes. Since the friction velocity is the only parameter
direction. common to all four. and it is squared in both the

momentum flux and the drag coefficient formulas, it was
Solar heating of the upwind segment of the beach the principle candidate for a potential common source of

between the measurement site and the water was shown the disrepancy. When one compares profile-derived and
to have no influence upon the sensible or latent heat flux bulk-derived friction velocities, it is convenient to
measurements. The majority of differences in the pro- express the comparison in terms of the drag coefficients,
file-derived and the bulk-derived Bowen ratios was since the discrepancy between the friction velocities is
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enhanced and its normalized to the ambient wind speed. speeds greater than 20 m sec-1, Kuznetsov utilized the
As noted earlier (Section 22) the drag coefficient hurricane data of Myers (1959). Kuznetsov analyzed his
discrepancy at low wind speeds is of little consequence data employing wind-speed bandwidths of I and 5 rn
when it is expressed in terms of the momentum flux sec'. He found the drag coefficient to increase dramati-
because of the difference in the respective formulations. cally for wind speeds in excess of 11.4 m sec . ery

close to the increase noted in the San Nicolas Island data
Reviews of much of the existing drag-coefficient at approximately 12 m sec-'. A similar abrupt increase,

(Gt) observations as a function of the average wind although much less pronounced, has also been reported
speed at 10 meters (u 0 ) have been presented by Smith by Amorocho & DeVries (1980)* at approximately II m
& Banke (1975), by Garratt (1977), by Augstein (1979), sec- . Because the Myers data have not been indepen-
and by Amorocho & DeVries (1980). Most of the dently substantiated, the validity of the Kuznetso,
observations cited in the various reviews were made at findings for wind speeds greater than 20 m sec I ma) be
wind speeds ranging from approximately 2 to 20 m sec - '. somewhat in question. The Kuznetsov findings are
Although there was a great deal of scatter in the data, shown in Fig. 23.1 overlying the San Nicolas Island
these observations generally portrayed a drag coefficient profile-derived neutral drag coefficient values.
which increased moderately in some fashion with
increased wind speed. The Smith & Banke (1975) for- . .... - ... - ... ......
mula was based upon approximately 56 hours of eddy-
correlation observations made at windspeeds ranging
from 3 to 21 m sec I, and it was used for computing the
bulk-derived drag coefficient, momentum flux, and fric-
tion velocity values presented in various figures of Sec- 0 .0m

tions 18 through 20. S. D. Smith (1980a), using approx-
imately 42 hours of eddy-correlation data taken under -"

wind speeds ranging from 6 to 22 m sec 1 over the open .
ocean (about 60 meter deep), substantially verified the o F- -

Smith & Banke findings. The Smith & Banke (1975) 0.002-.

formula isM :0 Z UNTO(10)I " < , a EQUATIONS 23 2 Er 23 3

(D = (0.63+0.0661,)x 10 +0.23x 10 3(23.1) oo--.....--_- 5 .. 15 2

WIND SPEED AT 10 METERS I. w ')

A somewhat different conceptual approach was Fig. 23.1 - ProfiJe.derined neutral drag coefficient for )-lnmetr
described by Kitaigorodskii (1973). fie noted that most height displayed as a function of 30-minute-a'erage %%ind speed
studies of drag coefficient presupposed the existence of at .0-meter height o.erlying Kuznetso. (1970) bulk cur',e, ttpi-
an empirical relationship between the coefficient and the cal profile drag error %alue is ± 2 ) x Ix1

wind speed. Those studies presumed that the scatter in
the experimental data for a given wind speed was due The Kuznetsov (1970) findings yielded the follow-
solely to the imperfections of the various measurements. ing formulas for computing the bulk-derived derived
Kitaigorodskii contended that, in addition to the drag coefficient: for Ut < 11.4 m sec

measurement uncertainty, the averaging of coefficient

data for a given wind speed should also be considered C (1.72- 0.98 UIO) x 10 -. 10.12 x 10 U (23.2
equivalent to averaging over an entire ensemble of the and for Vtt1 > 11.4 m sec 1,
most varied stages of surface-wave development under
similar wind-speed and stability conditions. He deter- Co = 11.0 + 1.26 (U,- 11) ]

mined that the scatter of such drag-coefficient values was x 10 ', _+0.47 ), 10 1. (23.3)
random and very large-he observed variations on the
order of hundreds of percent. Kitaigorodskii concluded For wind speeds above 4 m sec 1 the Kuznetso% bulk
that the most appropriate approach for analyzing drag- drag coefficient formulas fitted the San Nicolas Island
coefficient data would be to consider data ranged over profile data rather well, considering that the typical meas-
narrow bands of wind speeds and to use the tools statisti- urement error (Table 15.2) was ±2 x 10 .

cal analysis on each discrete segment.
Kondo & Fujinawa (1972) described the %ariotis

Kuznctsov (1970) employed the statistical ensem- sources of error which must be taken into consideration
ble approach described by Kitaigorodskii in the analysis when attempting to measure drag coefficient %ith the
of approximately 200 hours of profile measurements profile technique at wind speeds below 4 m sec ' The,
taken from buoys in deep ocean water and ranging in concluded that the error created by the over-speeding of
wind speed from 2 to 20 m sec I. ThL sensors were dis- mechanical anemometers due to wave-induced wind
tributed from 0.4 to 3.0 meters above the sea surface.
employing four or five measurement levels. For winu *Also see, S. I). Smith (1981b)
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fluctuations was of considerable magnitude, increasing in I sin(4.2* 0.059 C)-4- 1.0 12I

importance as the ambient wind speed decreased. CI= 0.018 .2 X 10 3. (23.4?

Because the Kuznetsov (1970) data were acquired at an
altitude below 3 meters, this would have resulted in a Employing Eq. 23.4 to represent the bulk drag coefficient
significant underestimation of the drag coefficients below for wind speeds between 1 and 12 m sec and Eq. 23.3
4 m sec -' . le San Nicolas Island profile results should for wind speeds between 12 and 18 m sec-1 yielded the
have been unaffected, since they had been acquired at a curve in Fig. 23.3 shown overlying the San Nicolas
height greater than 9 meters. Island profile results. The combined Mitsuta &

Tsukamoto data and Kuznetsov data appear to fit the
Mitsuta & Tsukamoto (1978) reported more than profile results exceptionally well. The same equations

95 hours of drag-coefficient observations made with a were used in computing the bulk momentum flux and
sonic anemometer at heights of 1.5 and 5.6 meters with friction velocity curves presented in Figs. 23.4 and 23.5,
the eddy-correlation technique. The measurements were respectively. They are displayed overlying the San Nico-
made over shallow water* in two large inland lakes of las Island profile results. The results of all three compu-
Japan- 60% of the measurements were acquired at wind tations are summarized in Table 23.1.
speeds between 0.4 and 4.0 m sec-'. Mitsuta &
Tsukamoto, like Kuznetsov, reported drag coefficients 0.o
which increased moderately with decreased wind speed
between 4 and 9 m sec I However, at wind speeds
below 4 m sec 1 they observed drag coefficients which t-

were typically one to four times greater than -

Kuznetsov's. Nine data runs with drag coefficients below Z ,f -
0.6 x 10 3 (less than 5% of the total) were rejected as G

being unrealistic, the remaining Mitsuta & Tsukamoto o

data were curve fitted by eye with the intention of mat-
ing it to the Kuznetsov results at 12 m sec-'. The result- S [,--
ing curve is shown overlying the Mitsuta & Tsukamoto 0 .002

data in Fig. 23.2. 0 [
05 1015 2D

WIND SPEED AT 10 METERS In Ilec-l

Fig. 23.3 - Profile-derived neutral drag coefficient for 10-meter
Eheight displayed as a function of 30-minute-average wind speed

at 10-meter height overlying curve fit [Eq. (23.4) of Mitsuta &
a-2 X EQ ,UATION .4 Tsukamoto (1978) data mated at 12 m sec - I to the bulk-curve

--- J o IEq. (23.3)] of Kuznetsov (1970). typical profile drag error value

0 0"- ~ ~ C ~o
-191 0 0 0 -dp%.. .. .0 .

SMOOTH FLOW . O.... -.. .
I, - ~SMITH ft BANKE 10Si.

- ~.' ~: t EQUATION 23.1

WIN O SPED AT 10 METERS im, se 1 a"
S -1.0--

Fig. 23 2 - Figure from Mitsuta & Tsukamoto (1971) showing i
eddy-correlation measurements made over shallow water with
overlying curve fit represented by Eq. (23.4). the nine data ,,
points falling below 0.6 x 10 "ain value are not shown -s

0WIN SPEED AT 10 METERS i1)s'Fig. 232 iure frte o thitsuta & Tsukamoto showing Z Z

was approxim ated by the relationship ws eo made o e ,l water wt 0Z

Fig. 23.4 - Profile-derived momentum flux displa~ed as a func-
tion of 30-minute-average wind speed at 10-meter height overly-

*Unfortunately, Mitsuta & Tsukamoto (1978) do not indicate ing the Smith & Banke (1975) bulk curve and the bulk cure
the depth of the water over which the measurements were tak- formed by the combination of Mitsuta & Tsukamoto (1978) and
en. An effort is being made to obtain that information from the Kuznetsov 11970) results, typical profile flux error value is
authors. +0.27 Nt. m
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10 .. . . Charnock (1955) proposed a "constant" (o l for a
-" 4 relationship relating the roughness length (:-,) to the fric-

tion velocity (U.) and the acceleration due to gra ity
e. (g). where

"* = __(23.5)

0../ From McIntosh & Thorn (1973), the elementary equa-
t tion relating the drag coefficient to the friction velocity

I and average wind speed is
EOUATION$ 23.3 8" 23-1 1

0 i 10 15 20 . . ---. = (23.6)
WIND SPEED AT 10 METERS i. ,c*'l Uj

Fig. 23 5 - Profile-derived friction velocity displayed as a func- Amorocho & DeVries (1980) present an equation
tion of Ihirty-ninute-average wind speed at 10-meter height representing the drag coefficient at 10 meters as a func-

overlying the bulk curve formed by the combination of Mitsuta tion of average wind speed,
& Tsukamoto (1978) and Kuznetsov (1970) results. Both the
profile data and the bulk data were computed via Eq. (14.2). A
typical profite friction velocity error value is ±0.21 m sect1. 0.051+ I i 1 Lt- (23.7,2 1 .6 1 '

CD .0~1.56- II 00104 (23.71

Table 23.1 - Results of Employing the Curve Fitted to
the Mitsuta & Tsukamoto (1978) Data [Eq. 23.4] for They combined Eqs. 23.5 through 23.7 to compute theWind Speeds Between I and 12 m sec and he Kuznet- Charnock a parameter as a function of wtnd speed.

[Eq.23.3]forWind Speeds Between IanTheir resulting figure has been reproduced in Fig, 23.6.
soy (1970) Findings Eq.The Amorocho & DeVries results presented in Fig. 23.6
12 and 18 m sec to Compute the Bulk-Derived Drag for the Charnock parameter bears an uncanny resem-
Coefficient blance in the wind speed range of I to 18 m sec to the

Bulk-Derived drag-coefficient curve presented in Fig. 23.3.
1 30 Minute Neutral Bulk-Derived Bulk-Derived

Average Drag Coefficient Momentum Friction
Wind Speed a 10 meters Flux' Velocity
al 10 meters lx 10 3) (Nt m 2) (msec 101 1

. 6.81 -0.008 0.083 0 0
2 5.46 -0.027 0.148 0) 00 0 0
3 4.30 -0.048 0.197 l, 0
4 3.31 -0.065 0,230 o-' \

52.51 -0.077 0.250 9 o0" 1.90 -0.084 0.262 so
7 1.47 -0.089 0.268 10 "  o 0 0

8 1.25 -0.098 0.283 ,  0
9 1.21 -0.121 0.313 %0 °°

I0 1.37 -0.169 0.370 o8 o o AMOROCHO & DEVIES l9D).
11 1.72 -0.256 0.456 o 0 0 EOUATION 23.7

12 2.26 -0.400 0.570 1 t. ..,-io .
13 2.78 -0.578 0.685 15 20 25 30 35

14 3.18 -0.767 0.789 WnNO SPEED AT 10 METERS 1I

15 3.52 -0.974 0.890 Fig. 23.6 Figure from Amorocho & DeVries I1980) of
16 3.82 I.203 0.989 Charnock's parameter, ia. displayed as a function of aerage
17 4.09 -1.454 1.087 wind speed at 10-meter height

.. 18 4.33 ____ -1.726 1.184

"Compuled for an average moist-air density of 1.23 kg m 3.

As indicated in Section 22, Anderson & Smith
(1981) had observed a similar increase in momentum

It is of interest to note, in comparing Figs. 23.3 and sensible heat flux at high wind speeds for measure-
and 19.2. that the Smith & Banke bulk formula (Eq. ments made from the beach of a small island with the
23.1) and Eqs. 23.4 and 23.3 agree, within the limits of eddy-correlation technique. They speculated that the
experimental error, for wind speeds between 4 and 12 m increase was probably due to the breaking waves and surf
sec . in the vicinity of the island. Like the San Nicolas Island
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experiments, their measurements were made at a height 01010

above 9 meters. However, from the criteria suggested by W WIERINGA (19741WITH HEIGHT

Krugermeyer et al. (1978) and Hasse et al. (1978a) for* o.o ABOVE WATER IN METERS

determining the height of the wave influence in profile S SMITH b ANKE (I3SM1

measurements, it is unlikely that the breaking waves and
surf would have affected the San Nicolas Island profile L.INS
measurements unless they were of amplitudes greater W13.0

than 3 meters. o.004 J.-

S. D. Smith (1981a) has suggested that, since the -w.7

Smith & Banke (1975) results have been independently 0 s"
substantiated with measurements over deep water (-60
meters) by the recent work of Large & Pond (1981), 0 • 10 15

which utilized the dissipation technique, that the San WINO SPEED AT 10 METERS 4. mc-1)

Nicolas Island findings may be indicative of the shallow-
water situation. The fact that the low wind speed profile Fig. 23.7 - Profile-derived neutral drag coefficient for 10-meter

data fitted the Mitsuta & Tsukamoto (1978) findings height displayed as a function of 30-minute-average wind speed
at 10-meter height overlying the Smith & Banke (1975) bulkover shallow water would tend to lend credence to this results for deep water and the results of V.ieringa (1974) for

suggestion. shallow water. The Wieringa results are shown for profile
geometric mean measurement heights of 2.8 and 5.7 meters.

Employing the 1:20 height-to-fetch criterion (Sec- Scaling the change in the Wieringa results as a function of height
tion 6) of Shir (1972) to determine the region of the to the geometric mean height of the San Nicolas Island meas-
water surface which would influence the profile wind- urements, 13.0 meters, yielded curve W 13.0. A typical island
speed measurements, would center the measurement profile drag coefficient error value is ± 2.0 x 10-1.
footprint at a distance of 260 meterst upwind of the
tower, or about 160 meters from the mean water mark 24. Merits of the Bulk Technique
on the beach. From the data presented in Table 9.1, this
would suggest that the water which most influenced theSan Nicolas Island results haid a depth of approximately 4 When one considers the overall quality and suita-
or 5 meters. bility of a flux measurement technique, there are essen-tially five sources of uncertainty which must be taken

into account:
The S. D. Smith (1981a) suggestion is further sup-

ported by the work of Wieringa (1974), which reported
profile-drag coefficient measurements made over a shal- * Instrumentation Error - The uncertainty
low lake, approximately 4 meters deep. Wieringa found, introduced by the measurement inaccuracy of

at wind speeds between 5 and 15 m sec 1, that the higher the various sensor instruments and the data

the profile measurements were above the water, the processing procedures.

greater the wind-speed-dependent increase of drag
coefficient computed for 10 meters. If the Wieringa Computation Variation - The uncertainty
profile-derived increases in drag coefficient as a function introduced by employing one computation

of wind speed for the geometric mean heights of 2.8 and scheme, as opposed to another, within a

5.8 meters were scaled to the geometric mean height of given measurement technique, for example,
the San Nicolas Island experiment, the scaled Wieringa by using the Friehe & Schmitt (1976) bulk

results would agree very well with the island profile scheme instead of those of Krugermeyer

values (see Fig. 23.7). (1976) or Kondo (1975).

If the S. 1). Smith (198 1a) suggestion is correct, it 0 Platform Intluence - The distortions intro-
would imply that water depth will be required as an input duced by the presence of an observation plat-
parameter in future improved bulk methods. In light of form or an instrument support structure upon
a general understanding of the influence waves have the atmospheric and oceanic fields to be

upon drag coefficient and the modification of ocean observed.
waves in shallow water, this would hardly seem surpris-
ing. An alternative interpretation is presented in Section 0 Hypothesis Qualin, -- The uncertainty intro-
24. duced by the underlying assumptions

inherent within a technique. For example,
when employing the bulk technique it is

'Also see. Large 1979) necessary to assume that the water surface
tThe geomeiric mean height for the San Nicolas Island profile temperature can be determined with the
array was 13 meters necessary degree of accuracy.

. .....~ ~ *~ **-8
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0 Data Base Limitation - The uncertainty heat flux and stability determinations demonstrate that
introduced by employing a technique under the bulk-technique assumption that the water surface
atmospheric conditions for which there is temperature could be determined within the necessary
only a limited amount of reliable verifying degree of accuracy introduced an average bulk uncer-
data. tainty of 101% for sensible heat flux and 54% for stabil-

ity.* These errors are in addition to the values already
In comparing the relative profile and bulk mea- indicated in Table 24.1.

surement error values presented in Table 15.1, an inex-
perienced observer might conclude that the bulk tech- As for the data base limitation, it should be
nique was typically more accurate than the profile tech- recalled that the bulk technique is a semiempirical
nique for determining several of the flux parameters. method, based upon a conglomerate of profile, dissipa-
However, the error values indicated in the table are only tion, and eddy-correlation flux measurements. The
those attributed to the first two of the five possible significant discrepancies observed at wind speeds greater
sources of uncertainty. The typical bulk error values than 12 m sec - between the profile method and the ori-
indicated in Table 15.1 have been restated in Table 24.1. ginal bulk method may simply portray the decreased con-

formation afforded by the decreased amount of reliable
observations at high wind speeds. This might also
account for the similar discrepancy reported by Anderson

Table 24.1 - Results of the Bulk Technique Flux and & Smith (1981). Like the bulk method, the profile and
Stability Error Analysis (Section 15) Expressed in Per- dissipation methods are themselves semiempirical. The
cent of Indicated Parameter Value. Errors are those at- flux and stability error analysis (Section 15) demon-
tributable to constituent instrument measurement uncer- strafed that the typical profile-derived parameter meas-
tainties and to the computational scheme variability urement error was on the order of ± 130%. There is lit-
within the technique. Error values are based upon 136 tIe reason to believe that the dissipation method is any
hours of observations acquired at a height of 10 meters more accurate. If the bulk technique is to be improved,
with average wind speeds ranging from 2 to 17 m sec -, prudence would suggest that it be based primarily upon
air-water temperature differences from -2.1 to +0.6°C, eddy-correlation measurements. It would be unrealistic
and dew point-water temperature difference from -7.5 to to expect the bulk technique to be better than the data

2.0°C. employed to develop the method. The amount of exist-
Bulk-Derived Bulk Technique ing eddy-correlation measurements reported for wind

Parameter Mean Error speeds above 12 m sec I is presented in Table 24.2.

Gradient Richardson Stability 296%
Monin-Obukhov Stability (10 m) 297% Table 24.2 suggests that the amount of eddy-
Momentum Flux 46% correlation data available to develop the bulk method at
Latent Heat Flux 44% wind speeds above 12 m sec-' is statistically small and
Sensible Heat Flux 22% that relatively little of it is the best quality data. If the
Total Heat Budget Flux 23% measurements acquired with questionable mechanical
TotalHeatiou x 269% momentum flux sensorst were rejected and only the data
Drag Coefficient (10 m) 40% acquired with sonic or thrust anemometers* accepted§,
RaghCoessienth0 40% the data base would shrink to 44.5 hours for momentum

Friction Velocity 23 flux, no data for latent heat flux, and 3 hours for sensi-

Scaling Specific Humidity 67% ble heat flux.

Scaling Potential Temperature 248%

In terms of platform influence, although a great *The uncertainty values were estimated from the ratio of the
deal of information has recently come to light about the mean profile-bulk discrepancy (Table 22.1) and the combined

profile-bulk average parameter value (Section 15) computed in
contamination of profile and eddy-correlation measure- percent, in which the profile technique was used as the refereice
ments, little has been available in the main stream of the standard.
literature about the bulk measurements. However, tFor examples of some of the typical problems encountered
Hoeber (1977) and others (Section 5) have reported that with the mechanical propeller and trivane momentum flux dev-
observation platforms such as ships have been found to ices refered to here, see McBean (1972), lorst (1973) and
introduce errors in the order of 1001% in the bulk-derived Francey & Sahashi (1979).
fluxes. These errors are in addition to the values already *The accuracy of the thrust anemometer was successfully
indicated in Table 24.1. verified in the field where it was compared against a sonicanemometer, see S. D. Smith (1980b).

§With the eddy-correlation technique, the vertical velocity fluc-
As for hypothesis quality, the comparison (Section . tation determined with the momentum flux sensor is also used

22) of the profile-derived and the bulk-derived sensible in computing the sensible and latent heat fluxes.
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Table 24.2 - Existing Eddy-Correlation Flux Measurements Taken in the Marine Surface Layer
at Wind Speeds Greater than 12 m sec - .

Approximate Amount
MesFlux Sensors of Data Taken at Wind Approximate Maximum

Measured Speeds Greater than 30-Minute Average
12 m sec' (hours) Wind Speed (m sec')

S. D. Smith (1970) Momentum Thrust Anemometer 2.5 16

DeLeonibus (1971) Momentum Propeller Anemometer 10.5 15

Wieringa (1974) Momentum Mechanical Trivane 2.5 15

Garratt & Hyson (1975) Momentum Propeller Anemometer 25.5 15
Latent Heat IR Hygrometer 25.5 15
Sensible Heat Bead Thermistor 13.5 15

Smith & Banke (1975) Momentum Sonic & Thrust 6 21
Anemometers

Naito (1978) Momentum Sonic Anemometer 3 15
Sensible Heat Small Thermocouple 3 15

S. D. Smith (1980a) Momentum Thrust Anemometer 33 22

Comparing the bulk method with the other flux appropriately large spatial scale. It is of
methods is a little like comparing apples and oranges. As questionable validity under realistic ocean
elaborated in Section 3 and Fig. 22.16, the bulk method conditions if it is used to determine fluxes
is appropriate for synoptic macroscale climatological stu- and stability for relatively small planetary
dies and the other methods are appropriate for local scales such as a few kilometers.
mesoscale investigations. The bulk method is also
different because it can be viewed as being a method of 25. Recommendations for the Bulk Technique
statistical forecasting, particularly in light of the
Kitaigorodskii (1973) interpretation presented in Section In the absence of additonal eddy-correlation
23. Whereas the other flux methods yield an in situ verification at both high and low wind speed conditions
determination of a particular observation, the bulk over various depths of water, and in the absence of a
method can be viewed as yielding the statistically most more accurate method to determine the sea surface tem-
probable observation, a statistical probability based upon perature, the San Nicolas Island experiment has demon-
the aggregate of past experience. Because the previously strated that the following precautions should be taken
existing data base which forms the aggregate experience whenever the bulk technique is utilized:
contains comparatively little data taken under stable
atmospheric conditions (estimated to be -2%) and The bulk measurements should always be
because phenomenon like a downward humidity flux accompanied by an independent determi-
occurs relatively infrequently over the ocean (estimated nation of sensible heat flux and stability
to be -5% in Section 26), the bulk method is consider- (Table 24.1).
ably less likely to detect such conditions and then only

under the most extreme circumstances. Local water depth and/or surface wave
characteristics, as well as incoming solar
and sky radiation, should be measured

From a utilitarian perspective, the bulk method with an eye to possible future inclusion
differs from the other flux methods in two principle into the bulk technique (Sections 23 and
aspects: 22).

* The bulk method selects only the most
probable flux value from among a large 0 Great care should be taken to select a
number of possible determinations which location for the bulk sensors which will
could be valid under exactly the same not be affected by the influence of the
synoptic conditions. observation platform or the instrument

support structure (Section 5).
The bulk method is a viable technique
only when it is employed to evaluate an 0 It should be emphasized that the bulk
average situation integrated over an method is unlikely to detect relatively
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Table 25.1 - Example of the Estimated Average Confidence to be Gained by Employing a Two-Level Profile
Measurement in Combination with the Bulk Method. The profile and bulk determinations are considered to
be independent measurements of the same parameters.

Profile Bulk Combined Profile-Bulk Approximate
Parameter Mean Mean Profile-Bulk Mean Ratio

Error Error Mean Error* (E) Discrepancyt (D) D/E
Gradient Richardson Stability 139% 296% 231% 56% 1/4
Monin-Obukhov Stability (10 m) 145% 297% 234% 550/ 1/4
Momentum Flux 11 7% 46% 89% 21% 1/4
Latent Heat Flux 165% 44% 121% 42% 1/3
Sensible Heat Flux 116% 225% 179% 72% 1/2
Total Heat Budget Flux 78% 23% 58% 15% 1/4
Bowen Ratio 280% 269% 275% 63% 1/4
Drag Coefficient (10 m) I17% 40% 87% 31% 1/3
Roughness Length 78% 43% 63% 28% 1/2
Friction Velocity 58% 23% 44% 12% 1/4
Scaling Specific Humidity 106% 67% 89% 35% 1/3
Scaling Potential Temperature 57% 248% 180% 56% 1/3

*Combined Measurement Error v[Pfie Eror + (Bulk Error)
2

,/(Number of Independent Measurements

'The profile-bulk discrepancy is defined in Section 22.

infrequent atmospheric phenomia. for 26. Downward Humidity Fluxes Over the Ocean
example downward humidity flux,
because the method tends to average out At San Nicolas Island a downward humidity flux
statistically the occurrence of such (condensation) was observed without the presence of
phenomena (Section 24). rain or fog about 10% of the time. A precurrsory search

of the literature revealed that the occurence of downward
The measurement of solar and sky radiation was humidity flux may be more common than was previously

included in the above recommendation for future bulk thought. The findings of the literature search are
measurements in the belief that it might be possible to presented in Table 26.1. This table should not be con-
determine the sea surface temperature more accurately if sidered a comprehensive listing, since authors frequently
one knows the incoming radiation, the wave characteris- do not note such observations and they do not present
tics, and the bulk water temperature. In future analyses, detailed tables listing uninterpreted data. It is possible
it may be possible to use the San Nicolas Island profile- that many of the observations of downward humidity
derived sensible heat flux to infer the water surface tem- flux are in fact due to measurement errors. However,
perature in an attempt to relate the surface-bulk tem- when Table 26.1 is considered as an aggregate, it would
perature difference as a function of the incoming solar satggest that the occurrence of such downward flux is not
radiation and the wind speed. uncommon. If the nine experiments listed in Table 4.1

for which there is no record of a downward flux were
Previous sections of this report have clearly combined with the results of Table 26.1, one might ven-

demonstrated the advantages, and often the necessity, of ture a guess from the combination that, on the average,
accompanying the bulk measurements with an indepen- condensation occurs in the marine surface layer about
dent determination of the fluxes. An example of the 5% of the time.
relative confidence to be gained by employing a two-level
profile measurement in combination with the bulk At first it was thought that the profile-derived
method is presented in Table 25.1. Various other types downward humidity flux was due to some undetected
of two-level profile-bulk combinations have been pre- influence of the island or the surf. A check of the instru-
vously proposed by Okamoto et al. (1968), Fujita mentation in the field determined that it was not due to
(1978), and Itier (1980). An example of a flux parame- a sensor malfuntion. However, the analysis presented in
ter determined by such a combination of methods is Sections 21 and 22 revealed that there was no discern-
presented in Appendix D for the latent heat flux, where able correlation between the phenomenon and those
the mutually determined value is portrayed in terms of parameters tho'ight most likely to be a measure of the
the weighted mean (Section 22) and the error bars are possible influence of the island. Section 22 demonstrated
expressed in terms of the profile-bulk discrepancy. Coin- that the downward flux was observed over a wide range
pare Fig. D.1 of Appendix D and Fig. 18.7 of Section 18. of stabilities and wind speeds, but it was most pro-
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Table 26.1 - Instances of Marine Surface Layer Downward Humidity Flux Observed or
Inferred from Published Data.

1 Approximate
SOURCE Experiment' Observation Methodh Platform Observation Approx. Percent of

(Name or Location) Time (hours) Total Observations

Takahashi (1956)1 Kagoshima Bay Profile Anchored Boat 4.5 7%
Hoeber (1969)b Equatorial Atlantic Profile Buoy 10.5 4%
Phelps & Pond (1971)' BOMEX Eddy-Correlation Stabilized Ship 2.5 4N,
Krechmer et al. (1972) Black Sea Eddy-Correlation Ship <0.5 10"/
S.D. Smith 11974)" Lake Ontario Bulk Offshore Tower 0.8 3%
Krogermeyer (19761 ATEX Profile I Buoy 18.5 1 0%',
Schmitt et al. (1979) f  NORPAX "74 Eddy-Correlation I Stabilized Ship 4.0 17%
Schmitt et al. 11979) NORPAX "74 Bulk Stabilized Ship 20.0 (?) 5% ?)
Anderson & Smith (1981) Sable Island Eddy-Correlation Onshore Tower 4.5 27%
This Experiment I San Nicolas Island Profile Onshore Tower 13.5 10%

'Based upon Takahashi (1956) water vapor measurements made at 2 and 4 meters.
bEstimated from lioeber (19791, his Fig. 18.
'Estimated from Phelps & Pond 11971), their Fig. 5a.
dInferred from S.D. Smith (1974), his Table V.
eApproximated by Kragermeyer (1976) to be 10%, see his p. 61..
fEstimated from Schmitt et al (1979). their Fig. 2, see also their p. 607.

&NORPAX '74 = North Pacific Experiment held in 1974. The definitions for the
other experiment acronyms are given in Table 4.1.

hThe dissipation method is incapable of detecting a downward humidity flux by itself.

nounced under neutral stability conditions. It further tion region and Zhe internal boundary formed by the
revealed that, even in those cases in which the humidity beach (as demonstrated in Section 21), the enhanced
flux was not large enough to dominate the total heat- evaporation of the wet beach would have no effect upon
budget flux, the downward ,lux was observed only when the humidity flux measurements. If, however, the
the total heal-budget flux was also in the downward profile measurements were made forward of the internal
direction. The downward humidity flux was observed boundary layer but within the transition region, the
only during daylight hours. Tuller findings would suggest that the humidity flux

would more likely be enhanced in the upward direction.

Fehn & Fehn (1979) conducted a series of rudi- Section 6 demonstrated that the profile measurements
mentary humidity measurements at less then I meter were not made within the internal boundary formed by
above a beach, ranging from the water's edge to 600 the beach. Therefore, it was concluded that the profile-
meters inland. Their findings were of little practical detected downward humidity flux was real and was not
assistance, since they were conducted well within the due to the presence of the upwind beach.
internal boundary layer formed by the beach. However,
their article referenced a study conducted by Tuller The existence of a downward humidity would be
(1972) of the microclimate energy balance of a coastal expected to be of significant importance in understanding
beach almost exactly ten years before this experiment, to the generation and maintainance of marine aerosols and,
the day, on a beach located approximately 130 km from therefore, in the optical transmission of the maritime
the San Nicolas Island site. atmosphere.

Tuller found, from measurements made at 0.8
meters above the beach, that the wet-sand region of the 27. Horizontal Homogeneity and the
beach (the region between the previous high-tide mark Optical Measurements
and the current high-water mark) represented a transi-
tion region between the moisture extremes of the wet The micrometeorological measurements made at
ocean and the dry beach. Section 9 described the upwind San Nicolas Island were primarily intended to character-
beach material at San Nicolas Island as sand stone. ize the marine atmosphere for simultaneous integrated-
Tuller further determined that, during the daytime, path infrared-transmission measureme,.!s made between
because of the enchanced evaporation from the wet the island promotories visible to the left in Fig. 9.1. The
beach due to solar heating, the upward humidity flux was principal end of the optical path was located 180 meters
typically three times greater over the wet beach then downwind from the micrometeorological site on the
over the surf zone. If the measurements at San Nicolas major promontory and extended to either of the island's
Island were made above and forward of both the transi- two lesser promontories located to the east-northeast.
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This arrangement enabled optical measurements to be and integrated in time could not be as readily extrapo-
made principally upwind of the island surf at distances of lated in the lateral direction as in the longitudinal direc-
2.508 and 4.067 km over water. The paths ranged from tion. The measurements made at San Nicolas Island were
0.2- to 1.0- km upwind of the beach between the pro- averaged 30-minute periods at an average 10-meter alti-
montories. The mean-sea-level average water depth was tude wind speed of 9 m sec' , corresponding to an aver-
12.4 meters for the short optical path and 11.2 meters age longitudinal distance of 16.2 km. This gave a ratio
for the long path. Both optical paths were approximately of about 4:1 for the average longitudinal path length
15 meters above mean sea level and they ran approxi- compared to the maximum lateral optical path length of
mately perpendicular (laterally) to the prevailing mean 4.1 km.
wind direction. A point of considerable interest, there-
fore, was how well an essentially single-point From high-resolution infrared transmission mea-
micrometeorological measurement integrated over time surements made at 3.6- to 3.7-tim wavelength at San
could be expected to characterize a horizontal atmos- Nicolas Island, Dowling et al. (1981) were able to mea-
pheric optical measurement integrated over both time sure the mean integrated humidity vapor pressure along
and lateral distance. the 4.1-km optical path. Although it was not possible to

verify directly the flux homogeneity for the lateral path,

Dyer & Hicks (1972) reported, as the result of it was possible to compare simultaneous point and
measurements separated by up to 0.15 km over land, integrated-path humidity measurements (see Fig. 27.1).
that the horizontal homogeneity of momentum and
sensible-heat fluxes was on the order of - 10%. Naito &
Kondo (1974) studied horizontally separated wind- I I

fluctuation measurements over water. They found, for
altitudes up to 20 meters and lateral distances of up to * 30 MINUTE AVERAGE SINGLE POINT

16.5 meters, that the small-scale structure of the marine 1 0 4A KM LONG INTEGRATED PATH

wind ield could be viewed as cells ranging in lateral size MEASUREMENT. DOWLING ET AL (1991) 0

from about 1.4 to 16.5 meters. 13I J
Hasse et al. (1975) reported simultanous eddy- A 1

correction and profile flux measurements, separated by
distances of 0.2 eIrI ki, made renthe asl areas
during GATE. They obs me oer teoences as large as
0.08 Nt. m 2, 60 Watts m 2, and 25 Watts m for
momentum, latent heat, and sensible heat fluxes, respec- 1
tively. Yaglom (1974, 1977) has suggested that many of o 2 3 7 a

the discrepancies observed between various simultaneous MAY 1979 (PST)

measurements made at horizontally separated locations Fig. 27.1 - Dowting et at, (1981) 4.t-km-long integrated-path
were probably due to instrument measurement error. infrared humidity measurements, made approximately perpen-
The results of Section 15 would tend to substantiate dicular to the prevailing wind direction, compared to single-point
Yaglom's contention. measurements. The typical single point measurement error was

<0.1 mb.

Mickle & Davison (1979) reported, from
boundary-layer tethered-balloon measurements made
during GATE from two ships maintained 4 km crosswind The Dowling et al. measurements required approx-

of each other, that the large-scale structures of the wind imately 15 minutes of observation anO were made at an

and humidity fields were markedly different in shape for altitude of approximately 15 meters above mean sea
windward distances of several tens of kilometers. Their leve!. The single-point meteorological measurements

were averaged for 30 minutes at an altitude of 10 meters.
measurements indicated that wind-field observations

madealog te men wnd irecion(logituinaly) Figure 27.1 demonstrates that the measurements agreed
made along the mean wind direction (longitudinally) well for six of the seven occasions when direct compari-
showed good correlation and could be portrayed as large sons were possible.

cellular structures about 4 km by 4 km in size. The
humidity field, however, was found to be characterized
by a cellular structure elongated in the longitudinal direc- 28. Summary and Conclusions
tion, with ratios in excess of 5:1 in comparison to the
lateral direction, suggesting cellular structures in excess A search for a suitable open-ocean marine surface
of 20 km by 4 km in size. layer experiment site located within the limits of the con-

tinental United States determined that the upwind vicin-
The marked elongation of the large-scale humidity ity of San Nicolas Island, California, was virtually an

cellular structure observed by Mickle & Davison sug- ideal location (Table 2.1) in terms of the variety of
gested that the humidity values measured at one location meteorological conditions. Because flux and stability
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measurements would be required in a salt-laden environ- From existing theoretical and experimental stud-
ment on a continuous basis, for periods as long as ies made for beach-type situations, it was determined
several hundreds of hours, the profile method was deter- (Section 6) that the minimum measurement altitude
mined (Section 3) to be the most practical in terms of appropriate for the San Nicolas Island measurement site
data quality, the state of instrumentation development, was 9 m. It was further demonstrated (Section 7) that,
and cost effectiveness. knowing the measurement accuracy of the various sensor

instruments, it was possible to establish general rules for

A review of the literature (Table 4.1) revealed the determining the appropriate minimum vertical separation
existence of only about 2,100 hours of previous profile (Mn-) between adjacent profile measurement levels. As
measurements taken in the marine surface layer in which a result, it was determined that
all three of the primary fluxes had been measured. Of A In: 39.903 A,
those data. approximately 85% had been acquired in the
equatorial region of the Atlantic Ocean. It was further A In: > 7157.0 A,,,
determined that only about /(I of the entire previous and A In: > 0.61922 A,,,
profile data base had been acquired under stable atmos-
pheric conditions and that there existed virtually no reli- where z is the vertical distance in meters, A, is the accu-
able profile data taken at wind speeds in excess of 12 m racy of the air temperature sensors in 'C, A, is the accu-
sec . racy of the humidity sensors in kg kg - ' of the specific

humidity, and A, is the accuracy of the wind speed sen-
An analysis (Section 16) of the distribution of the sors in average percent of reading for the entire operat-

136 hours of micrometeorological observations made at ing range of the experiment. In addition, it was deter-

San Nicolas Island revealed that over a ten-day period a mined (Section 8) that increasing the number of profile-
wide variety of conditions were observed in which the measurement levels beyond the minimum two or three

average wind speed ranged from 2 to 17 m sec - ' , air- was not an efficient technique for increasing the profile-

water temperature difference from -2.1 to +0.6"C, and measurement accuracy.

dew point-water temperature difference fiom -7.5 to
-2.0°C. Subsequently, 10% of the data were acquired Based upon the field studies of Jensen & Peterson
under stable atmospheric conditions and 15% at wind (1978) and the theoretical study of Frost et al. (1974), a
speed in excess of 12 m sec . generalized equation (Eq. 11.1) was developed to portray

the wind flow modification induced by the change in

As a first choice, a fixed structure located in the elevation inherent in many beaches (see Fig. 28.1). The

water was considered to be the most desirable type of generalized solution subsequently o" )wed the correction
observation platform. However, an engineering survey of the observed wind profile measurement for the beach
revealed that a structure of sufficient integrity to with- escarpment.
stand the frequently hostile environment of the area
would have been beyond the fiscal resources of the pro-
ject. Subsequently, the location of the measurements FRCS, E'AL ,19741
was changed to the extreme tip of a 1.5-km-long, low-
profile. narrow island promontory which pointed directly CUPVE R

into the prevailing wind direction. 3 u 50012

2 5 R 345(-i 31

A review of the influence that various platforms C c 250,6)

have upon meteorological measurements (Section 5) 20 \ E 125081

revealed that measurements made from ships, even r 062(1 16)

those equipped with instrumentation mounted on for- ,.'
ward booms, could produce errors on the order of 100% ,

in fluxes computed with the relatively insensitive bulk \\F C A

method. Compared to the flow distortions (Section 6) 0o '. -
introduced by the presence of a complex structure, such 00 105 0 15 1 I 20 1 25 130

as a ship or large ocean tower, the influence of a beach WIND SPEED AMPLIFICATION ACTC R

was found considerably less complex and better under- Fig. 28.1 - Beach-escarpment-induced wind-profile modification

stood. The existing body of literature strongly suggested represented by Eq. (11.1) presented in terms of the normalized

that the discrepancy observed between the simultaneous height above the escarpment and the escarpment aspect ratio

measurements made for the island promontory and a
ship was probably due to locally induced distortion of the
shipboard measurements and not a distortion of the Comparison (Section 12) of the instrumentation
island-based measurements, as speculated by Fairall et al. with that employed in previous profile experiments indi-
(1979b) and Noonkester et al. (1980). cated that the San Nicolas Island instruments were at

least as accurate as those employed elsewhere. Because
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the humidity profile measurement uncertainty was deter- detect a stable atmospheric condition. Further analysis

mined to be, typically, three times larger than had been revealed that if an average offset had been employed to

estimated by previous experimenters, it was found to be "correct" for the average anticipated difference between
impractical (Section 14) to incorporate the influence of the bulk water temperature and the surface water tem-

buoyancy into the thermodynamic component of the sta- perature, this in effect would have statistically diminished

bility equation. Subsequently, the conventional overland the ability of the bulk method to detect stable atmo-
measurement of the potential temperature profile was spheric conditions except under the most extreme cir-

used to determine the thermodynamic constituent in the cumstances. Clearly the most serious impediment to a
stability formulation. rational implementation of the bulk method is the

inherent dilemma present in the water temperature tech-

A conservative analysis (Table 15.1) to determine nique. At this time there is no instrument which can

the magnitude of realistic measurement errors revealed directly measure the sea surface temperature under rou-

that the average flux and stability uncertainties, which tine ocean conditions any more accurately than the

were attributable to instrumentation inaccuracy and com- estimated typical bulk-surface temperature difference,

putation scheme-variations, were typically on the order about ±0.5°C.

of 130% for the profile method and 150% for the bulk.
The largest single errors were found to be in the bulk- The profile-bulk comparison further revealed that,

derived sensible heat flux and stability. The substantial at wind speeds greater than 12 m sec-', the Smith &

size of the average bulk stability error (-300%) sug- Banke (1975) bulk scheme tended to underestimate the
gested that, unless an independent measurement tech- observed momentum flux as compared with the profile
nique to determine stability accompanied the bulk method. Solar heating of the upwind segment of the
method, little could be gained by using the existing island beach was shown to have no discernable influence
stability-dependent bulk-coefficient schemes. A compari- upon either the sensible heat flux or the latent heat flux
son (Table 21.1) with other experiments which used sta- measurements. Except under those circumstances

bility dependent bulk coefficients confirmed this sugges- (about 10% of the time) in which the profile method
tion. detected a downward humidity flux (condensation), the

profile and bulk humidity methods agreed well. The

A comparison (Tables 15.3 and 15.4) of the San downward humidity flux was observed unaccompanied by

Nicolas Island profile instrumentation arrangement was rain or fog under a wide range of stability and wind

made with the typical configuration used in other marine speed conditions, but it was found to be largest under

surface layer experiments. Taking into consideration the neutral conditions. Although 50% of the overall data

number of measurement levels and their separation, the base was acquired under conditions in which the total

comparison (Table 15.5) determined that, if the other heat budget flux was in the upward direction even when

configurations had been used under similar meteorologi- the latent heat flux was not large enough to dominate

cal conditions, they would have yielded flux and stability the total, the downward humidity flux was observed only

measurement uncertainties no better than 0.84 times and when the total flux was, also, in the downward direction.

no worse than 1.30 times those determined for San Nico- A precursory search of the literature (Table 26.1)

las Island, exclusive of any island or escarpmen, identified nine instances in which a downward humidity

influence, flux had been detected over water. Based upon the
results of this search, a rough es,;mate suggested that

A comparison (Table 21.1) made with other simi- the phenomenon occurs about 5% of time.

lar overwater experiments demonstrated that the San
Nicolas Island results were, typically, as good as profile An analysis of the difference between the profile

experiments conducted from buoys and offshore towers, data and the bulk data demonstrated that the largest flux

An extensive analysis was conducted which was discrepancies occurred at wind speeds greater than 12 m

L specifically designed to detect the possible distortions sec n , where the profile-derived parameters tended to

introduced by the presence of the island or the use of increase more rapidly with increasing wind speed than

the wind-profile escarpment correction. That analysis did the corresponding bulk parameters using the compu-

(Appendix C) revealed no discernable distortions in the tational schemes of Friehe & Schmitt (1976) for sensible

data which were attributable to the presence of either the and latent heat and Smith & Banke (1975) for momen-
island or the beach escarpment. tum. Inspection revealed that the wind-speed-dependentn odiscrepancies were more pronounced for momentum flux

A detailed comparison (Section 22) of profile- and drag coefficient than for sensible and latent heat
derived and bulk-derived flux and stability values fluxes. Because the friction velocity was the only param-
demonstrated that, because the bulk water temperature eter common to all four and is squared in both the
measurement was used to determine the sea surface momentum flux and drag coefficient formulas, it was
temperature, the bulk method was more likely to indicate concluded to be the major source of the discrepancy.
an upward sensible heat flux. Consequently, this Earlier analysis (Section 21) had demonstrated that the
resulted in a diminished ability of the bulk method to friction velocity discrepancy was not due to either the
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island or the manner employed to correct the wind and for 12 > U10 > 18 m sec',
profile for the presence of the escarpment. The search
for the source of the difference between the two
methods was then shifted to an analysis (Section 23) of Q£ = 1.32 x 10- 3,
the drag coefficients, since the manifestation of the fric- and

lion velocity discrepancy would be enhanced and would
be normalized to the wind speed. CH = 0.92 x 10--,

Although the Smith & Banke bulk drag coefficient
scheme worked well in the 4- to 12-m se -' wind-speed where U1o is the 30-minute-average wind speed at the

range, a different bulk scheme was required for the high 10-meter altitude.
and low wind speed cases. The Kuznetsov (1970) In the search (Section 23) for an explanation of
scheme fit the data very well, except for wind speeds the wind-speed-dependent discrepancy between the San
below 4 m sec - ' . A bulk scheme developed from the Nicolas Island drag-coefficient results and those of Smith
special overwater low-wind-speed eddy-correlation exper- & Banke, circumstantial evidence was presented which
iment of Mitsuta & Tsukamoto (1978) was found to fit would suggest that the island results might be indicative
the data well for both the low and intermediate wind of conditions over shallow ocean water. If this interpre-
speed cases (see Fig. 28.2). tation is correct, it would imply strongly that future bulk

schemes will need to incorporate the water depth in
some fashion as an input parameter.

MMTAn alternative interpretation (Section 24) for the• " i __.MITSUTA &.1SUIKAMOTO (1978) --

00 WITH KUZNETSOV (1970) increasing discrepancy above 12 m sec-I as a function of

- - PROFILE DERIVED - -SMITH BANKE (1975) increasing wind speed is that it may simply portray the

e .decreasing confirmation afforded by the increasing scar-
0.006. city of reliable observations. This view would tend to be

. substantiated by a literature search (Table 24.2) which~revealed that for wind speeds greater than of 12 m sec

3 there were less then 45 hot.,s of reliable eddy-correlation
observations for momentum flux, none for latent heat

002 -.. flux, and only 3 hours for sensible heat flux. Clearly,
.... 7 .more high-wind-speed eddy-correlation measurements

0 ....... . ........ are required. Smith & Katsaros (1981) have recently

WIND SPEED AT 10 METERS .- proposed such an experiment.

Fig. 28.2 - Profile-derived neutral drag coefficient for 10-meter The increasing discrepancy between the San Nico-
height displayed as a function of 30-minute-average wind speed las Island drag-coefficient results and those of Smith &
at 10-meter height overlying the Smith & Banke (1975) results Banke below 4 m sec ' as a function of decreasing wind
and the proposed combination of the Mitsuta & "sukamoto speed, could be explained in a similar manner to the
(1978) and Kuznetsov (1970) results high-wind-speed case, or it could be explained in terms

of the increased measurement uncertainty inherent in
low-wind-speed observations. In either event, the source

Consequently, the Friehe & Schmitt bulk sensible of the low-wind-speed drag-coefficient discrepancy is
heat coefficient (C,1 ) and bulk moisture coefficient (C.) academic when expressed in terms of the fluxes, since
scheme, in combination with the bulk drag coefficient the flux discrepancies at low wind speeds are small when
(C,,) scheme developed from Mitsuta & Tsukamoto. compared to the overall flux measurement uncertainty.
worked well for wind speeds between I and 12 m sec I
ant. in combination with the bulk drag coefficient scheme The future implementation of bulk measurements
of Kuznetsov, worked well for wind speeds between 12 (Section 25) is discussed and a simple two level coin-
and 18 m sec 1. As a result, it was determined that, for bii, d profile-bulk technique is proposed. The combined
I < UI < 12 m sec method could reduce thc average flux and stability meas-

urement error by a factor of approximately 3.
C, = Isin(4.2 + 0.59 U) + 1.0 + 1.2 x 10 A comparison of the various flux methods (Section

0.018 3) suggested that the bulk method was most appropriate

CI. = 1.32 x 10 , 'or macroscale climatological investigations and that the
other flux methods were better suited for investigations

and involving smaller spatial scales. In light of the
C,, = 0.92 x 10 Kitaigorodskii (1973) interpretation (Section 23), the
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From a utilitarian perspective, the bulk method of the Library Reference Section, for his diligent effort in
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aspects. First, the bulk method selects only the most quently proved to be so helpful. Dorv Wilbanks and the

probable flux value from among a large number of possi- Computerized Technical Composition Section for their

ble determinations which could be valid under exactly handling and arrangement of the final manuscript and

the same synoptic conditions. Second, it is a viable tech- Stanley Weintraub for his diligent editing.

nique only when it is employed to evaluate a general
situation averaged over an appropriately large spatial The author also wishes to thank the NATO Air-
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Appendix A

ESCARPMENT AND WIND SPEED CORRECTION TABLES

Table A.1 - Measurement Site Nearfield Escarpment Survey. The values indicated are the height of the escarpment as
measured from its top expressed in negative meters. The top of the escarpment was located vertically below the sensors
on the fully extended arms of the tower.

Upwind Wind Direction (True) b

Distance (meters) -___
2250 2400 255 °  2700 285 °  3000 3150 3300 345- 360- 150 30- 450

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.09 0.08 0.08
2 0 0.06 0.13 0.17 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.27 0.18 0.17 0.15
3 0 0.06 0.18 0.27 0.34 0.37 0.41 0.45 0.45 0.43 0.33 0.18 0.17
4 0 0.10 0.27 0.36 0.42 0.46 0.52 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.39 0.28 0.13
5 0 0.17 0.38 0.43 0.51 0.58 0.64 0.69 0.71 0.70 0.57 0.36 0.17
6 0 0.24 0.42 0.53 0.57 0.65 0.71 0.81 0.86 0.86 0.91 0.65 0.30
7 0.05 0.29 0.51 0.56 0.61 0.71 0.79 0.89 0.94 1.12 1.59 1.46 0.38
8 0.11 0.43 0.61 0.67 0,65 0.74 0.83 0.93 0.98 1.31 2.10 1.75 0.62
9 0.20 0.51 0.61 0.75 0.69 0.75 0.86 1.08 1.24 2.06 2.26 1.88 0.57

10 0.24 0.56 0.74 0.83 0.75 0.77 0.90 1.22 1.78 2.67 2.30 2.13 0.69
11 0.37 0.74 0.84 0.89 0.85 0.75 1.11 1.96 2.82 2.79 2.54 2.12 0.81
12 0.41 0.89 0.97 0.99 0.94 0.89 1.87 2.49 2.95 2.92 2.68 2.32 1.12
13 0.61 0.91 1.09 1.13 1.04 0.99 2.48 2.90 3.15 3.14 2.78 2.41 1.21
14 0.83 1.12 1.17 1.31 1.16 1.12 2.67 3.15 3.28 3.25 2.82 2.44 1.05
15 0.89 1.31 1.32 1.50 1.32 1.30 2.92 3.28 3.38 3.30 2.25 2.59 1.07
16 1.28 1.32 1.61 1.59 1.41 1.71 2.97 3.38 3.47 3.44 3.00 2.73 1.18
17 1.36 1.59 1.83 1.80 1.57 2.31 3.20 3.48 3.52 3.51 3.25 2.74 1.30
18 1.38 1.55 1.83 1.88 1.71 2.72 3.30 3.58 3.66 3.63 3.35 2.98 1.33
19 1.42 1.56 1.70 1.77 1.78 2.82 3.43 3.68 3.66 3.66 3.43 2.84 1.57
20 1.45 1.63 1.70 1.65 1.87 2.97 3.56 3.84 4.05 3.86 3.47 3.05 2.10
21 1.33 1.70 1.80 1.91 1.88 3.02 3.58 3.99 4.19 3.99 3.56 3.16 2.51
22 1.46 1.73 1.99 1.94 1.98 2.96 3.73 4.09 4.39 4.11 3.68 2.92 2.61
23 1.51 1.70 1.83 2.06 2.06 3.00 3.89 4.22 4.61 4.22 3.81 3.23 2.69
24 1.51 1.78 1.91 2.02 2.44 2.98 4.09 4.37 4.72 4.52 3.89 3.11 2.73
25 1.50 1.92 1.99 2.08 2.54 3.06 4.29 4.65 4.72 4.78 4.03 3.45 2.79

Accurate to ±4% of indicated value.
bAccurate to + 20 of indicated true direction.
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Appendix B

DEW POINT FIELD CALIBRATION DEVICE

Laboratory tests conducted on the manufacturer-
provided field-calibration device revealed that four
improvements would need to be incorporated in the
design to make it a more reliable resistance-type secon-
dary dew-point standard:

0 Improved reproducibility of the contact
resistance for the value-selection switch
and the electronic connector used to mate
the device to the sensor cable.

* Improved accuracy of the selected resis-
tance values.

" Improved stability of the resistances
employed for the device.

" Deployment of resistance values in incre- Fig. B.I - Photograph of the dew-point field-calibration device
ments equivalent to about 10*C dew opened to show rotary switch and special resistors
point.

Suitable field-calibration devices were constructed
with one device provided for each sensor. The calibra- parallel to minimize contact resistance. Custom made
tors were equipped with sensor cable mating connectors 0.5 watt wire-wound resistors (Imperial Astronics resistor
(Bendix connector type PT02A-16-26P) identical to those type SA04, Imperial Astronics Company, 20428 Corisco
used on the actual sensor. Seven resistance values were Street, Chatsworth, California 91311.) were used to
selected from the National Bureau of Standards sensor match exactly the NBS-determined resistance values to a
calibration of dew point vs. sensor resistance. The tolerance of 0.005%, a stability of 0.002% per year, and a
switching of the resistance values to simulate the dew- temperature coefficient of 5 parts per million/C*.
point readings was achieved with a military specification
type MIL-3786 multiposition six-deck rotary switch, Approximately once a year the field-calibration
(Grayhill switch type 44MS45-06-1-ON.) in which the device accompanies its sensor back to the National
six contacts at a given rotary position were connected in Bureau of Standards for a sensor recalibration.
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Appendix C

REACH OBSERVATIONS AND TESTS FOR ISLAND INFLUENCE
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Fig. C.1 - Thirty- minute-average retch length over the beach upwind or the
island measurement site displayed as a function or time
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Fig. C.2 - Thirty-minute-average local beach escarpment aspect ratio upwind of the

island measurement site displayed as a function of time
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Fig. C.6 -Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived
momentum fluxes displayed as a function of the fetch length Fig. C.7 -Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived
over the beach upwind of the island measurement site momentum fluxes displayed as a function of the local beach es-

carpment aspect ratio upwind of the island measurement site
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Fig. C.8 - Discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived
momentum fluxes displayed as a function of the tide height
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tral drag coefficients for 10-meter height displayed as a function tral drag coefficients for 10-meter height displayed as a function
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urement site, bulk drag coefficient via Smith & Banke (1975) measurement site, bulk drag coefficient via Smith & Banke
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Appendix D

EXAMPLE OF COMBINED TWO LEVEL PROFILE-BULK FLUX METHOD
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Fig. Di| - Thirty-minte-averae combined profile- and bulk-derived weihted-man latent heat flux displayed as a function or" time.

with the error bars set equal to the discrepancy between profile- and bulk-derived values
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Appendix E

CALCULATIONS

[May 1979 Data]

General Rules for Notation

AIRD AIR Density
AH Absolute Humidity
AT Air Temperature
BP Barometric Pressure
BR Bowen Ratio
DC o C Incremental change in 0 Cl C equivalent to the calculated error.
D C C DZ aZ the partial derivative of C3 C with respect to height (z)

DF 0 C] C Difference betweeen the profile and bulk derived C C2 C values as computed
by the standard deviation from the composite error weighted mean.

DP Dew Point in °C
DRAG DRAG coefficient (neutral) computed for 10 m altitude
E C C C Error (approximate) as computed from constituent measurement

uncertainties for 3 o 0.
FRICV or FRIC FRiCtion Velocity
GGC C C Goff-Gratch Constant C C1
GMH Geometric Mean Height
HEFLX or HEFX HEat (sensible) FLuX
HUFLX or HUFX HUmidity FLuX
LHFLX or LHFX Latent Heat FLuX
LHV Latent Heat of Vaporization
MOFLX or MOFX MOmentum FLuX
MOL Monin-Obukhov Length
N( ),, digital channel Number (), character n
OPTIR OPTical Refractive Index (C2,)
PSIIZC tI , wind speed log profile stability correction at Z0 height
PSI2Z[ lb2, temperature and humidity log profile stability correction at height ZLJ
PT Potential Temperature in °C
RH Relative Humidity
RI Richardson (gradient) number stability
RUFL Roughness Length
SCL o o o or SL o o o SCaLing o D 0 parameter.
SD C C C Standard Deviation of the profile and bulk derived C C C values from the

composite error weighted mean.
SH Specific Humidity
SPHEAT SPecific HEAT
SR Sky and solar short wave Radiation heat flux
SVP Saturated Vapor Pressure
THFLX or THFX Total Heat budget FLuX (sky & solar + sensible + latent)
TUR microthermal TURbulence temperature structure parameter (C, 2)
V( ) average raw data Voltage for analog channel
V'( ) average field calibration corrected Voltage for analog channel ()
VKC Von Kirmin Constant, set equal to 0.4
VP Vapor Pressure
VPT Virtual Potential Temperature in °C
VT Virtual Temperature in °C
VV C C1 C Vertical Velocity and C C Covariance
WD Wind Direction
WM C C C1 composite error Weighted Mean of the profile and bulk derived C 0 0 values.
WS Wind Speed
WTB Water Temperature (Bulk)
Z height above escarpment surface which is considered to be equivalent

to height above water
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ZOL Z Over L (Z/L or C) stability parameter
7 71. I upper height value for 0 0 0

11 2 , 2 lower height value for 0 0l 0
2 L B Bulk aerodynamic derived value or ten meter height value for 0 0 0
L3 0 0 D vertical profile Differential value for 0 0 0
c o o EC Escarpment Coefficent correction for 0 0 0
o 03 o FCAL Field CALibration correction for 0 0 0
0 0 K value of 11 O in *K
0 0 0 M geometric Mean height value for 0 0 0
0 0 OSLOP or 0 0 0 SL profile SLOPe for [] 0 0
0 0 T Ten meter height value for 0 0 0
0 o1 0 W Water level (or mean sea level) height value for 0 0 0
o o 0 WTB 0 0 0 at ten meter height minus the Water Temperature (Bulk)

Notation Description Listing

Listed below in alphabetical , Or' #' definitions of the English shorthand notation symbols
(with units) employed in the compu f . ':''-ifl5s

Symbol: Units: s .rip

A - Variqzble in quadratic solution for profile derived Z/L (or C) stability
parun'teter when Richardson's number > 0.

Al - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the ZI height.

A2 - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the Z2 height.

AB - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the 10 meter height.

AIRD kg/m 3  Air density of moist air at the geometric mean height (GMH).

AIRDB kg/m 3  Air density of moist air at the 10 meter height.

AHI kg/m 3  Absolute humidity (or water vapor density) at the ZI height.

AH2 kg/rn 3  Absolute humidity (or water vapor density) at the Z2 height.

AHB kg/m 3  Absolute humidity (or water vapor density) at the 10 meter height.

AHW kg/m Absolute humidity (or water vapor density) estimated at water level by
assuming the dew point temperature is equal to the water temperature.

arctan( ) radians Arctangent of ().

ATI °C Air temperature in *C at the ZI height.

AT2 °C Air temperature in °C at the Z2 height.

ATB °C Air temperature in °C at the 10 meter height.

ATKI °K Air temperature in *K at the ZI height.
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ATK2 OK Air temperature in OK at the Z2 height.

ATKB OK Air temperature in °K at the 10 meter height.

ATKM OK Air temperature in *K at the geometric mean height (GMH).

ATM °C Air temperature in *C at the geometric mean height (GMH).

ATWTB °K Air temperature at the 10 meter height minus the bulk water temperature.

AW - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at water level.

B Variable in quadratic solution for profile derived Z/L (or C) stability
parameter when Richardson's number > 0.

BI Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the ZI meter height.

B2 Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the Z2 height.

BB Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the 10 meter height.

BPI mb Barometric pressure estimated for the ZI height

BP2 mb Barometric pressure measured at the Z2 height.

BPB mb Barometric pressure estimated for the ten meter height (ZB).

BPM mb Barometric pressure estimated for the geometric mean height (GMH).

BPW mb Barometric pressure estimated for mean sea level height.

BR - Profile derived Bowen Ratio.

BRB - Bulk aerodynamic derived Bowen Ratio.

BW - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at water level.

C Variable in quadratic solution for profile derived Z/L (or ) stability
parameter when Richardson's number > 0.

CI -Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the ZI height.

C2 Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the Z2 height.

CB Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the 10 meter height.
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CW Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the water level.

DI Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the ZI height.

D2 Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure at the
Z2 height.

DB Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure at the
10 meter height.

DFBR % Difference between the profile and bulk derived bowen rftio values
as computed by the standard deviation from the composite error
weighted mean (or measurement uncertainity value, whichever absolute
value is larger).

DFDRAG % Difference between the profile and bulk derived drag coefficient values
as computed by the standard deviation from the composite error
weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty value, whichever absolute
value is larger).

DFFRIC % Difference between the profile and bulk derived friction velocity values
as computed by the standard deviation from the composite error
weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty , whichever absolute value
value is larger).

DFHEFX % Difference between the profile and bulk derived sensisible heat flux
values as computed by the standard deviation from the composite error
weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty value, whichever absolute
value is larger).

DFLHFX % Difference between the profile and bulk derived latent heat flux values
as computed by the standard deviation from the composite error
weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty value, whichever absolute
value is larger).

DFMOFX % Difference between the profile and bulk derived momentum flux values
as computed by the standard deviation from the composite error
weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty value, whichever absolute
value is larger).

DFRI % Difference between the profile and bulk derived gradient Richardson
number stability values as computed by the standard deviation from
the composite error weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty value,
whichever absolute value is larger).

DFRUFL % Difference between the profile and bulk derived roughness length values
as computed by the standard deviation from the composite error weighted
mean (or measurement uncertainty value, whichever absolute value is larger).

DFSLPT % Difference between the profile and bulk derived scaling potential
temperature values as computed by the standard deviation from the
composite weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty value, whichever
absolute value is larger).
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DFSLSH % Difference between the profile and bulk derived scaling specific
humidity values as computed by the standard deviation from the
composite error weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty value,
whichever absolute value is larger).

DFSR % Difference between the profile and bulk derived sky and solar radiation
heat flux values as computed by the standard deviation from the
composite error weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty value,
whichever absolute value is larger).

DFTHFX % Difference between the profile and bulk derived total heat budget flux
values as computed by the standard deviation from the composite error
weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty value, whichever absolute
value is larger).

DFZOLT % Difference between the profile and bulk derived Z/ L (or ) stability
parameter at 10 meters values as computed by the standard deviation
from the composite error weighted mean (or measurement uncertainty
value, whichever absolute value is larger).

DH watt/m 2  Sum of the absolute values of the profile derived solar radiation,
latent, and sensible heat fluxes.

DHB watt/m 2  Sum of the absolute values of the bulk derived solar radiaton,
latent, and sensible heat fluxes.

DHEFLX watt/m 2  Incremental change in profile derived heat
flux equivalent to the calculated error x 100.

DHEFXB watt/m 2  Incremental change in bulk aerodynamic derived heat
flux equivalent to the calculated error x 100.

DLHFLX watt/m 2  Incremental change in profile derived latent
heat flux equivalent to the calculated error x 100.

DLHFXB watt/m 2  Incremental change in bulk aerodynamic derived latent
heat flux equivalent to the calculated error x 100.

DPI °C Dew point in °C at the ZI height.

DPIFCAL volt Dew point field calibration correction at the ZI height.

DP2 °C Dew point in °C at the Z2 height.

DP2FCAL volt Dew point field calibration correction at the Z2 height.

DPB *C Dew point in C at 10 meter height.

DPKI °K Dew point in OK at the ZI height.

DPK2 °K Dew point in *K at the Z2 height.

DPKB *K Dew point in *K at the 10 meter height.
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DPTDZ °K/m Profile derived partial derivative of potential temperature
with respect to height.

DRAG Profile derived neutral atmospheric drag coefficient computed for the
10 meter height.

DRAGB Bulk aerodynamic derived neutral atmospheric drag coefficient computed for
the 10 meter height.

DSHDZ kg/kg -m Profile derived partial derivative of specific humidity
with respect to height.

DSR watt/m 2  Incremental change in the sky and solar radiation

heat flux equivalent to the measurement error x 100.

DSRB watt/m 2  Same as DSR.

DW - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at water level.

DWSDZ m/sec • M Profile derived partial derivative of wind speed with respect
to height.

EAHWB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for
the computed absolute humidity difference between the 10
meter height and water level.

EBR % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for
the profile derived Bowen Ratio.

EBRB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
bulk aerodynamic derived Bowen Ratio.

EDRAG % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for
the profile derived drag coefficient at the 10 meter height.

EDRAGB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the bulk
aerodynamic derived dray coefficient at the 10 meter height.

EFRICB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
bulk aerodynamic derived friction (or scaling) velocity.

EFRICV % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
profile derived friction (or scaling) velocity.

EHEFLX % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
profile derived sensible heat flux.

EHEFXB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
bulk aerodynamic derived sensible heat flux.

EHUFLX % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
profile derived humidity flux.
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EHUFXB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
bulk aerodynamic derived humidity flux.

ELHFLX % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for
the profile derive latent heat flux.

ELHFXB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
bulk aerodynamic derived latent heat flux.

EMOFLX % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the profile
derived momentum flux.

EMOFXB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
bulk aerodynamic derived momentum flux.

EMOLB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
bulk aerodynamic derived Monin-Obukhov (or Obukhov) length.

EMTC % Mean error estimated for the bulk aerodynamic moisture transfer
coefficient.

EPSID % Combined mean error associated with the parameter profile slopes
due to the [Ln(Zl)-PSIlZ1]-[Ln(Z2)-PSIIZ2I or [Ln(ZI)-PSI2ZIJ-
[Ln(Z2)-PSI2Z2] terms.

EPTD % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the profile
potential temperature differential.

EPTPD % Mean error refecence to the measurement accuracy for the partial
derivative of potential temperature with respect to height.

EPTSLP % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
profile slope of the potential temperature.

EPTWTB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the difference
between the potential temper;.tur,; at 10 meters and the bulk
water temperature.

ERI % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the profile
derived gradient Richardson number stability.

ERIB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the bulk
aerodynamic derived gradient Richardson number stability.

ERUFL Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the profile
derived roughness length.

ERUFLB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the bulk
aerodynamic derived roughness length.

ESCLPT % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
profile derived scaling potential temperature.
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ESCLSH % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the profile
derived scaling specific humidity.

ESHD % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the profile
specific humidty differential.

ESHPD % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the partial
derivative of specific humidity with respect to height.

ESHSLP % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the profile slope
of the specific humidity

ESHTC % Mean error -stimated for the bulk aerodynamic sensible heat transfer
coefficient.

ESLPTB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the bulk
aerodynamic derived scaling potential temperature.

ESLSHB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the bulk
aerodynamic derived scaling specific humidity.

ESR % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for sky and solar
radiation heat flux.

ESRB % Same as ESR.

ESTRES % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the bulk
aerodynamic derived shearing (or surface) stress.

ETHFLX % Mean error referenced to the measuremelt accuracy for the ,

derived tc.al heat budget (or net heat) flux.

ETHFXB % Mean error referenced to the measuremer t accuracy for the bulk
aerodynamic derived total heat budget (or net heat) flux.

EVVHC % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the bulk
aerodynamic derived vertical velocity and absolute humidity covariance.

EVVLC % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the bulk
aerodynamic derived vertical velocity and longitudinal velocity covariance.

EVVPTC % Mean error reference to the measurement accuracy for the bulk
aerodynamic derived vertical velocity and potential temperature covariance.

EWSB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the wind speed
at the 10 meter height.

EWSD % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the profile wind
speed differential.

EWSPD % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the partial
derivative of the wind speed with respect to height.
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EWSSLP % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the profile slope
of the wind speed.

exp( ) - Exponent to base of natural logarithm e of (), e = 2.71828....

EZB % Mean error refernced to the measurement accuracy of height at ten meters.

EZOL % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy of the profile derived
Z/L (or C) stability parameter as computed at the geometric mean
height (GMH).

EZOLB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy of the bulk
aerodynamic derived ZIL (or 4) stability parameter
as computed at the geometric mean height (GMH).

EZOLT % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy for the
profile derived Z/L (or ) stability parameter as
computed for the ten meter height.

EZOLTB % Mean error referenced to the measurement accuracy of the
bulk aerodynamic derived ZIL (or 4) stability parameter
as computed for the ten meter height.

F - Variable in Newton-Raphson method solution for profile derived Z/L (or )

stability parameter when Richardson's number < 0.

F' - Variable in Newton-Raphson method solution for profile derived Z/L (or )
stability parameter when Richardson's number < 0.

FI - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the ZI height.

F2 - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the Z2 height.

FB - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at the 10 meter height.

FRICV m/sec Profile derived friction (or scaling) velocity.

FRICVB m/sec Bulk aerodynamic derived friction (or scaling) velocity.

FW - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of vapor pressure
at water level.

GI Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation
of saturated vapor pressure at the ZI height.

G2 Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation
of saturated vapor pressure at the Z2 height.

GA m/sec2  Gravitational acceleralion constant. set equal to
9.7959 for the San Nicolas Island latitude.
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GB - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation
of saturated vapor pressure at the 10 meter height.

GGCIO - Goff-Gratch formulation constant: -3.49149.

GGCl I - Goff-Gratch formulation constant: 11.344.

fGC12 - Goff-Gratch formulation constant: 5,02808.

GGCI3 - Goff-Gratch formulation constant: -7.90298.

GGC14 - Goff-Gratch formulation constant: 8.1328 x 10- '.

GGCI5 - Goff-Gratch formulation constant: -1.3816 x 10- '.

GMH meter Geometric mean of heights ZI and Z2. This is the
equivalent to the mean measurement height as
plotted on a Ln (height) vs. linear graph.

HEFLX watt/m, Profile derived sensible heat flux.

HEFLXB watt/m 2  Bulk aerodynamic derived sensible heat flux.

HULX kg/sec • m2  Profile derived specific humidity flux.

HUFLXB kg/sec • m2  Bulk aerodynamic derived specific humidity flux.

IPRZ Interpolated logarithmic profile ratio of heights ZI and Z2
employed for computing parameter values at the height
of ten meters (ZB).

IPRTUR Interpolated logarthmic profile ratio of heights ZTURI and
ZTUR2 employed for computing the turbulence parameters values
of the height at ten meters (ZB'

. Variable in Newton-Raphson method solution for profile derived Z/L (or *)
stability parameter when Richardson's number < 0.

JI Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated vapor
pressure at the ZI height.

J2 Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated vapor
pressure at the Z2 height.

JB Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated vapor
at the 10 meter height.

KI Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated vapor
pressure at the ZI height.

K2 Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated vapor
pressure at the Z2 height.
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KB Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated vapor
pressure at the 10 meter height.

LAMBDA meter Wavelength employed for computing optical refractive index;
set equal to 5.4 x 10-f .

LHFLX watt/m 2  Profile derived latent heat flux.

LHFLXB watt/m 2  Bulk aerodynamic derived latent heat flux.

LHV lTcal/kg Profile derived latent heat of water vaporation.

LHVB lTcal/kg Bulk aerodynamic derived latent heat of water vaporation.

Ln ( ) - Natural logarithm of ( ) with base e = 2.71828 ....

LOGFV - Logarithm to the base 10 of the profile derived friction velocity.

LOGFVB - Logarithm to the base 10 of the bulk derived friction velocity.

MI - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated
vapor pressure at the ZI height.

M2 - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated
vapor pressure at the Z2 height.

MB - Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated
vapor pressure at the 10 meter height.

MOFLX Nt/m 2  Profile derived momentum flux.

MOFLXB Nt/m 2  Bulk aerodynamic derived momentum flux.

MOL meter Profile derived Monin-Obukhov (or Obukhov) length.

MOLB meter Bulk aerodynamic derived Monin-Obukhov (or Obukhov) length.

MTC - Bulk aerodynamic moisture transfer coefficient-
set equal to 1.32 x 10- 3.

N ( ),, Digital channel number ( ) consisting of 10 parallel digital characters,
n= 1,2, ... 10.

OPTIRI °K/m - / 3  Optical refractive index parameter (C,2)
at the ZTURI height.

OPTIR2 °K/m - 2/3 Optical refractive index parameter (C,,')
at the ZTUR2 height.

OPTIRT °K/m - 2/1  Optical refractive index parameter (C,,2)

at the 10 meter height.

PSIIZI Businger wind speed profile stability correction
(PI) for the Ln (Z1) height.
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PSIIZ2 Businger wind speed profile stability correction
(* 1) for the Ln (Z2) height.

PSI2ZI Businger temperature and humidity stability correction
(*2) for the Ln (ZI) height.

PSI2Z2 Businger temperature and humidity stability correction

(W2) for the Ln (Z2) height.

PTI °C Potential temperature in °C at the ZI height.

PT2 °C Potential temperature in 'C at the Z2 height.

PTB 0C Potential temperature in °C at the 10 meter height.

PTKI °K Potential temperature in *K at the ZI height.

PTK2 °K Potential temperature in 'K at the Z2 height.

PTKB °K Potential temperature in °K at the 10 meter height.

PTKD °K Potential temperature vertical profile differential in °K.

PTKSLOP - Profile derived physical slope of Ln (height) with Businger
stability corrections vs. potential temperature.

PTWTB °K Potential temperature at the 10 meter height
minus the bulk water temperature.

Q1 Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated
vapor pressure at the ZI height.

Q2 Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated
vapor pressure at the Z2 height.

QB Intermediate step in Goff-Gratch formulation of saturated
vapor pressure at the 10 meter height.

REHL Ratio of the upwind escarpment height to length as computed
from the horizontally integrated (t 10 1 near-field topography
(within 25 meters of sensors) and the mean wind direction.

RHI % Relative humidity at the ZI height.

RH2 % Relative humidity at the Z2 height.

RHB % Relative humidity at the 10 meter height.

RI - Profile derived gradient Richardson number stability.

RIB - Bulk aerodynamic flux derived gradient Richardson number stability.

RLCIO - Roughness length equation constant: -2.501
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RLCII - Roughness length equation constant: + 1.465

RLCI2 - Roughness length equation constant: -6.743

RLC13 - Roughness length equation constant: -10.700

RLCI4 - Roughness length equation constant: -6.875

RUFL meter Profile derived roughness length.

RUFLB meter Bulk aerodynamic derived roughness length.

SCLPT OK Profile derived scaling potential temperature.

SCLPTB OK Bulk aerodynamic derived scaling potential temperature.

SCLSH kg/kg Profile derived scaling specific humidity.

SCLSHB kg/kg Bulk aerodynamic derived scaling specific humidity.

SDBR Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived bowen ratio values
from the composite error weighted mean.

SDDRAG Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived drag coefficient values
from the composite error weighted mean.

SDFRIC m/sec Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived friction velocity values
from the composite error weighted mean.

SDHEFX watt/m 2  Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived sensible heat flux
values from the composite error weighted mean.

SDLHFX watt/m 2  Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived latent heat flux values
from the composite error weighted mean.

*SDMOFX Nt/m 2  Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived momentum flux
values from the composite error weighted mean.

SDRI Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived gradient Richardson
number stability values from the composite error weighted mean.

SDRUFL meter Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived roughness length
values from the composite error weighted mean.

SDSLPT OK Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived scaling potential
temperature values from the composite error weighted mean.

SDSLSH kg/kg Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived scaling specific humidity
values from the composite error weighted mean.

SDSR watt/m 2  Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived sky and solar radiation
heat flux values from the composite error weighted mean.
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SDTHFX watt/m 2  Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived total heat budget flux
values from the composite error weighted mean.

SDZOLT Standard deviation of the profile and bulk derived Z/L (or 4) stability
parameter at 10 meters values from the composite error weighted mean.

SHI kg/kg Specific humidity at the ZI height.

SH2 kg/kg Specific humidity at the Z2 height.

SHB kg/kg Specific humidity at the 10 meter height.

SHD kg/kg Specific humidity vertical profile differential.

SHSLOP - Profile derived physical slope of Ln (height) with Businger
stability corrections vs. specific humidity.

SHTC Bulk aerodynamic sensible heat transfer coefficient;

set equal to 0.92 x 10 .

SPHEAT ITcal/kg OK Profile derived specific heat of moist at constant pressure.

SPHEATB ITcal/kg *K Bulk aerodynamic derived specific heat of moist air at constant pressure.

SR watt/m 2  Sky and solar short wave radiation heat flux.

SSTRES kg/m • sec 2  Bulk aerodynamic derived shearing (or surface) stress.

SVPI mb Saturated water vapor pressure at the ZI height.

SVP2 mb Saturated water vapor pressure at the Z2 height.

SVPB mb Saturated water vapor pressure at the 10 meter height.

THFLX watt/m 2  Profile derived total heat budget (sky & solar short wave radiation
+ sensible heat + latent heat) flux.

THFLXB watt/m 2  Bulk aerodynamic derived total heat budget (sky & solar short wave
radiation + sensible heat + latent heat) flux.

TRT Intermediate step in computing the microthermal
turbulence temperature structure parameter (C, 2)
at the 10 meter height from profile C,2 measurements.

TTABLE meter Tide table referenced to mean sea level.

TURI °K/m - 2/13 Microthermal turbulence temperature structure parameter
(C, 2) at the ZTURI height.

TUR2 °K/m - 2/ 3  Microthermal turbulence temperature structure parameter
(C, 2) at the ZTUR2 height.

TURD °K/m - 2/ 3  Microthermal turbulence temperature structure
vertical profile differential.
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TURSLOP Profile derived slope of Ln (height) vs. Ln (microthermal turbulence
temperature structure parameter (C,2)).

TURT K/m - 2/J Microthermal turbulence temperature structure parameter
(C,2) at the 10 meters height.

UWPL meter Upwind path length from the water's edge to the sensors
as approximated from mean wind direction and tide
table data.

V( ) volt Average raw data voltage for analog channel number ().

V ( volt Field calibration corrected average data voltage for analog
channel number ().

VKC - Von Kirmin constant; set equal to 0.4.

VPI mb Water vapor pressure at the ZI height.

VP2 mb Water vapor pressure at the Z2 height.

VPB mb Vapor pressure at the 10 meter height.

VPTI C Virtual potential temperature in C at the ZI height.

VPT2 C Virtual potential temperature in C at the Z2 height.

VPTB C Virtual potential temperature in C at the 10 meter height.

VPTKI K Virtual potential temperature in 0K at the ZI height.

VPTK2 Virtual potential temperature in 'K at the Z2 height.

VPTKB 0K Virtual potential temperature in *K at the 10 meter height.

VPTKM OK Virtual potential temperature at the geometric mean height (GMH).

VPTWTB OK Virtual potential temperature at the 10 meters height
minus the bulk water temperature.

VPW mb Water vapor pressure estimated at water level by assuming the dew point
temperature is equal to the water temperature.

VTC Virtual temperature in C at the ZI height.

VT2 Virtual temperature in T at the Z2 height.

VTB °C Virtual temperature in C at the 10 meter height.

VTKI O Virtual temperature in K at the Zi height.

VTK2 *K Virtual temperature in K at the Z2 height.

VTK2 BK Virtual temperature in *K at the 10 meter height.
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VTKM OK Virtual temperature at the geometric mean height (GMH).

VTWTB OK Virtual temperature at the 10 meter height minus
the bulk water temperature.

VVHC m - kg/sec, m3 Bulk aerodynamic derived vertical velocity and absolute
humidity covariance.

VVLC m 2 /sec 2  Bulk aerodynamic derived vertical velocity and longitudinal
velocity covariance.

VVPTC m 'K/sec Bulk aerodynamic derived vertical velocity and potential
temperature covariance.

WD degree Wind direction referenced to true North.

WMBR - Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived bowen ratio
values inversely weighted as a function of the respective measurement
error.

WMDRAG Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived drag
coefficient values inversely weighted as a function of the
respective measurement error.

WMFRIC m/sec Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived friction
velocity values inversely weighted as a function of the respective
measurement error.

WMHEFX watt/m 2  Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived sensible heat
flux values inversely weighted as a function of the respective
measurement error.

WMHUFX kg/sec - m2  Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived humidity flux
values inversely weighted as a function of the respective
measurement error.

WMLHFX watt/m 2  Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived latent heat
flux values inversely weighted as a function of the respective
measurement error.

WMMOFX Nt/rn 2  Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived momentum
flux values inversely weighted as a function of the respective
measurement error.

WMMOL meter Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived
monin-obukhov length values inversely weighted as a function
of the respective measurement error.

WMRI Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived gradient
Richardson number stability values inversely weighted as a function
of the respective measurement error.
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WMRUFL meter Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived roughness
length values inversely weighted as a function of the respective
measurement error.

WMSLPT OK Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived scaling
potential temperature values inversely weighted as a function of
the respective measurement error.

WMSLSH kg/kg Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived scaling
specific humidity values inversely weighted as a function of the
respective measurement error.

WMSR watt/m 2  Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived sky and solar
radiation heat flux inversely weighted as a function of the respective
measurement error.

WMTHFX watt/m 2  Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived total heat
budget flux values inversely weighted as a function of the
respective measurement error.

WMZOL Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived Z/L (or g)
stability parameter at the geometric mean height values inversely
weighted as a function of the respective measurement error.

WMZOLT Composite weighted mean for the profile and bulk derived Z/L (or g)
stability parameter at 10 meters values inversely weighted as a function
of the respective measurement error.

WSI m/sec Wind speed at the ZI height.

WSIEC - Wind speed escarpment correction coefficient for the ZI height.

WS2 m/sec Wind speed at the Z2 height.

WS2EC - Wind speed escarpment correction coefficient for the Z2 height.

WSB m/sec Wind speed at the 10 meter height.

WSD m/sec Wind speed vertical profile differential.

WSM m/sec Mean wind speed of the measurements at the ZI and Z2 heights.

WSSLOP - Profile derived physical slope of Ln (height) with Businger
stability corrections vs. wind speed.

WTB 0C Bulk water temperature in C.

WTBFCAL volt Bulk water temperature field calibration correction.

WTKB OK Bulk water temperature in OK.

WVGC Nt m/kg *K Water vapor gas constant, set equal to 4.6150 x 102.
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WI - Intermediate step in computation of the Businger
stability correction for wind speed profile when
Richardson number < 0 at the ZI height.

W2 - Intermediate step in computation of the Businger
stability correction for wind speed profile when
Richardson number < 0 at the Z2 height.

YI - Intermediate step in computation of Businger stability
correction for temperature and humidity profiles
when Richardson number < 0 at the ZI height.

Y2 - Intermediate step in computation of Businger stability
correction for temperature and humidity profiles
when Richardson number < 0 at the Z2 height.

ZI meter Upper level average measurement height of profile instruments
(except C,2) referenced to ground surface.

Z2 meter Lower level average measurement height of profile instruments
(except C,2) referenced to ground surface.

ZB meter This is the standard height for the bulk aerodynamic calculations;
set equal to 10 meters as referenced to ground surface.

ZIOL - Profile derived Z/L (or 4) stability parameter computed for the ZI height.

Z2OL - Profile derived Z/L (or C) stability parameter computed for the Z2 height.

ZOL - Profile derived Z/L (or 4) stability parameter computed
for the geometric mean height which is the relevant height for the
conversion of Richardson number to Z/L.

ZOLB - Bulk aerodynamic flux derived Z/L (or C) stability
parameters computed for the geometric mean height.

ZOLT - Profile derived Z/L (or 4) stability
parameter computed for the 10 meter height.

ZOLTB - Bulk aerodynamic flux derived Z/L (or C) stability
parameter computed for the 10 meter height.

ZTURI meter Upper level measurement height of microthermal

turbulence temperature structure (C,) sensors
referenced to the ground surface.

ZTUR2 meter Lower level measurement height of microthermal
turbulence temperature structure (C,2) sensors
referenced to the ground surface.
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Computer Calculations: [May 1979 Data)

Presented below are the calculations performed to obtain the micrometeorological parameters.
They are listed in a simple algebraic form and utilize a shorthand English notation developed for com-
puter programming purposes. The calculations include the curve-fit equations for converting the raw
average voltages into engineering units, the field calibration and wind speed escarpment corrections, the
equations for computing the various profile and bulk aerodynamic derived stability and flux parameters,
and the computations for the error analysis of various parameters. The MKS International System of
units is employed throughout this work, with the exception of millibars (mb) for barometric and vapor
pressures instead of newton/meter2 or pascal, and International Steam Table calories (ITcal.) instead of
joules. Both 'K and °C are employed.

I millibar - 102 newton/meter2 - 102 Pascal
I ITcal. - 4.18684 joules

The symbol * to the left of an equation indicates a modification or addition made since the previ-
ous experiment. Equations and symbols deleted since the previous experiment are listed at the end of
this section.

ATI = N(l) 5 N(1) 6 . N(l),N()s 8 N(I)9 N(l) 1 o

and

N(1) 1 Mode: I = Primary Sensor, 2 - Backup Sensor

N(1) 2 Resolution: 3 = N() 7 . N(1) 8 , 4 = N(1) 6 . N(07

N(1) 3 Interface Number:I 1 1. 2 = 2. 3 = 3. 4 = 4

N(1) 4 Polarity: 1 = +, 2---

AT2 = N(2)5 N(2)6 • N(2)7 )%(2)8 N/(2)9 N(2)10

and

N(2) Mode: I = Primary Sensor, 2 = Backup Sensor.

N(2) 2 Resolution: 3 = A!(2) 7 . N(2) 8, 4 = N(2) 6 •.(2)7

NY(2) 3 Interface Number: 1= 1, 2 = 2, 3 = 3. 4- 4

N(2) 4 Polarity: 1 = -, 2-- -

If V(09) < 6.324 volt, then:
WD = 145 4- 34 x V(09)

If V(09) >, 6.324 volt, then:
WD=-215434x V(09)

*lf-I < WD < 10, then: WSIEC - .992 and WS2EC = .951

REHL - .186 and UWPL - 17 + 24.2 (1.18 - TTABLE)

*If 10 < WD < 20, then: WSIEC - .993 and WS2EC - .956

REHL - .168 and UWPL - 19 + 20.8 (1.18 - TTABLE)
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" If 20 <, WD < 30, then: WS1IEC = .994 and WS2EC = .960

REHL - .152 and UWPL - 20 + 21.2 (1.18 - TTABLE)

" If 30 < WD < 40, then: WS IEC = .994 and WS 2EC = .965

REHL - .136 and UWPL - 20 + 25.0 (1.18 - TTABLE)

"*If 40O< WD < 230, then: WSlIEC = 1.000 and WS2EC = 1.000

REHL - 'NOT COMPUTED and UWPL - "NOT COMPUTED

"*If 230 < WD < 240, then: WS1IEC =.998 and WS2EC = .985

REHL - .087 and UWPL - 30 + 16.1 (1.18 - TTABLE)

* If 240 < WD < 250, then: WS IEC = .998 and WS2EC = .984

REHL = .089 and UWPL = 30 + 14.8 (1.18 - TTABLE)

* If 250 < WD < 260, then: WS I EC = .998 and WS2EC = .983

REHL = .090 and UWPL - 32 + 13.6 (1.18 - TTABLE)

* If 260 < WD < 270, then: WS 1 EC = .998 and WS2EC = .983

REHL = .090 and UWPL = 36 + 10.6 (1.18 - TTABLE)

* If 270 < WD < 280. then: WSIEC = .997 and WS2EC = .982

REHL = .092 and UWPL = 39 + 8.9 (1.18 - TTABLE)

* If 280 < WD < 290. then: WS I EC = .997 and WS2EC = .977

REHL = .103 and UWPL = 38 + 14.4 (1.18 - TTABLE)

* If 290 < WD < 300. then: WS I EC = .995 and WS2EC = .969

REHL = .125 and UWPL = 41 + 29.7 (1.18 - TTABLE)

*If 300 < WD < 310, then: WS IEC = .993 and WS 2EC = .959

REHL - .157 and UWPL - 34 + 65.3 (1.18 - TTABLE)

*If 310 <, WD < 320. then: WS IEC = .992 and WS2EC = .952

REH-L = .183 and UWPL - 27 + 69.9 (1.18 - TTABLE)

* If 320 (WD < 330. then: WS IEC = .992 and WS2EC = .949

REHL - .199 and UWPL - 21 + 48.7 (1.18 - TTABLE)

" If 330 WD < 340, then: WS IEC - .991 and WS2EC - .947

REHL -. 206 and UWPL 19 + 36.9 (1.18 - TTABLE)
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* If 340 < WD < 350, then: WSIEC - .991 and WS2EC .947

REHL - .207 and UWPL - 16 + 29.7 (1.18 - TTABLE)

* If 350 < WD < 361, then: WSIEC - .992 and WS2EC - .948

REHL - .201 and UWPL - 16 + 24.2 (1.18 - TTABLE)

* If V(05) < 2.570 volt, then:

WS 1 [- -6.32834 x 10-2 + 2.42269 x V(05) - 0.399002 x V(05)2 +

8.72726x 10- 2x V(05)11 x WS1EC

* If V(05) > 2.570 volt, then:
WSI= [3.08914x 10-2+ 1.93793x V(05)-6.72817x 10-4x V(05) 2] x WSIEC

If V(06) < 2,558 volt, then:
WS2= [-7.13544x 10-42 2.52039x V(06)-0.404911 x V(06)2+

8.22668x 102 [P(06)11 x WS2EC

If V(06) > 2.558 volt, then:
WS2 = 10,181091 + 1.92438 x V(06) + 1.55926 x 10- 4 x V(06) 2] X WS2EC

DPI FCA L = (as indicated on data printout)

*DP2FCAL - (as indicated on data printout)

V'(03) = V(03) + DPIFCAL

DPI = -20.825 + 6.25047 x V'(03)- 4.04968 x 10-2 x V'(03)2+ 1.43719 x 1003 x V'(03) 3

V'(04) = V(04) + DP2FCAL

DP2=-20.5158+6.06103 x V'(04)- 2.15130x 102x V(04) 2 + 1.890459x 10-3x V'(04) 3

If IV(01)1 > 1.0 volt, then:

TUR I 11,07722 x 10 2.

If I V(01) I < 1.0 volt, then:
TUR I "NO DATA"

If I V(02)1 > 1.0volt, then:

7TUR2 11.07722 x 101 2

If I V(02)1 < 1.0 volt, then:
TUR 2= "NO DATA"

* BP2 - 941.51 + 14.123 V(07) + 0.22644 x V(07) 2 - 1.41907 x 10-2 x V(07)3

* SR = -139.46 x V(08)

* WTBFCAL - (as indicated on data printout)

* '(10) = V(10) + WTBFCAL

* WTB = 9.75329 + 0.969791 x V'(10) + 6.10709 xlO- 4 x V,(10)2

*ZI - 18.35
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Z2 = 9.20

ZB = 10.000

ZTUR I = ZI + 0.60

ZTUR2 = Z2 + 0.60

GMH = Zl xZ2

*BPI = BP2 - [(Z1-Z2) x 0.121

*BPB = BPI + [(Z1-ZB) x 0.121

*BPM = BPI + [(Z1-GMH) x 0.121

*BPW= BPI + [(ZI) x 0.121

ATKI = ATI + 273.160

ATK2 = AT2 + 273.160

DPK1 = DPI 4- 273.160

DPK2 = DP2 + 273.160

A I = 373.160/DPK I

A 2 = 373.160/DPK2

BI = AI- 1.000

B2=A2- 1.000

c I = 1.000 - I.jAll

C2 = 1.000 - 1 A2

GGC 10= - 3.49149

GGC II = 11.344

GGC 12 = 5.02808

GGC 13 = - 7.90298

GGC14 = 8.1328 x 10-3

GGCI5 = -1.3816 x 10- 7

DI = [10(((;( 10)") - 1.000

D2 = [10(((A 0(l ° (H
(

D ] - 1.0100

* FI = I10(;(( 11) 1() 1- 1.000

* F2 = I0G G(i 11)x 2)] - 1.000

VPI - BPI x (A I)((( 12 x 1 0 1i(;('13xBl1lIG('14xDl'-IGGC1SxFlI

VP2 = BP2 x (A 2)( ; ' 12 X 10
I(; c( 13xB2I- IG ( 'I4xD 2 1.IGGcIsxF '21

GI = 373.160/ATK I

G2 = 373.160/ATK2

QI =GI- 1.000
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Q2= G2- 1.000

A - 1.000 - 1-I1

J2 - 1.000 - I

KI = I10 (GGCIO)x(QI)] - 1.000

K2- Iio(GGCIO)x(Q2)
] - 1.000

MI = [1 0 (GGCII)x(JI)] - 1.000

M2 - [1 0 (GG
( ' l)x(J2)] - 1.000

"SVPI - BPI x (Gl)UG (' 12 x I0 IGGCI3xQII+[GGCi4XKII+
IGGCISXMII

" SVP2 - BP2 x (G2)(;G( 1 2 X lOIGGC13xQ21+IGGC14xK2+IGGCISxM2)

W VGC - 4.6150 x 102

AHIu (VP1) x (WVGC)(ATK) 1

AH2 - (VP2) xl 1001

RHI - l s--I x 100

R112 -~ VP2 x 10

" SHIl - 0.622 x VP!
BPI - (0.378 x VPI)

0.622 x VP2
BP2 - (0.378 x [P2)

VTK I - (ATK1) x [1.000 + (SHI x 0.608))

VTK2 - (ATK2) x (1.000 + (SH2 x 0.608)1

VTI = VTKI - 273.160

VT2 - VTK2 - 273.160

PT'I - (ATKI) - (0.0098 x Z1)

PTK2 - (ATK2) + (0.0098 x Z2)

PTI - PTK I - 273.160

PT2- PTK2- 273.160

vPTK I - (VTK I) + (0.0098 x Z 1)

VPTK2- (VTK2) + (0.0098 x Z2)

VPTI - VPTKI - 273.160
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VPT2 -[PTK 2 - 273.160

WSM - WSI +- WS2
2

*WSD =(WS1I- IVS2)

If I WSD I < (WSM x .028), then set:
WSD - (WSM x .028)

SHD - (SI - 5112)I

*If ISHIi < .08 x 10 3 and DP2 > WTB then set:
SHD -+ .08 x 10-

"*If I SHD I < .08 x I OF and DP2 < WTB. then set:

SHD =-.08 x 10-1

"*PTKD =(PTK I - PTK 2)

*If I PTKD I < .008 and PT2 > Wi'S, then set:
PTKD - 008

*If jPTKDI < .008 and PT2 < Wi'S, then set:

I'TKD -. 008

*DWSDZ -WS
GMH x Ln(Z1Z2)

*DSHDZ SH
GMH x Lit (Zl/IZ2)

DPTDZ - PTKD
* DTD =GMH x Lit(Z I/ Z2)

ATKI + ATK2
ATKM= 2

VI'TK I + VPTK 2
VPTKM 2

GA =9.7959

R= (GA) x (DPTDZ)
RI(VPTKM) x [DWSDZJ 2

If RI < -2.0. then ZOL - "NOT COMPUTED"

If -2.0 < RI < 0, then compute ZOL as a function of RI solving the below equation in

reverse via the Newton-Raphson Method for:

RI =[0.7(ZOLJ ~[I - 15(ZOL)]112
RI =[0.7(ZOLl x[I - 9(ZOL)1"/2

Let J - RI as an arbitrary starting point and

ZOLJ-' I= ZOLj F(ZOLJ)

F(ZOL1 )
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Where:

ZOLV is the current guess.

ZOLJ"' is the next iteration.

and

F(ZOL)= 74(ZOL)[1 - 15(ZOL)J" 2 
- RI

[I1- 9(ZOL)I"2I

F'(ZL) - S(ZOL)II/21 - I 2-3(ZOL)I" + 9(Rfl1

Execute the iterations until:

IZOLJ ' - ZOLJI < 00
IZOLJ-6-1

At which point an exceptable value for ZOL has been computed.

Then:

MOL -GMH
ZOL

zi MOL
Z2

WI = (I - 15(ZIOL)Ii/4

W2 = 11 - 15(Z2OL)I"14

YI = D1 - 9(ZIOL)II"2

Y2 - [I - 9(Z2OL)J"/2

With arcian expressed in radians:

PSIIZI - 2 x Ln +W1 Ln + W) (-2 acan( W 0) +
2 + i 2 j

PS1Z2- 2x Ln1  ~+ Ln[' '-2 arcaltW2)i+2

PSI2Z I - LnII + Y1j

PSI2Z2 - Ln 11+~ Y2j
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If Ri > +4 0.2, then ZOL = "NOT COMPUTED"

If + 0.2 >, RI > 0, then compute ZOL as a function of RI solving the below equation in

reverse via the Quadratic Solution for:

RI-0.74(ZOL) + 4.7(ZOL)2

[1 + 4.7(ZOL)H2

Let:

ZOL -B- 5 2 --4(A xC)
ZOL 2(A)

Where:

A = (22.09 x RI) - 4.7

B = (9.4 x RI) - 0.74

C'= RI

Then:
GMH '

MOL =ZOL

ZI OL- MOL

0 Z2
Z2L MOL

PSIlI ZI = -4.7 (Z IOL)

PSI I Z2 = -4.7 (Z 20L)

PS2I=-4.7(Z IOL)
PS121 = -0.74

-4.7(Z2OL)
PS1272= 0.74

ZL=MOL

*V(= 0.4

*WSLO- Ln(ZD)- PSIIZII - ILtt(Z2) -PSIIZ2JWSSLOP =WSD

*SI-SLOP = [it n(Z 1) - P.5I2Z II - [Lit(Z2) - PSI2Z2J
SHD

*PKSOP( Lit (Z 1) - PSI12Z II - ILit(Z2) - PSI2Z2J
*PTKSOP -PTA'!

*TURD=- (TUR I -TUR 2)

*If ITURDI < .05, then set [Lit(TUR )-Ln (TUR 2)J -3.0
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*TURLOP Lti(ZTURI) -Ln(ZTUR2)1

*TUSLO= Ln (TUR 1) - Ln (TUR 2)J

FRlCV VK
WSSLOP

*RLC10=- -2,501

*RLCI I - +1.465

"*RLC 12 = -6.743

" RLC 13 = - 10. 700

"*RLC14 - -6.875

* LOGFV =Log10)(FRICV)

*RUFL = I ORLCIO +- RLC'II (LOGFV) + RLC12(LOGFI')
2 

+ RL('13(LOGFI')3 RLC[4(LOGFI'1
4

VKC
SSH 0.74 (SHSLOP)

SCLPT = VKC 
i

0.74(PTKSLOP)

I'TKM = VTKlI+ VTK 2
2

*AIRD= 34838(BPM)
VTKM

SPHA =0. 24011 + 0.90 I H + SH2Jjx 0

MOFLX = -(AJRD) x (FRICV)2

IIUFLX = - (A IRD) x (FRlCV) x (SCLSH)

HEFLX = -(A IRD) x (FRICV) x(SCLPT) x f(SPHEAT) x 4.186841

ATM - A TKM - 273.160

LHV - 1597.31 - 1.56S25(ATM)I)103

*LHFLX = (HUFLX) x I(LFIV) x (4.18684)]

* THFLX= - EFLX + LHFLX + SR

*BR - HEFLX
LHFLX

LAMBDA -5.4 x 10"

*OPTlR I=- 77.6(BPI) 1 1 + 7.53 x 109 X2 U 1 o1
(ATKI)2  ~ (LAMBDA )2  xTR~1'IPI 77.6(BP2) 12 x1+ 7.53 x 109 12 (TR)x1"

*OPIR2 IAK) (LAMBDA) 2  TR2 O

*IPRZ - Ln(Zi) - Ln(ZB)
Ln(ZI) - Ln(Z2)

*lPR TUR - Ln (Z 1) - Ln (ZB)
Ln (ZTUR 1) - LN (ZTUR 2)
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* WSB = WS I- IIPRZ (WS I WS 2)J

* DPKB -DPK I - I IPRZ (DPK I - DPK 2)]

*A TKB - A TKI - IIPRZ (A TK1I - A TK2)]

*TR T= Lit (TURI1) - jIPR TUR x Lit TU I

TUR T= exp (TR T)

*DRAG - FRICVJ
2

DP = DP B I 7.6

ATB = ATKB - 273.160

AB - 373.160/DPKB

BB = ABD- 1.000

CB6= 1.000 -

DB = I I (Gc'lm 0) I8AV) - 1.000

FB = [jo(G('(IIX((BIj - 1.000

*VPB - BPB x (AB)(""('2 X) 1 01G(3B8j1, IGGI4xOBI+ IGGCI5x FBI

GB = 3 73.160/ A TKB

QB = GB - 1.000

JB .00 [GB

KB = 1 0 4 G(,(10) x 1QU81- 1.000

MB = [ 1 0 16((il)"lJB)j - 1.000

*SVPB =BPB x (GB)G'~'- 2 X 1 0 IG;GCl13xQBI-IGG('14xABI+IG(ISxABI

AHB =(VPB) x I (WVGC) x(A TKB)

S VPB1

0.622 x VPB
*B=BPB -(0.378 x VPB)

VTKB - (A TKB) x 11.000 + (SHB x 0.608)]

VTB - VTB - 273.160

PTKB - (A TKB) + [0.0098 x ZBI

PTB - PTKB - 273.160

VPTA'B = (VIT'B) + [0.0098 x ZBI

VPTB - IPTKB -273.160
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WTKB R TB + 273.160

ATWTB -ATKB - WTKB

PTWTB - PTKB - WTKB

VPTWTB= VTKB - WTKB

VPTWT- 0.9 xPK 1-WK

SHT .( 0.9 SB x 103

*AIRDB - .34838(BPB)
VTKB

i"VP7'C = 0.002 - ((SH-TC)' x (WSB) x (PTWTB)]
HEFLXB = (AIRDB) x (VVPTC) x [(SPHEA TB) x 4.186841
A W= 373.160/ WTKB

BW =A W- 1.000

CW = 1.000 - I-;AiWj
DW = 1 0 (GGUIO0)x(HW)J - .ooo

*VPW =BPW x(A W)GGC*12 X l[GG('13xBW1+IGGC14xDWI±[GGCIS5XFWI

AHW= (VPW) XI(G100

MTC= 1.32 x 10y-

VVHC = (MTC) x (WSB) x LAHW - AHBI

HUFLXB = VVHC

LHVB = 1597.31 - I.5652S(A TB)]) x 103

*LHFLXB = (HUFLXB) x ((LHVB) x (4.18684)]

*THFLXB = HEFLXB + L)-FLXB + SR

-BB HEFLXB
*BB LHFLXB

DRAGB -(0.63 + I0.0)66(WSB)1) x I103

*55 TR ES - (DRAGB) x (WSB) 2 (AIRDB)
*VVLC -- SSTREsIAIRDB

*MfOFLXB - -(SSTRES)

*FRICVB- (SS TRES)
(A IRDB)J

*LOGFVIB - Log, 0(FRICVB)

*RUFLB - j 0 RLCIO+ RLC*II4LOG&'B) RL( I2(LOC, 8) 2 + RLCI3(LOGI8)'+ RLC14(L.OGVB)4
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SCLSB = - HUFLXB
SCLI-I =(AIRDB) x (FRICVB)

SCLPTB =-HEFLXB
SCLPB =(AIRDB) x (FRIC VB) x 1418684(SPHEA TB)]

MOLB -(A TKB) x [FR/C VBP
(GA) x (VVPTC) x(VKC)

ZL-GMH
ZOB-MOLB

If ZOLB <, 0, then:

RIB = 0.74(ZOLB)J [ - 1(OBI 1

[I - 9(ZOLB)I"2'

If ZOLB > 0, then:

RIB - (ZOLB) x 10.74 + 4.7(ZOLB)i
D1 + 4.7(ZOLB)12

ZOLTB = OB

*OPTIR T (77.6) x(BPB) 12 x j+ 7.53 x 1  x (TURT) x 10-12

*EWSD -028( WSM)
*EWSD- xIloo

*ESHD -08 x 10-'x 0
*ESHD= ISHD IO

*EPTD = '.008 x 100
PTKD I

*EWSPD =EWSD

*ESHPD = ESHD

*EPTPD = EPTD

*ERI = EPTPD + 2 (EWSPD)

*If RI < 0, then set:

EZOL = ERI

*If RI > 0, then set:

EZOL - [1 + (lOIR1I)) x ERI

*EPSID IOI+2Jx EZOL

*EZOL T - EZOL

*EWSSLP - EPSID + EWSD

*ESHSLP = EPSID + ESUD

*EP78LP = EPSID + EPTD

*EFRIC[V - EWSSLP

*EDRAG - 2(EFRICI")

*E.RUFL - EFRICV + 20
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*ESCLSH = ESHSLP

*ESCLPT - EPTSLP

*EMOFLX = 2(EFRICV)

* EHUFLX = EFR IC V + ESCLSH
*EHEFLX = EFRICV + ESCLPT

*ELHFLX = EHUFLX

*EBR = EHEFLX + ELHFLX

*ESR - (ISR I + 14 x .05 x 100ISR I
*DHEFLX = I (HEFLX) I x (EHEFLX)

* DLHFLX - I (LHFLX) I x (,TLI-FLX)

*DSR I I(SR) I x (ESR)

*DH = IHEFLXI + ILHFLXI + ISR I

*ETHFLX - DIIEFLXIj + IDLHFLXIJ + IDSR -12

11DH J DHI J DH
*EZB= 3

*EWSB = 3

*ESHTC -55

*EMTC = 25

*EDRAGB = 40

*EPTWTB = 0.5 10fP-TWTBIx

*EAHWB .4x10- x10
IAHW -AHBIx10

*EVVPTC =ESH-TC + EWSB + EPTWTB

*EHEFXB =EVVPTC

*EVVHC - EMTC + EWSB + EAHWB

*EHUFXB = EVVHC

*ELHFXB - EHUFXB

-* EBRB = EHEFXB + ELHFXB

*ESRB - ESR

*DHEFXB - I (HEFLX))I x(EHEFXB)

*DLHFXB = I (LHFLXB) I x (ELHFXB)

*DSRB - DSR

*DHB - IHEFLYBI + ILHFLXBI + ISR I 2

*ETfHFXB =1 DHEFXB)I + I DLHFXBI) + I DSRB1211

DHB DHB 1 DHBJ
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*LS TRIES LD:IRA GH + 2 (EWSB)

* E I'IIIC =ESTRLES

* EMfOFVB = ES TR ES

* FICR 0. 5(ES TR ES)

* ERbUFL B =EFRlCB + 20

*ESLSHB =EHUFYB + EFR ICB

*IESLPTB =EHEFXB + EFRI('B

*EMOLB = 3EFRICB) + EIPTC

" EZOLB =EANIOLB + EZB

" EZOL TB = 170L B

*if ZOLB <- 0. then set:

ERIB = EZOLB

*if ZOLB > 0, then set:

ER/B EZOLB
1+(00ZR/BI)

*WARI- RI +RIB 1 i __

- ER/I ERIBJ ER! ER/BJ

* ~ZL=fZOLT + ZOLTB I I + I
KAWOL I:ZO70 T E ZOL TB /EZOL T EZOL TB)

*WAIA1fOFI' = oL + MFXI/I I + I I

EAIOFLXA EAIOF'BJ EMOFLX EMOFXB

WAIIIUIK,%= I IU!', + IIL/FL.VBI I + I I
ALA/L A ELH'~B ELHFLX ELMFXBJ

*WAfL/lIX = LIL + E1/F B1  ELIIFLX ELHFXB

* W~tIEF~' I IIFLY +IEL1 NBJ/ EIEFLX +EHEFXB

* W.ISR = SR

*WAITINf = 7'ILA + ET B J / ETHFLX +ETHFXBJ

*I4AIBR HR= BRB + IBB
:R ERRI ERR +BB

*WRlFR4- f ;R 1"-l I/ I +EIRI( I EFRI('B IEFRICI' ERC
I_ + .FRIURf~ I EFRIC

* =SCL.S11II ± SLSAIR j / ( + ESLSIIB
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ESCLPT +SLPTB ESlT

*WMSLPT _ ISCLPT SLPTBJ11  I + ESLPTBJ

*WMR UFL = R UFL R UFLB ___+

+/ +MFX I

SDRI RI - MRI)' (RIB-LMFR)2 11

2M EF) 1/

SDZRIC = (FR/CUZO ) ( O B - WMFRI TCKI 11

- E2IFB 11/J~I /2

SDTHX (HFLX- WTHFX2 +(DAGXB - WMRAG)2 1
1

2

*SDB (BR- WBR)2+ (BB WMR 11

2( 1

* D L T - (SCLPT - -MLP ) +-S'L -W)VI--.----11
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SDMOFX 1
*If WMMOFX > .06, then: DFMOFX = I WMMOFXI x l00

=SDMOFXx10

*If WMMOFX < .06, then: DFMOFX x 100.06

*If WMLHFX > 20, then: DFLMFX = SDLMFX x 100
I WMLHFX Ix10
SDLHFX

*If WMLHFX < 20, then: DFLHFX= x 100
20

*If WMHEFX > 3, then: DFHEFX = SDHEFX x 100
SDHEFXI

*if I WMHEFXI < 3, then: DFHEFX- SDHEFX x 100
3

*DFSR = 0

*If IWMTHFX > 30, then DFTMFX = SDTMFXx
I WMTMFXI 0

*If WITHFXI < 30, then DFTMFX SDTHFX x 10030

*If WMBRI > .08. then DFBR= SDBR x 100IWMBRI

* If WMIBRI .08, then DFBR = SDBR x 100
.08

*If WMFRICI > 6 x 10-2 , then DFFRIC = SDFRIC x 100
WMFRICI

*If IWMFRICI < 6x 10- 2. then DFFRIC= SDFRICxI0-2 1006

*If I WMSLSHI > 3 x 107- , then DFSLSH = SDSLSH x 100_I WMSLSHIx10

Ilf I WMSLSM I < 3 x 10-', then DFSLSH = SDSLSH x 1003 x 10-

-SDSLPTx10

*If IWMSLPTI > 2 x 10-2, then DFSLPT= I WMSLPTI x 100

*If I WMSLPTI < 2 x 10- 2, then DFSLPT - SDSLPT x 1002 x 10-2SDR UFL

-If WMRUFLI > 6x 10- ', then DFRUFL - IWMRUFLI x 100

*If WMRUFLI >6x 10-, then DFRUFL G SDRUFL xlO0
IWMDRAG I

SDDRA G*If WMDRAGI > 4 x i0 - 4, then DFDRAG =f I WMDRAGI x 00

*lf WMDRAGI 4 x 10-4. then DFDRAG - SDDRAG x 1004 x 10- 4

" WMMOL ZB
WMZOLT

" WMZOL = GMH
LVMMOL
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Equations and symbols deleted since the previous experiment:

8P

D VPTDZ

VPTKSLOP

SCLVPT

SCL VPTB

BOYFLX

BOYFLXB

RSTRES
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